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Untersuchungen der Stickstoff- und Jodchemie der Stratosphäre mittels ballongetragener DOAS-Messungen und Modellrechnungen
Neben den Halogenverbindungen haben vor allem die Stickstoffverbindungen einen entscheidenden Einfluß auf den stratosphärischen Ozonabbau. Trotz intensiver Forschung konnte ein
quantitatives Verständnis des Ozonverlusts aufgrund der komplexen Wechselwirkungsmechanismen zwischen chemischen und dynamischen Prozessen bisher nicht erreicht werden.
Im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit wurden Messungen stratosphärischer Spurenstoffprofile mittels
ballongestützter Differentieller Optischer Absorptions Spektroskopie (DOAS) durchgeführt und
interpretiert. Das Hauptaugenmerk galt dabei der genauen Bestimmung des Gehalts und der
Verteilung von O3 , NO2 , IO und OIO unter unterschiedlichen geophysikalische Bedingungen.
Durch die Kombination der DOAS Messungen mit den Resultaten eines ebenfalls auf der Gondel
installierten Fourier Transform Interferometers und der Einbeziehung dreidimensionaler Modellrechungen, konnte der stratospärische Stickstoffhaushalts detailliert untersucht werden. Es
konnte gezeigt werden, daß die Modelle erhebliche Unsicherheiten bei der Beschreibung der
atmosphärischen Transportprozesse aufweisen und daß die chemischen Mechanismen, die das
Verhältnis der verschiedenen Stickstoffverbindungen regulieren, nur unvollständig verstanden
sind.
Die gleichzeitige Bestimmung der Obergrenzen des stratosphärischen IO und OIO Gehalts
zusammen mit photochemischen Modellrechungen ermöglichte eine Abschätzung der Obergrenze
des gesamten gasförmigen Jods der unteren Stratosphäre mit bisher nicht erreichter Genauigkeit.
Die Photolyse von OIO stellt dabei eine wesentliche Unsicherheit dar. Es konnte gezeigt werden,
daß selbst im Rahmen der abgeschätzten Obergrenzen von 0.1 ppt oder 0.065 ppt (je nachdem
ob OIO Phtotolyse zugelassen wird oder nicht) die Jodchemie einen signifikanten Beitrag zum
Ozonverlust in mitteren Breiten leisten kann.

Studies of the Stratospheric Nitrogen and Iodine Chemistry by Balloon-Borne
DOAS Measurements and Model Calculations
It is well known, that the stratospheric ozone depletion is controlled mainly by halogen and
nitrogen compounds. As a result of the complex interaction between chemical and dynamical
processes, a quantitative understanding of the ozone loss has not been achieved till now, although
it was subject of several years of intensive scientific research.
This thesis reports and discusses balloon-borne Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
(DOAS) measurements of stratospheric trace gas profiles. The focus of this study was to measure
the vertical distribution of O3 , NO2 , IO, and OIO during different geophysical conditions.
In combination with the results of a Fourier Transform Interferometer, sharing the gondola with
the DOAS instrument, and with 3-D chemistry model calculations it was possible to investigate
the nitrogen chemistry in detail. Large deficits in the model’s treatment of the atmospheric
transport processes as well as in the understanding of the processes that control the partitioning
of the nitrogen species have been found.
Upper limits of the stratospheric amounts of IO and OIO were simultaneously inferred. The
combination of these observations with photochemical model calculations allowed to precisely
infer the upper limit of total gaseous iodine in the lower stratosphere. It is noteworthy, that even
within the inferred upper limits of total iodine of 0.1 ppt or 0.065 ppt (allowing or omitting OIO
photolysis), iodine still has the potential to significantly reduce the mid-latitudinal stratospheric
ozone level.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The unique role of ozone in absorbing most of the biologically damaging ultraviolet radiation
(UV) of the incoming solar radiation was already recognized in the 19th century by Cornu [1879]
and Hartley [1880]. Stratospheric ozone1 converts the UV radiation into heat, which determines
the thermal structure of the stratosphere.
Although it was realized in the early 1970s, that anthropogenic emissions of nitrogen and
halogen compounds influence the stratospheric ozone budget [Crutzen 1970; Molina and Rowland
1974], the discovery of a dramatic ozone loss over Antarctica was surprising [Farman et al. 1985].
It was found, that this phenomena of an almost 100% ozone reduction at altitudes between 12
km and 20 km, referred to as the Antarctic ozone hole, occurs regularly every spring. The
anthropogenic emissions of chlorofluorcarbons (CFCs) were soon identified as the likely cause
and the future production of CFCs and of other ozone depleting substances such as halons was
reduced stepwise and finally stopped by the Montreal Protocol in 1987 and its amendments
(London, 1990; Copenhagen, 1992; Montreal, 1997).
The mechanisms, responsible for the formation of the Antarctic ozone hole, are believed
to be quantitatively understood now. The dynamical prerequisite is the formation of a strong
winterly cyclone over the pole, called the polar vortex. Inside this ’chemical containment vessel’
the temperatures can drop below 196 K and so-called polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) can
form [Toon et al. 1986; Crutzen and Arnold 1986]. Stable inorganic halogen compounds such as
HCl, ClONO2 or BrONO2 then react on the surface of these PSCs and form more reactive and
ozone destroying species Cl2 , HOCl, and BrCl [Solomon et al. 1986]. As soon as the sunlight
returns, latter species photodissociate and destroy ozone through catalytic cycles.
The discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole raised the question whether a chemical induced
ozone depletion is also occurring in other regions. During the Arctic winter, the similar meteorological conditions lead to the formation of a polar vortex in the stratosphere just like over
Antarctica. However, strong dynamical disturbances, caused by the large-scale weather system, make the Arctic vortex less stable and prevent the temperatures from being as low as in
Antarctica. Therefore, the potential for PSC formation and ozone depletion is much reduced.
Nevertheless, chemical active bromine and chlorine compounds are also formed over the Arctic
and the observed ozone loss can be as large as 70% around 20 km[EORCU 2000]. Besides the
1

About 90% of the atmospheric ozone resides in the stratosphere, a layer that begins between 8 and
18 km and extents to 50 km.

1
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stratospheric ozone depletion over the poles, a statistically significant, negative trend in ozone
is observed also in both hemispheres at mid and high latitudes during all seasons. It is believed,
that the increased bromine and chlorine loading of the stratosphere has primarily contributes to
the mid-latitudinal ozone loss, as same heterogenous reactions that occur in the polar regions
can take place on background aerosol in the tropopause2 region [WMO 1998].
Although most of the key processes involved in the ozone depletion are well understood,
discernible discrepancies are observed when comparing the predictions of chemical model calculations with atmospheric measurements. For instance, neither the ozone destruction observed
during the Arctic winter nor the mid-latitudinal trend can be quantitatively explained by models
[EC-Report 2001].
The differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) is a well established technique for
the sensitive detection and quantification of atmospheric trace gases. Within the scope of this Ph.
D. thesis, a balloon-borne DOAS instrument, installed on the LPMA3 /DOAS balloon gondola,
was used to measure the vertical distributions of O3 , NO2 , IO and OIO during a series of eight
flights in different latitudes and seasons.
The main objective of this thesis is the detailed investigation of the stratospheric nitrogen
chemistry. An accurate knowledge of the processes controlling the abundances and the partitioning of nitrogen species is crucial for the ozone chemistry as nitrogen oxides are directly
involved in the ozone depletion4 and as they modulate the strength and the length of the ozone
depletion during the polar winter/spring through the deactivation of chlorine and bromine 5 . The
combination of the DOAS measurements with the results obtained with an Fourier Transform
Interferometer sharing the gondola with the DOAS instrument, provides the ability to study
the budget and partitioning of the nitrogen species in detailed and to identify and explore the
current deficits of so-called Chemical Transport Models (CTMs).
Another objective is to sensitively estimate the amount of total stratospheric iodine. As
first proposed by Solomon et al. [1994], iodine can significantly contribute to the observed midlatitudinal trend in ozone. Past measurements of stratospheric IO, however, yielded negative
results [Pundt et al. 1998; Wennberg et al. 1997], but recent laboratory as well as field studies
have revitalized the importance of stratospheric iodine [e.g. Alicke et al. 1999; Cox et al. 1999;
Cronhite et al. 1999; Allan et al. 2000; Frieß et al. 2001; Wittrock et al. 2000]. The balloon-borne
DOAS measurements provide a unique tool to sensitively search for the spectroscopic signatures
of stratospheric IO and, for the first time, of OIO. In combination with photochemical model
calculations, these measurements allow to quantify the potential amount of gaseous iodine in
the lower stratosphere.
This thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter gives a brief overview of the most
important radiative processes in the earth’s atmosphere. The third chapter presents the current knowledge of the stratospheric chemistry and especially highlights the nitrogen and iodine
chemistry. Also included is a discussion of the relevant dynamical processes. The methodology
2

Lower boundary of the stratosphere
LPMA=Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Application
4
In the altitude range between 25 km and 40 km the dominant contribution to the ozone depletion is
through nitrogen chemistry [e.g. Brasseur and Solomon 1986].
5
The denoxification (the transformation of active nitrogen oxides to stable nitrogen species) and
denitrification (the irreversible removal nitrogen through uptake and sedimentation of large particles) are
essential prerequisites for a strong and long-lasting ozone depletion [e.g. Fahey et al. 1990].
3

3
is subject of the the fourth chapter. There the used instrumentation, the measurement technique and the methods used to retrieve vertical trace gas distributions is described. The fifth
chapter gives an overview of the results of the NO2 and O3 measurements, including extensive
comparisons with other measurements and model calculations. A detailed investigation of the
partitioning and the budget of nitrogen species is presented in the sixth chapter. The seventh
chapter present the results of the IO and OIO measurements. Finally a summary and outlook
are provided in the eighth chapter.

4
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Chapter 2
Basics of the Atmospheric Radiative
Transfer
A photon, traversing the earth’s atmosphere can undergo a large number of processes. It can be
Rayleigh or Raman scattered on air molecules, Mie scattered on aerosols, cloud droplets or ice
particles or it can be absorbed by them. Since the absorption by aerosols and cloud droplets can
be neglected in the UV/vis/NIR1 wavelength range (∼300-800 nm), only the gaseous absorption
of molecules will be considered here. The following sections describe the different scattering
processes and the molecular absorption in more detail beginning with the definitions of the
basic quantities for the radiative transfer.

2.1

Definitions

The incident radiant energy per time dWλ at wavelegth λ on an arbitrary orientated area element
dA is given by the irradiance Eλ
dWλ
Eλ =
(2.1)
dA
Taking into account the orientation of the area element and the solid angle Ω of the incident
radiation we obtain the radiance Lλ often simply called intensity Iλ :
Lλ =

dWλ
dA⊥ dΩ

(2.2)

with dA⊥ = dA cos ϑ and ϑ being between the direction of the incident beam and the normal
of the element of area. By integrating Lλ over the half sphere considering the factor cos ϑ the
irradiance can be calculated:
Z
Lλ cos ϑ dΩ
(2.3)
Eλ =
2π

For isotropic radiation, i.e. Lλ = L0,λ , the integration is trivial and yields Eλ = πL0,λ . A quantity
of major importance for the photochemistry is the actinic flux Fλ , obtained by integrating Lλ
1

UV: ultraviolet; vis: visible; NIR: near infrared

5
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over the whole sphere
Fλ =

2.2
2.2.1

Z

Lλ dΩ

(2.4)

4π

Scattering
Rayleigh Scattering

Rayleigh scattering occurs if the dimension of the scatterers is small compared to the wavelength
of the incident radiation (e.g., air molecules). The scattered light can be treated as radiation
emitted by an oscillating dipole, excited by the oscillating field of the incident electromagnetic
wave. The scattering cross section can be calculated and shows a λ −4 dependency for light
frequencies smaller than the natural frequency of the oscillator (see , e.g. [Feynman et al. 1965]).
An accurate empirical formula for the total cross section taking into account the polarizability
and the anisotropy of air molecules is given by [Brasseur and Solomon 1986]
σRayl =

4.0 · 10−28

cm2

(2.5)
λ
with λ given in µm. The phase function for Rayleigh scattering for unpolarized light is given by
3
p(θ) = (1 + cos2 θ)
(2.6)
4
or when taking into account the anisotropy of the molecules by [Penndorf 1957]
3.916+0.074λ+ 0.05
λ

p(θ) = 0.7629 (1 + 0.932 cos2 θ).

2.2.2

(2.7)

Mie Scattering

If the dimension of the scattering particle is comparable or larger than the wavelength of the
incident light then Mie scattering occurs. In this case, the emission of a large number of excited
dipoles in the particles has to be considered. The resulting interference effects lead to a strong
emphasis of the forward direction of the scattered light. This scattering characteristic can be
well approximated by the Henyey Greenstein phase function:
p(θ) =
with the asymmetry factor

1 − g2
,
(1 + g 2 − 2g cos θ)3/2

1
g =< cos θ >=
2

Z+1
p(θ) · cos θ d(cos θ).

(2.8)

(2.9)

−1

For atmospheric aerosols an asymmetry factor in the range between 0.6 and 0.7 is usually
assumed. Since a mixture of aerosols of different size is found in the atmosphere the macroscopic
extinction coefficient is used instead of the scattering cross section. This macroscopic extinction
coefficient is defined as the integral of the particle size distribution times the scattering cross
section and the particle surface [Van De Hulst 1957]. The size distribution of atmospheric aerosols
is well described by the Junge distribution (∼ r −s−1 ) with s = 3.5 ± 1 [Junge 1961]. This leads
to a λ3−s dependence of the macroscopic extinction coefficient.

2.3. ABSORPTION

2.2.3

7

Raman Scattering

Inelastic scattering of light on molecules, called Raman scattering, occurs, if during the scattering
process the rotational or rotational-vibrational state of the molecule and thus the energy of the
scattered photon changes. Consequently, the molecular scattered light consists of the Rayleigh
line (due to the elastic scattering) accompanied by several closely spaced vibrational Raman
bands, each consisting of several rotational Raman lines. However, the total cross section for
Raman scattering is only in the range of a few percent of the Rayleigh cross section with the
same phase function as for Rayleigh scattering. Detailed calculations of the Raman cross section
for air molecules (O2 and N2 ) can be found in Bussemer [1993], Haug [1996], and Funk [2000].
For measurements of scattered sun light, the implication of Raman scattering lies in the
’filling in’ of Fraunhofer lines. This effect is referred to as Ring effect [Grainger and Ring 1962].
Strong atmospheric absorption lines can also be affected by the Ring effect [Fish and Jones
1995].

2.3

Absorption

An atom or molecule can change its internal state to a higher state by absorption of a photon
from an electromagnetic radiation field if the energy difference of the two states equals the
energy of the absorbed photon. The transition probability shows a linear dependency on the
energy density of the radiation field with a proportionality factor called Einstein coefficient for
absorption2 . The strength of the absorption is thus given by the Einstein coefficient which can be
obtained by quantum mechanical calculations3 . Besides the energy conservation some selection
rules for the transitions have to be obeyed. The selection rules can be inferred by considering
the symmetry properties of the wave functions of the atomic or molecular states. The atomic
or molecular specific absorption characteristics are expressed in terms of an absorption cross
section, which is a measure for the probability of absorption at a certain wavelength.
While for atoms only electronic transitions are possible, for molecules electronic, rotational
and vibrational transitions occur. Molecular absorption spectra in the UV/vis wavelength range
(∼ 300-700 nm) consist of rotational-vibrational spectra of different electronic transitions. However, the rotational-vibrational spectrum of an electronic transition is often superimposed by
lines of other transitions and thus identification of individual lines is not possible. The absorption cross sections of the most important species in the visible wavelength range are displayed in
Figure 2.1. In the microwave and infrared region the absorption is due to rotational transitions
and rotational-vibrational transitions, respectively. In this wavelength range, it is often possible
to identify single absorption lines.
The spectral lines of the (originally monochromatic) transitions are broadened by Doppler
2

Atoms or molecules can change their internal state by absorption and stimulated or spontaneous
emission. An Einstein coefficient is assigned to each of the three processes. Close relationships between
the three coefficients can be found by steady state assumptions [Schwabl 1993].
3
Time dependent perturbation theory show that the Einstein coefficients depend on the square of the
dipole matrix element of the transition. The dipole matrix element is defined as the expectation value
of the position vector of the electron taking into consideration the wave function of both states of the
transition.
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Figure 2.1: Absorption cross sections in the visible wavelength range. Shown is -from the top to
the bottom- ozone [Burrows et al. 1999], NO2 [Harder et al. 1997], O4 [Greenblatt et al. 1990],
OClO [Wahner et al. 1987], IO [Harwood et al. 1997], OIO [Cox et al. 1999] , H2 O [Rothman
et al. 1996], NO3 [Sander 1986], and O2 [Rothman et al. 1996]. For O4 , the collisional pair
absorption cross section is shown (see chapter 4.1.4).
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and pressure broadening. Under atmospheric conditions, the natural line width, associated with
the radiative lifetime of the excited state, is negligible compared to the Doppler and pressure
broadening. The absorbing atoms or molecules are in thermal motion. Thus the statistically
distributed Doppler shift of the absorption frequency leads to a broadening of the spectral line
with a Gaussian line shape. The interaction of the absorbing atom or molecule with neighboring
atoms or molecules (e.g, during collisions) causes a shift of the energy levels. This energy shift
depends on the level itself and the distance between the collision partners. For statistically distributed distances this results in a broadening of the line and a Lorentzian line shape. In general
the line shape of atmospheric absorption lines is clearly dominated by pressure broadening, only
for low pressures (in the higher atmosphere) the Doppler broadening becomes important. Both
broadening effects can be taken into account by using a Voigt profile, given by the convolution
of both line shapes.

2.4

Photochemical Effects

Absorption of ultraviolet and visible photons by atmospheric molecules can induce transitions
into electronical states which may then photodissociate. The photodissociation rate of a molecule
A is given by
dn(A)
= −jA · n(A)
(2.10)
dt
where n(A) represents the concentration of the molecule and jA the photodissociation probability
or coefficient. The photodissociation coefficient can be calculated by integration of the product
of the absorption cross section σ, the quantum yields4 ² and the actinic flux F
Z
JA = ²(λ) σ(λ) F (λ) dλ
(2.11)
The spectral distribution of the absorption cross section and the quantum yield is determined
in the laboratory and can vary with temperature (and pressure). In most cases, the quantum
yield is near unity but may be less, especially near the dissociation limit. This limit corresponds
to the minimum energy required to dissociate the molecule5 .

4
5

The quantum yields describes the probability for photodissociation after absorption of a photon
The wavelength given for photolytical reactions in chapter 3 indicate this dissociation limit
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Chapter 3
Stratospheric Chemistry and
Dynamics
The earth’s atmosphere can be described as a series of layers defined by their thermal characteristics (Figure 3.1). Each layer (called sphere) is a region where the temperature gradient with
respect to the altitude has a constant sign and the boundaries (called pause) are given by the
zeros of the temperature gradient. The lowest layer beginning at the earth’s surface is called
troposphere. Here the temperature decreases with altitude down to values of 220 - 200 K at the
upper boundary of the troposphere (tropopause). The layer next is the stratosphere. In this layer
the temperature increases again to values around 270 K at the upper boundary (stratopause).
While the lower boundary is dependent on the geographical latitude with elevations about 18
km at the equator and roughly 8 km at the poles, the upper boundary is uniformly around 50
km. The temperature at any location of the stratosphere is determined by diabatic and radiative
processes involving ozone as a UV/vis heating agent, CO2 as an IR coolant and superimposed
local fluxes of heat. As a result of the positive temperature gradient, the transport and mixing
is less efficient than in the troposphere. Moreover, the mass exchange between both layers of
the atmosphere is slow and only long-lived tropospheric species such as H2 O, N2 O, CH4 and
CFC’s can survive long enough to enter the stratosphere. The most important stratospheric
species is ozone. Although ozone is present in the atmosphere in all layers, the bulk of ozone
resides in the lower stratosphere with a maximum concentration at ∼ 25 km, referred to as the
stratospheric ozone layer. Beside it’s role for the stratospheric heating, ozone has two further
important effects. Its most outstanding feature is the relationship between its UV absorption
spectrum and the protection of living organism from the short wavelength solar UV radiation.
All solar radiation between 200-300 nm is intercepted in the mid and lower stratosphere due to
the presence of ozone. Furthermore, ozone is a so-called greenhouse gas. It is infrared active and
contributes to the radiative transfer in the long wavelength regime of the terrestrial radiation.
In the present chapter we will focus on the chemical processes which are responsible for
the current distribution of stratospheric trace gases, in particular ozone, nitrogen and halogen
compounds. Afterwards the basics of stratospheric dynamics will be described briefly. Finally,
the processes leading to the so-called stratospheric ozone hole will be discussed.
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Figure 3.1: Vertical structure of the earth ’s atmosphere. The temperature profile is an idealized
profile based on the US Standard Atmosphere [NOAA-S/T76-1562 1976]. The transitions of
the different atmospheric layers are given by the maxima and minima of the temperature profile
(denoted as pause).

3.1

Stratospheric Ozone

A chemical scheme for the formation and destruction of ozone in the stratosphere involving
only oxygen species was first proposed by Chapman [1930]. The photodissociation of molecular
oxygen by ultraviolet radiation produces atomic oxygen, which can react to ozone with molecular
oxygen via a three-body reaction:
hν

O2 −→ O + O
M

(λ ≤ 242 nm)

O + O2 −→ O3

(3.1)
(3.2)

The photodissociation of ozone followed by the reaction of atomic oxygen with either another
oxygen atom or with ozone represents the ozone loss processes.
hν

O3 −→ O2 + O(1 D)

(λ ≤ 310 nm)

(3.3)
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M

O(1 D) −→ O

(3.4)

hν

O3 −→ O2 + O
M

(λ ≤ 1180 nm)

O + O −→ O2

O + O3 −→ 2 O2

(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

Due to the strong attenuation of the short wavelength radiation, the photolysis of O 2 (reaction
3.1) and thus the production of ozone occurs mainly in the upper stratosphere. The photolysis
of ozone (reactions 3.3 and 3.5)below 50 km represents a gross but not net loss process over
timescales of the order of minutes, since almost all the atomic oxygen produced reforms ozone
within a few seconds or less (reaction 3.2).
An important aspect of atmospheric chemistry is the family concept. If we define the O x
family as the sum of the odd-oxygen such as ozone, O, and O(1 D)1 then a number of reactions
only convert one species of the Ox family into another without changing the total Ox concentration. One important consequence is the difference in lifetime. While the lifetime of the individual
species is short (e.g. ∼ 10−8 s for O(1 D) at 30 km) the lifetime of the family as a whole is several
weeks. The use of chemical families allows a clearer distinction to be drawn between reactions
which represent net and gross production and loss terms over the time scales considered.
According to the photochemical model of ozone production, the rate of O 2 photodissociation
and hence the O3 production shows a maximum for overhead sun. As a consequence the largest
ozone production is found in the equatorial region, but even at 60◦ latitude the production
rate is still effective. However, as a result of transport and mixing processes, the average global
distribution of ozone deviates substantially from the pure photochemical predictions. Hence,
the global distribution strongly depends on latitude and season with the highest concentrations
found in each hemisphere at high latitudes during spring.
The stratospheric ozone profile can qualitatively be well explained with the Chapman theory, based on pure oxygen chemistry. Even the existence of the concentration maximum in
the lower stratosphere is predicted correctly. But a quantitative comparison with the measured
ozone profile shows that the concentrations are largely overestimated. It soon became clear, that
stratospheric ozone was chemically destroyed not solely by reactions with atomic oxygen but
also by catalytic reactions, involving OH (HOx -cycle [Bates and Nicolet 1950]), NO (NOx -cycle
[Crutzen 1970; Johnston 1971]), Cl (ClOx -cycle [Molina and Rowland 1974]), and Br (BrOx -cycle
[Wofsy et al. 1975]):
X + O3 −→ XO + O2

net:

XO + O −→ X + O2
O3 + O −→ 2 O2

(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

where X denotes one of the radicals OH, NO, Cl, or Br. The radical X is regenerated by reaction
3.9 and is once more available for another ozone destruction cycle until removed by a sink
process. Thus, already a small concentration of the catalyst X can have a large impact on
the ozone concentration. In addition to this cycle, there is a second, important cycle of ozone
destruction which does not involve oxygen atoms:
OH + O3 −→ HO2 + O2
1

In a similar manner, the HOx , ClOx , BrOx , and NOx families can be defined

(3.11)
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Figure 3.2: The O3 loss rates due to the catalytic cycles involving NOx , HOx , ClOx +BrOx ,
and Ox reactive families as a percentage of total O3 loss rates for 60◦ N in October computed
for the 1990s using JPL-97 [DeMore et al. 1997] values. Adapted from Portmann et al. [1999].
HO2 + O3 −→ OH + 2 O2

net:

2 O3 −→ 3 O2

(3.12)
(3.13)

This cycle works only for HOx . As a consequence of the non-participation of oxygen atoms, this
cycle is also important for lower altitudes.
Another type of catalytic cycles involving the species of different families is given by the
following scheme:
X + O3 −→ XO + O2

Y + O3 −→ YO + O2

XO + YO −→ X + Y + O2

net:

2 O3 −→ 3 O2

(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)

with X=OH and Y=Cl, X=OH and Y=Br or X=Br and Y=Cl. Here, the recycling of the
catalysts does not involve atomic oxygen, thus the cycle is of importance in the lower stratosphere
where the catalytic ozone destruction cycles involving only species of one family is suppressed.
The relative contributions of the various cycles to the ozone destruction is shown in Figure 3.2,
calculated for mid-latitudinal conditions (60◦ N) in October. The relative contributions strongly
vary with altitude. While in the lower stratosphere, the HOx cycle dominates the ozone loss with
a smaller contribution of the ClOx +BrOx cycle, the O3 loss between 25 and 40 km is almost
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solely caused by the NOx cycle and above 40 km, the catalytic cycles involving halogens play
the dominant role. The relative contributions for other latitudes or seasons will differ from the
calculations shown in the figure. It should be mentioned, that this holds true only outside the
so-called polar vortex (see section 3.9). As discussed in section 3.5, the (dramatic) ozone loss
during polar spring is clearly caused by cycles involving chlorine (and bromine).
These catalytic cycles together with the Chapman cycle describe well the observed ozone
profile (for non-ozone hole conditions). As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the ozone
concentration is strongly dependent on stratospheric transport and mixing processes. However,
it became clear that anthropogenic emissions of long-lived trace gases such as N 2 O, CH4 , chlorofluorcarbons (CFCs) or halons has a crucial impact on the stratospheric ozone concentration,
since these gases can react to species serving as catalysts in the ozone destruction cycles. In addition, the emission of manmade CFCs was identified as the major source of the ozone-destroying
chlorine responsible for the so-called stratospheric ozone hole in polar regions (discussed in more
detail in section 3.5).
Besides the striking effect of the polar ozone hole, there is a slight global decrease of the total
ozone column. This trend is globally not uniform, but does depend on season and geographical
latitude. If the global trend is corrected for natural variations such as the 11-year solar cycle, a
linear regression yields a decrease by ∼ 3% per decade [e.g. WMO 1998]. The vertical distribution
of this ozone trend is shown in Figure 3.3. Two maxima can clearly be observed, one around 40

Figure 3.3: Mean, annually averaged trend in the vertical distribution of ozone that occurred
over northern mid-latitudes from 1980 - 1996. Additionally, the combined uncertainties for 67
% confidence limits and 95 % confidence limits are shown. Adapted from Pyle et al. [1999].
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km and one around 15 km, while in between the ozone loss is rather small. It is evident, that the
increased chlorine and bromine loading has contributed to the observed mid-altitude ozone loss,
which is also consistent with the vertical dependence of the ozone depletion (compare Figure
3.2 and Figure 3.3). However, the magnitude of the trend in ozone can not solely be explained
by the known gas-phase chemistry combined with the increase in the stratospheric bromine and
chlorine loading. Several dynamical as well as new chemical mechanisms have been proposed to
contribute to the ozone trend. As shown by Solomon et al. [1998], a changing aerosol surface
area significantly modulates the effect that the gradually increasing halogen loading has on
stratospheric ozone. Responsible for this modulation are chemical reactions taking place on the
surface of sulfate aerosols like hydrolysis of N2 O5 which indirectly enhances active chlorine and
direct chlorine activation at cold temperatures. Further it is discussed if the mid-latitudinal
ozone loss can partly be explained by polar effects (transport of polar air to mid-latitudes) or
circulation changes such as changes in the tropopause height. However, there are still deficits in
understanding the mid-latitude ozone loss (Figure 3.4), e.g. it is not clear up to now if iodine
catalyzed ozone destruction contributes significantly to this ozone loss as proposed by Solomon
et al. [1994] (see also section 3.3.3 and chapter 7).

Figure 3.4: Observed and calculated total ozone anomalies from 1979 to 1997 at 45 ◦ N. The
observations are zonally averaged TOMS and combined SBUV/SBUV2 data. Three different
model calculations are shown, all including chlorine and bromine increase. The green line uses
constant aerosol loading, the black line includes the observed aerosol variation and the red
line additionally includes zonal mean temperature and planetary wave temperature amplitudes.
Adapted from WMO [1998].
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Nitrogen Chemistry

The dominant net source of stratospheric NOx (=NO+NO2 ) is the reaction of O(1 D) atoms
with N2 O:
O(1 D) + N2 O −→ 2 NO

(3.18)

−→ N2 + O2

(3.19)

This reaction is very fast and produces NO with a fractional yield of 58 %. N 2 O has natural and
anthropogenic sources with a ratio of 2:1. The major contributions to the total source strength
come from oceans and tropical forests and hence are of natural origin. As a consequence of
biomass burning and the use of artificial fertilizers, the N2 O level has increased from the preindustrial level of approx. 260 - 285 ppb to 311 ppb today with a mean growth rate of 0.25 % per
year during the 1980s. More recently the growth rate decreased from about 1 ppb per year in 1991
to 0.5 ppb per year in 1993. The cause for this decrease is unknown, but several mechanisms have
been suggested, like reduction the of the use of fertilizers or stratospheric circulation changes
induced by the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Further, the growth rate increased again in 1995 to 0.6
ppb per year [WMO 1998]. N2 O is an inert gas with a lifetime of 120±30 years for which no
destruction processes in the lower stratosphere are known. The only concurring loss process to
reaction 3.18 is the photolysis of N2 O
hν

N2 O −→ N2 + O(1 D)

(λ ≤ 398 nm)

(3.20)

In fact, the N2 O oxidation (reaction 3.18) is only a secondary loss process for N 2 O, accounting
for 10% of the removal.
There is another significant, but highly variable source of NOy 2 in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere due to solar proton events (SPEs), galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) and energetic
electron precipitations (EEP), which produce atomic nitrogen through dissociations, predissociations or dissociative ionizations in collisions with N2 . The SPEs are the result of high-energy
solar protons (up to 500 MeV) originating from solar flares bombarding the mesosphere and
even the stratosphere. These events are sporadic and vary greatly in the energy spectrum [Jackman et al. 2000; Jackman et al. 2001; Palmer et al. 2001; Randall et al. 2001]. The GCRs are
very high energy particles (up to a few GeV) originating from outside the solar system and are
modulated by the 11-year solar cycle [Nicolet 1975]. The EEP from the outer trapping regions
of the magnetosphere occurs essentially continuously modulated with the 27-day solar rotation
period and the 11-year solar cycle with energies that range from 1 keV to 10-20 MeV [Randall
et al. 1998; Siskind et al. 2000; Callis 2001]. The observed NO x formed in the mesosphere and
thermosphere flows, in part, into the stratosphere during winter and early spring, when there is
downward atmospheric transport at mid- to high latitudes, descending to 20-25 km depending
on the strength of the downward motion. For large descent rates of the air masses and in the
absence of sunlight and horizontal mixing, an anomalous enhancement of NO x in the middle
stratosphere can be observed. In recent years, satellite observations have shown, that this is a
fairly regular occurrence in the southern hemisphere polar stratospheric vortex during late winter and spring [Randall et al. 1998; Randall et al. 2001]. Still unclear is the importance of these
2

NOy is the sum of the reactive nitrogen species, i. e. NOy = NO + NO2 + NO3 + 2 N2 O5 + HNO3 +
ClONO2 + HO2 NO2 + BrONO2 + aerosol nitrate
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Figure 3.5: Principle components, sources, sinks, and pathways of the NOy family. The dotted
lines indicate heterogenous pathways. The red marked species can be measured with the
instruments onboard the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola.
NOx enhancements to the overall stratospheric NOx budget. Estimations of Vitt and Jackman
[1996] and Siskind et al. [2000] suggest, that the peak values for the southern hemisphere of
the EEP source are about 3-5% of the N2 O oxidations source, 11-18% of the peak SPE source
and 25 − 30% of the GCR source. These values are probably not representative for the northern
hemisphere where NOx enhancements are less apparent and have not been observed yet [Siskind
et al. 1997; Rinsland et al. 1999].
During daytime, NO and NO2 are in photochemical steady-state mostly via the reactions
NO + O3 −→ NO2 + O2

(3.21)

NO2 + O −→ NO + O2

(3.22)

and the NO2 photodissociation
hν

NO2 −→ NO + O

(λ ≤ 405 nm)

(3.23)

In addition, primary NO to NO2 conversion can also proceed with oxidants other than O3
NO + HO2 −→ NO2 + OH

(3.24)
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NO + RO2 −→ NO2 + RO

(3.25)

NO + ClO −→ NO2 + Cl

(3.26)

In the stratosphere, the only relevant organic peroxy radical RO is CH 3 O2 which is formed in
the oxidation of CH4 . This reaction scheme yields the following expression for the ratio of NO
and NO2
jN O2 + k3.22 [O]
[NO]
=
[NO2 ]
k3.21 [O3 ] + k3.24 [HO2 ] + k3.25 [CH3 O2 ] + k3.26 [ClO]

(3.27)

with the photodissociation coefficient jN O2 and the rate constants k for the various reactions.
This ratio is close to one over most of the stratosphere during daytime, but increases rapidly
above 40 km because of the increasing atomic oxygen densities.
With the beginning of the night, NO is rapidly converted to NO2 as a result of diminishing
photolysis of NO2 . NO2 will react with ozone to build-up NO3 , an important nighttime nitrogen
species,
NO2 + O3 −→ NO3 + O2

(3.28)

During daytime NO3 is rapidly destroyed by photolysis:
hν

NO3 −→ NO2 + O
hν

−→ NO + O2

(λ ≤ 587 nm)

(3.29)

(λ ≤ 11080 nm)

(3.30)

In a next step, NO3 can react with NO2 to form the reservoir species3 N2 O5
NO3 + NO2 −→ N2 O5

(3.31)

N2 O5 is destroyed through collisional decomposition
M

N2 O5 −→ NO3 + NO2

(3.32)

or through photolysis during the day
hν

N2 O5 −→ NO3 + NO2

(λ ≤ 1252 nm)

(3.33)

The fast photolysis of NO2 together with the slow photolysis of N2 O5 is responsible for the
typical diurnal variation of NO2 . As a result of the beginning photolysis after sunrise, a strong
decreases of the NO2 concentrations is observed. In the course of the day, the NO2 concentration
is slowly increasing due to the N2 O5 photolysis and finally in the evening the decreasing NO2
photolysis causes a fast increase of the concentration. All in all, the NO 2 concentration shows a
tilt ’tub shaped’ diurnal variation (e.g. [Otten 1997]).
The latitudinal distribution of odd nitrogen shows increasing concentrations with increasing
latitude in summer, while in winter the abundance decreases polewards of 40 ◦ N - 50◦ N [Noxon
1979; Coffey et al. 1981]. The tendency for NOx to increase at high latitudes in summer can be
understood in terms of atmospheric transport in a similar manner like for ozone. The observed
3

so called, because these species do not destroy odd oxygen
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decrease in the winter season at high latitude is the result of the combined effects of dynamics and
chemistry. As a consequence of the reduced solar radiation during the polar winter, most of the
nitrogen has formed reservoir species and the NOx concentrations are smallest (denoxification).
In addition, the formation of the so-called polar vortex (see section 3.9) prevents the poleward
transport of NOx -rich mid-latitudinal air.
The part NO2 plays in the stratospheric ozone chemistry is ambiguous. On one hand, NO2
participates in the ozone destroying NOx cycle, on the other hand, it is involved in a number of
reactions forming reservoir species.
NO2 + OH −→ HNO3

M

(3.34)

M

NO2 + ClO −→ ClONO2

(3.35)

NO2 + BrO −→ BrONO2

(3.36)

M

The catalysts can be released by photolysis
hν

HNO3 −→ OH + NO2
hν

ClONO2 −→ Cl + NO3
hν

−→ ClO + NO2
hν

BrONO2 −→ Br + NO3
hν

−→ BrO + NO2

(λ ≤ 604 nm)

(3.37)

(λ ≤ 735 nm)

(3.38)

(λ ≤ 1065 nm

(3.39)

(λ ≤ 861 nm)

(3.40)

(λ ≤ 1129 nm)

(3.41)

or by reactions with OH
HNO3 + OH −→ NO3 + H2 O

(3.42)

Both, the formation and the decline of HNO3 are slow processes, thus HNO3 only has a small
impact on the diurnal variation of NOx . As a result of the long lifetime, HNO3 builds up in large
concentrations generally exceeding that of total NOx . Another important production channel of
HNO3 is the heterogeneous hydrolysis of N2 O5 occurring on the surfaces of stratospheric aerosols
such as aqueous sulfate aerosol or ice
N2 O5 (g) + H2 O(s) −→ 2 HNO3 (s)

(3.43)

It could be shown, that during polar winter HNO3 becomes by far the dominant NOy species.
This could be explained by the participation of heterogeneous processes (reaction 3.43) which
continuously converted N2 O5 into HNO3 and the inefficiency of the HNO3 destruction processes
(reactions 3.37 and 3.42). [e.g., Wetzel et al. 1995; Toumi et al. 1993]. This is an important
prerequisite for the formation of the stratospheric ozone hole during polar spring, an issue being
discussed in section 3.5.
Total reactive nitrogen, NOy , has a very long photochemical lifetime in the middle and
lower stratosphere. In the upper stratosphere NOy is removed via the following reaction and the
lifetime decreases
NO + N −→ N2 + O

(3.44)
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with N being produced by photolysis of NO. As N2 O is the major source of stratospheric NOy ,
the distributions of NOy and N2 O in the stratosphere are photochemically linked. Below 30
km, the mixing ratio of NOy has been found to be almost linearly anti-correlated with N2 O
[Loewenstein et al. 1993; Kondo et al. 1994; Kondo et al. 1996; Keim et al. 1997]. The slope
of this lower stratospheric correlation is controlled by a combination of photochemistry and
dynamics. At higher altitudes (30-70 km) the shape of the correlation curve is overwhelmingly
influenced by the rapid loss of NOy via reaction 3.44. At these altitudes the correlation becomes
nonlinear as it approaches a maximum. Above ∼ 70 km, NOy increases rapidly with altitude
and is predominately composed of NO [Michelson et al. 1998]. NO is produced in the upper
mesosphere and thermosphere by reactions of O2 with N(2 D), being generated by N2 photolysis
or dissociation through charged particles bombardment.
Conversely, deviations from the known correlation can be used to quantify the degree of irreversible NOy removal through denitrification, the sedimentation of HNO3 bearing PSC particles
inside the winterly polar vortex (see section 3.5) [Fahey et al. 1990; Sugita et al. 1998; Rinsland
et al. 1999; Waibel et al. 1999; Popp et al. 2001]. Horizontal mixing of subsided innervortex air
with extravortex air masses can also lead to substantial changes in the NO y /N2 O relationship,
which might then be mistaken for denitrification [Waugh et al. 1997; Kondo et al. 1999; Rex
et al. 1999]. The horizontal mixing of two distinct air masses at the same potential temperature
level will lead to a mixture that will not lie on the original correlation. The correlation will now
show distinct mixing lines on individual isentropic surfaces. Such a deviation from the initial
correlation can only result from the descent and mixing, if the the correlation is nonlinear. Its
occurrence is particulary likely if the correlation has a maximum in the middle stratosphere
[Plumb and Ko 1992; Waugh et al. 1997]. The effect of descent and mixing can be distinguished
from denitrification by taking into account additional compact and non-linear tracer-tracer correlations such as CH4 /N2 O [Kondo et al. 1999; Rex et al. 1999] or CO2 /N2 O [Waugh et al.
1997]. The departures from the compact O3 /N2 O or O3 /CH4 relationship can even be used to
quantify chemical ozone depletion [Proffitt et al. 1990; Mueller et al. 1996]. Recently Plumb et al.
[2000] pointed out, that a single mixing line with unique endpoints is characteristic for the very
special case of a single mixing event between two, and only two, air masses. In the presence of
continuous mixing the tracer relationship can not be regarded as mixing lines between uniquely
defined endpoints and the mixing line approach is likely to fail.

3.3
3.3.1

Halogen Chemistry
Chlorine Chemistry

Stratospheric ClOx 4 has a variety of sources, all of which are associated with the release of
Cl atoms from chlorinated organics by direct photolysis or OH (or O( 1 D)) initiated oxidations
chains. Among them, methyl chloride (CH3 Cl) is the only important source species which is
produced by natural and artificial processes. The most prominent artificial sources are the chlorofluorcarbons (CFCs). CFCs are chemically inert gases which are photostable and have a low
solubility in water. Thus the lifetime of CFCs in the troposphere is very large, varying from years
to centuries and resulting in an almost uniform distribution in the troposphere. Accordingly, the
4

ClOx =Cl+ClO+2·Cl2 O2
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CFCs reach the stratosphere, where they are converted to ClO x . After the Montreal protocol
(1987) and the amendments of Copenhagen (1989), and London (1992) the industrial production
of CFCs was limited and finally stopped. The CFCs were replaced by partly halogenated substitutes (the so-called HCFCs), which are less stable and hence have a shorter tropospheric lifetime
(for lifetimes and tropospheric concentrations of CFCs as well as HCFCs see WMO [1998]). The
present tropospheric chlorine loading has already reached its maximum, with a present value of
3.6 ppb. It increased by ∼ 3%/year during the 1980’s and is presently decreasing at a rate of
∼ 1%/year. The same does not hold true for the stratosphere, since the mean transport time
between the troposphere and the mid-latitudinal, lower stratosphere is 3-4 years. A peak in the
stratospheric chlorine burden is expected to occur between 1999 and 2001 depending on the
altitude [Engel et al. 2000] and a decrease with the beginning of the 21st century. It should
be emphasized that due to the declining temperatures in the stratosphere and due to changes
in the bromine loading (section 3.3.2) of the stratosphere, this will not necessarily mean that
stratospheric ozone values will recover by that time to pre ozone hole levels [Shindell et al. 1998;
Waibel et al. 1999].
Once chlorine is released from the halocarbons, it undergoes a variety of reactions. Similar
to NOx , ClOx is dominated by the rapid cyclic transformation between Cl and ClO, namely by
the reactions
Cl + O3 −→ ClO + O2

(3.45)

ClO + NO −→ Cl + NO2

(3.46)

ClO + OH −→ Cl + HO2

(3.47)

ClO + O −→ Cl + O2

(3.48)

and the photolysis of ClO
hν

ClO −→ Cl + O

(3.49)

The main temporary reservoir species for ClOx are formed through the reactions with NO2 ,
HO2 and CH4
M

(3.50)

ClO + HO2 −→ HOCl + O2

(3.51)

ClO + NO2 −→ ClONO2

Cl + HO2 −→ HCl + O2

(3.52)

Cl + CH4 −→ HCl + CH3

(3.53)

The active forms are again regenerated from ClONO2 and HOCl by photolysis,
hν

ClONO2 −→ Cl + NO3
hν

−→ ClO + NO2
hν

HOCl −→ Cl + OH

(λ ≤ 735 nm)

(3.54)

(λ ≤ 1065 nm)

(3.55)

(λ ≤ 500 nm)

(3.56)

or from HCl5 by reaction with OH
HCl + OH −→ Cl + H2 O
5

(3.57)

The absorption of HCl is limited to λ ≤ 205 nm and hence its photolysis is extremely inefficient
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Figure 3.6: Atmospheric concentrations of chlorofluorcarbons (CFCs) and chlorocarbons. The
points show concentrations determined in background air at Mace Head, Ireland and the
lines are projections of global average concentrations. Also shown are the predicted future
concentrations extrapolated from the measurements using scenarios described in WMO [1998].
Adapted from Pyle et al. [1999].
Among them, only the photolysis of HOCl is efficient. As a consequence, most of the chlorine is
present in its inactive forms HCl and ClONO2 . A significant re-conversion to ClOx occurs only
between 30 km and 45 km, while for altitudes around 50 km nearly all chlorine resides as HCl
[Solomon 1999]. As a result, the impact of chlorine on the stratospheric ozone content is restricted
to the upper stratosphere (see Figure 3.2). For so-called ozone-hole conditions, heterogenous
processes lead to an efficient release of active ClOx and a subsequent ozone destruction (see
section 3.5). For low temperatures, the activation of chlorine can also occur on liquid sulfate
aerosols in mid-latitudes as well as in polar regions [Webster et al. 1998; Solomon et al. 1998].

3.3.2

Bromine Chemistry

As for ClOx , the source of BrOx 6 in the stratosphere is the decomposition of brominated organics
(halons and methylbromide CH3 Br) by photolysis or reactions with OH and O(1 D). Although,
halons photodissociate more readily, but their tropospheric lifetime is still large [WMO 1998].
6

BrOx =Br+BrO
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The dominant source is CH3 Br which provides more than 50% of the total bromine content
[Wamsley et al. 1998]. CH3 Br is released by natural (biomass burning, oceans) and anthropogenic
(agriculture, gasoline additive, etc.) processes and has a lifetime of 0.4 to 0.9 years [WMO 1998].
It is believed that the natural processes account for approximately 60-80% of the total CH 3 Br
burden. Measurements in air extracted from deep firn at two Antarctic locations indicate a steady
trend by about 2 ppt from the midtwentieth century to present [Sturges et al. 2001]. Another
important source of bromine are the manmade halons. Their production was discontinued as
a result of the Montreal protocol. In contrast to CFCS the tropospheric concentrations are
expected to continue to rise during the next years [Fraser et al. 1999] (see Figure 3.7). Less of
the halons are emitted promptly as compared to CFCs, since they are almost exclusively used
as fire extinguishing agents, but their tropospheric trend already decreases. Additional minor
source gases are CH2 Br2 and CH2 BrCl with atmospheric lifetimes of years and tropospheric
mixing ratios of 1.1 and 0.14 ppt, respectively.
No stability has occurred yet for the stratospheric bromine levels and significant vertical
gradients exists. The total stratospheric bromine content is currently assessed to 18-20 ppt and
is the second most important halogen known to destroy stratospheric ozone. The impact of
short-lived organic bromine species [Dvortsov et al. 1999] and the influx of inorganic bromine
compounds from the troposphere to the stratosphere [Ko et al. 1997] is still an unsolved issue.
Recent studies of Fitzenberger et al. [2000] and Pfeilsticker et al. [2000] suggest an inorganic Br
influx of (3.1 ± 3.5) ppt from the free troposphere to the stratosphere.
The fast BrO/Br conversion is promoted by a number of reactions
Br + O3 −→ BrO + O2

(3.58)

BrO + NO −→ Br + NO2

(3.59)

BrO + ClO −→ BrCl + O2

(3.60)

−→ Br + OClO

(3.61)

−→ Br + ClOO

(3.62)

BrO + O −→ Br + O2
hν

BrO −→ Br + O

(3.63)
(λ ≤ 515 nm)

(3.64)

The main reservoir species are formed in reactions with NO2 , HO2 , ClO and CH2 O
M

(3.65)

BrO + HO2 −→ HOBr + O2

(3.66)

Br + NO2 −→ BrONO2

BrO + ClO −→ BrCl + O2

(3.67)

Br + CH2 O −→ HBr + CHO

(3.69)

Br + HO2 −→ HBr + O2

(3.68)

The active species Br and BrO are again released by photolysis
hν

BrONO2 −→ Br + NO3

(λ ≤ 861 nm)

(3.70)

(λ ≤ 1129 nm)

(3.71)

HOBr −→ Br + OH

(λ ≤ 578 nm)

(3.72)

BrCl −→ Br + Cl

(λ ≤ 546 nm)

(3.73)

hν

−→ BrO + NO2
hν

hν
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Figure 3.7: Atmospheric concentrations of halons. The points show concentrations determined
in background air at Cape Grim, Tasmania and the lines are projections of global average
concentrations. Also shown are the predicted future concentrations extrapolated from the
measurements using scenarios described in WMO [1998]. Adapted from Pyle et al. [1999].
Because of the relatively long wavelength absorption of these reservoir species, their photodissociation is very efficient throughout the whole stratosphere. Moreover, Br atoms are rapidly
regenerated from HBr via
HBr + OH −→ Br + H2 O

(3.74)

As a result the partitioning of the total bromine content between active and inactive species is
shifted more towards the active forms as compared to chlorine. Thus, bromine is more efficient
in destroying ozone than chlorine.
Reaction 3.61 is the only relevant production channel of OClO in the lower stratosphere.
However, the fast photolysis of OClO
hν

OClO −→ ClO + O

(λ ≤ 470 nm)

(3.75)

prevents the build-up of large concentrations during daytime. Nevertheless, OClO is an important indicator of chlorine activation and ozone depletion [e.g., Solomon et al. 1987; Erle 1999;
Fitzenberger 2000; Wagner et al. 2001].
An important loss reaction of BrONO2 is the hydrolysis on the surface of polar stratospheric
clouds or liquid sulphate aerosols. The hydrolysis together with other heterogenous reactions
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can lead to substantial chlorine activation on sulphate aerosols outside the polar vortex [Erle
et al. 1998].

3.3.3

Iodine Chemistry

The source of atmospheric iodine is thought to be the fast photolysis of alkyl iodides such as
CH3 I, CH2 I2 , C2 H5 I, CH2 ClI, CH2 IBr etc., with lifetimes ranging from 4 days (for methyl iodide,
CH3 I) to only 5 minutes (for diiodomethane, CH2 I2 ) [WMO 1998; Carpenter et al. 1999]. These
species are released into the troposphere from supersaturated oceanic surface waters, where they
are formed as metabolic byproducts of many marine algae species and phytoplankton [Schall and
Heumann 1993; Davis et al. 1996]. Furthermore, biomass burning may emit some methyl iodide
into the atmosphere [Andreae et al. 1996]. Significant anthropogenic sources are not known 7 .
The main source for atmospheric iodine is thought to be methyl iodide. In the marine boundary
layer mixing ratios in the range of 0.5 to 1 ppt were observed [Blake et al. 1997; Carpenter et al.
1999]. However, marine hot spots could exceed 1 ppt [e.g. Yokouchi et al. 1996]. Atmospheric
data are scarce for iodocarbons other than CH3 I. In general, their mixing ratios are found to
be in the range of 0.1 ppt or even smaller [Schall and Heumann 1993; Yokouchi et al. 1997;
Carpenter et al. 1999], only for diiodomethane (CH2 I2 ) mixing ratios of a few tenths of a ppt
were found [Schall and Heumann 1993]. Changes in the ocean temperature or other factors
could potentially trigger trends in the emissions of theses compounds, although not observed in
measurements of CH3 I in polar firn air [Sturges et al. 2001].
Atmospheric iodine has received considerable attention through the detection of iodine oxide
in the mid latitude marine boundary layer with mixing rations of up to 6 to 8 ppt [Alicke et al.
1999; Allan et al. 2000; Hebestreit 2001]. Observations of tropospheric IO in the polar regions have
also been reported recently [Wittrock et al. 2000; Frieß et al. 2001]. In contrast, the situation
for the stratosphere is still unclear. Ground based Fourier Transform measurements during
solar occultation at Kitt Peak (40◦ N) [Wennberg et al. 1997] and balloon-borne DOAS solar
occultation observations at mid and high latitudes [Pundt et al. 1998] yielded negative results
for stratospheric iodine, with upper limits of 0.2(+0.3 − 0.2) ppt for the total column of iodine
and 0.2 ± 0.1 ppt for lower stratospheric IO, respectively. However, more recently Wittrock et al.
[2000] revealed large total atmospheric columns of IO from DOAS zenith sky measurements at
Spitsbergen (79◦ N). Accounting for the observation geometry of the measurement and adopting
a photochemical scheme for stratospheric iodine, they interpreted the observed variation of
the IO column with solar zenith angle as an indication for the presence of stratospheric IO.
Besides tropospheric IO contributing to their total atmospheric column, they concluded that
stratospheric IO could occasionally be as large as 0.65 − 0.8 (±0.2) ppt.
The short tropospheric lifetimes of the iodocarbons will generally preclude significant transport of these gases to the stratosphere. However, convective clouds can transport insoluble
material very rapidly from low altitudes to the upper troposphere and even lower stratosphere,
particularly in the tropics. A recent study of Davis et al. [1996] reports methyl iodide mixing ratios of some 0.1 ppt in the middle and upper free troposphere of the tropics and subtropics. Also
Murphy et al. [1997; 1998; 2000] could detect some iodine tied to upper tropospheric aerosols
with mixing ratios being as large as 1 ppt. Also, in analogy to recent findings on the budget
7

One man-made iodocarbon, CF3 I, has been developed as a potential halon replacement, but there
are no reports of its occurrence in the atmosphere
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and chemistry of atmospheric bromine [Fitzenberger et al. 2000; Pfeilsticker et al. 2000], it can
be speculated that at stratospheric entry level some iodine may already be present in gaseous
inorganic rather than organic form. The sparse information, that is available until now, does not
allow to draw a conclusive picture, it is likely that some iodine may enter the stratosphere.
The impact of iodine on the chemistry of stratospheric ozone has first been investigated
by Solomon et al. [1994]. Based on the limited information available by then, they concluded
that already 1 ppt of total reactive gaseous iodine would possibly dominate the ozone destruction in the lowermost stratosphere at mid- and high latitudes in winter. They suggested that
interhalogen reactions can lead to rapid ozone loss:
X + O3 −→ XO + O2

(3.76)

I + O3 −→ IO + O2

(3.77)

XO + IO −→ X + I + O2

(3.78)

−→ XOO + I

(3.79)

−→ IX + O2

(3.80)

with X = Br or Cl.
The I/IO ratio determined by the above reactions is further influenced by the photolysis of
IO
hν

IO −→ I + O

(λ ≤ 500 nm)

(3.81)

and the reaction of IO with NO and possibly with OH
IO + NO −→ I + NO2

(3.82)

IO + OH −→ I + HO2

(3.83)

The reservoir species HI, HOI and IONO2 are formed through reactions with HO2 and NO2
IO + HO2 −→ HOI + O2

(3.84)

M

(3.86)

I + HO2 −→ HI + O2

(3.85)

IO + NO2 −→ IONO2
The active forms (I and IO) are reconverted by photolysis
hν

HI −→ I + H

(λ ≤ 401 nm)

(3.87)

HOI −→ I + OH

(λ ≤ 554 nm)

(3.88)

hν

hν

IONO2 −→ IO + NO2
hν

−→ I + NO3

(3.89)
(3.90)

The photolysis of HOI and IONO2 is very fast and hence their daytime concentrations are small.
The absorption of HI appears mainly in the short UV wavelength range, thus the photodissociation is inefficient and HI is mainly destroyed by reacting with OH
HI + OH −→ I + H2 O

(3.91)
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The reservoir species INO and INO2 can be neglected primarily with the arguments given by
Solomon et al. [1994]. The formation of both molecules is far to slow to compensate for the rapid
photodissociation necessary for a significant accumulation in the stratosphere [e.g. McFiggins
et al. 2000]. This chemical scheme suggests that IO is by far the dominant iodine species in
the lower stratosphere during daytime [Wennberg et al. 1997; Pundt et al. 1998]. Therefore the
efficiency in destroying ozone is much larger per molecule than that of Cl or Br.
A large difference of the iodine chemistry to those of chlorine and bromine is the formation
and stability of the halogen dioxides OClO, OBrO, and OIO. The ab initio calculations of Misra
and Marshall [1998] suggested a threshold for the photodissociation of OIO of 418 nm, while the
visible absorption spectrum of OIO covers the wavelength range 480 - 660 nm [Himmelmann
et al. 1996; Cox et al. 1999; Ingham et al. 2000]. The absorption of OIO below 480 nm is weak if
occurring at all. Therefore rapid photolysis of OIO will not occur as it does for OClO or OBrO.
However, the recent study of [Allan et al. 2001] found that OIO must largely predissociate to I
+ O2 following the absorption. They computed extremely fast troposheric photolysis rates for
40◦ N mid-summer midday of j=0.36 s−1 or 2.2 s−1 depending on the OIO cross section used.
From laboratory studies it is known that OIO is formed either by the reactions of IO with ClO
or BrO, or the self-reaction of IO
IO + ClO −→ OIO + Cl

(3.92)

IO + BrO −→ OIO + Br

(3.94)

IO + IO −→ OIO + I

(3.96)

−→ products

−→ products

(3.93)
(3.95)

−→ 2 I + O2

(3.97)

−→ I2 O2

(3.99)

−→ I2 + O2

(3.98)

The reactive forms IO and I are possibly re-converted by reactions of OIO with NO and OH
OIO + NO −→ IO + NO2

OIO + OH −→ HOI + O2

(3.100)
(3.101)

First observations of OIO in the marine boundary with mixing ratios up to 8 ppt have been
reported [Hebestreit 2001; Allan et al. 2001]. Hebestreit [2001] found, that the major loss process
during moderate pollution is the reaction with NO and estimated a lifetime of OIO of approx.
20 min, which is in reasonable agreement with the recent rate constant measurements for the
reaction OIO + NO by Allan et al. [2001]. It’s evident, that OIO may form a major gaseous
species in the winter polar stratosphere, since the photolysis is weak and the NO concentrations
are low as well, but ClO and BrO concentrations are high.
Finally, recent studies indicate that iodine oxides (IO and OIO) eventually self react and
subsequently polymerize into larger and stable chains of iodine oxides [Vogt et al. 1999; Hoffmann
et al. 2001]. Unfortunately, this is still subject of laboratory and field investigations and is not
well understood yet. The complete photochemical scheme of the iodine chemistry can be found
in Figure 3.8 and the table in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.8: Adopted photochemistry of stratospheric iodine. The dashed arrows indicate major
stratospheric odd oxygen loss processes. For the discussion of the question marks see text.

3.4

Basics of the Stratospheric Dynamics

The temperature field in the stratosphere arises from a balance between radiative and dynamical
heating (or cooling). The major sources of radiative heating are provided by absorption of
ultraviolet radiation mainly by ozone and to a lesser extend by molecular oxygen. Radiative
cooling occurs through infrared emissions of CO2 , H2 O and O3 . Dynamical heating is caused by
vertical (diabatic) motion, which occurs partly in response to the annual varying distribution
of solar radiation. A substantial part of the vertical motion occurs in response to forces arising
from the breaking and dissipation of so-called Rossby waves, planetary waves with a typical
wavelength of the earth’s diameter [Andrews et al. 1987].
The dominant features of the global stratospheric wind system are the strong mean zonal
winds. They can be qualitatively understood as thermal winds. The tropical lower stratosphere
and the equatorial tropopause region are cold in comparison to the summer polar stratosphere,
which is subject to strong radiative heating. As a consequence of the temperature difference, a
geostrophic wind forms, flowing in westerly direction. For the winter hemisphere, the situation
is contradictory. Due to the low solar radiation, the winter polar stratosphere cools down and a
westerly flow regime develops, a feature which is referred to as polar vortex. These strong zonal
winds represent a barrier for the meridional mixing of polar with mid-latitudinal or tropical air
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masses. In contrast to the steady summerly zonal circulation, the winterly winds show irregular
structures with waves, instabilities and significant meridional components. The reason for these
disturbances is the propagation of tropospheric Rossby-waves into the stratosphere, an effect
that is strongly suppressed by the easterly winds in the summer hemisphere [e.g. Roedel 2000]
Interhemispheric differences in the intensity, variability and persistence of the polar vortex
occur. Due to the differences in the distribution of land and water surfaces on both hemispheres,
the Rossby waves are more distinct in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, the northern winter
is characterized by strong planetary-scale variability, large interannual variability and frequent
occurrence of stratospheric sudden warmings. Sudden warmings are an important feature of the
stratospheric meteorology of the northern hemisphere and several types can be distinguished.
Major, midwinter warmings are strong warmings in January/February, resulting in a break-down
of the polar vortex and a change of the circulation pattern. Minor warmings are warmings which
can be very intense, too, but do not result in a change of the circulation. Minor warmings can also
occur on the southern hemisphere. Canadian warmings occur in early winter. They are caused
by a strengthening and a poleward shift of the Alëuten anticyclone. The final break-down of the
polar vortex in spring and the change from winter to summer circulation is called final warming.
The vortex is split up followed by a transport of the fragments to mid-latitudes [Labitzke 1999].
The gross feature of the annual mean stratospheric meridional circulation is well described
by the Brewer-Dobson circulation. Based on global water vapor and ozone observations they
suggested a circulation exhibiting rising motion only in the tropics, and descending motion at
extra-tropical latitudes (sometimes referred to as ’Hadley cell’) [Brewer 1949; Dobson 1956].
This classical picture of the Brewer-Dobson circulation has been significantly refined in recent
years [WMO 1998]. The phenomenology of stratospheric transport and mixing reveals a number
of distinct regions, depicted in Figure 3.9.
On the winter hemisphere, one has to distinguish between the ’surf zone’ of mid-latitudes,
which is largely stirred by Rossby wave breaking and the polar vortex being relatively undisturbed. The wave breaking process is associated with erosion of the vortex through detrainment
of air from the vortex edge. This air is typically stretched out into filaments. The surf zone also
possesses a subtropical edge, isolating the tropics from the surf zone. Erosion processes similar
to those seen at the vortex edge are evident.
The summer hemisphere is generally characterized as a region of very weak meridional transport. The residual circulation field in the summer hemisphere has large uncertainties. Diabatic
heating rates calculated from UKMO8 analysis show during July atmospheric cooling (sinking
air) poleward of 50◦ N below 20 km and atmospheric heating (rising air) poleward of 60 ◦ N
between 25 km and 30 km in altitude. The altitude and latitude of the boundaries between
heating and cooling differs for different analysis [Cordero and Kawa 2001]. The rising motion
of air masses in summer at high latitudes leads to a summer to winter pole flow in the upper
stratosphere and mesosphere.
In contrast to the region above, the region referred to as ’lowermost stratosphere’ is bounded
on its equatorward side by the tropopause rather than by the tropical stratosphere and it seems
that the distinction between surf zone and vortex does not exist. The isentropic surfaces of
the lowermost stratosphere intersect the mid-latitude tropopause and hence rapid isentropic
exchange is possible.
It should be emphasized that a combination of radiative, chemical and dynamical processes
8

United Kingdom Meteorological Office
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the principal regions of the lower stratosphere with distinct transport
characteristics. Broad arrows denote the diabatic circulation, wavy arrows denote stirring along
isentropic surfaces. The thick solid line is the tropopause. Isentropic surfaces are drawn as thin
solid lines. Adapted from WMO [1998]
maintains the global distribution of ozone and other species. Their distribution is a result of
a balance between these processes. The nature of the balance may be different depending on
location and season. It appears therefore that in addition to examining the chemistry, transport
effects also need to be considered [Rosenlof 1999; Cordero and Kawa 2001]. Since species such
as CH4 or N2 O are relatively long lived in the (lower) stratosphere their variations can be used
to examine transport processes.

3.5

’Ozone Hole’ Chemistry

Since the discovery of the ozone hole over Antarctica in the early 1985 [Farman et al. 1985],
the importance of chemical conversion of ozone related species in the presence of stratospheric
particles has become increasingly obvious. These conversions ultimately result in the rapid buildup of active ClOx (and BrOx ) catalysts which subsequently lead to ozone destruction. The
dynamical prerequisite for polar ozone loss is the ’isolation’ of radiatively cooled air in the
lower stratosphere from exchange with the warmer air from lower latitudes to form a ’chemical
containment vessel’. This isolation results from the formation of the winterly polar vortex. As
described in section 3.9 the polar vortex is very strong and cold over the Antarctica, while it
is generally warmer and more variable over the Arctic. Temperature, size and persistence of
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Type
PSC 1a
PSC 1b
PSC 2

Backscatter signal
weak
very weak
large

Depolarization
negligible
significant
strong

Shape
Composition
non-spheres possibly NAT
spheres
possibly STS
non-spheres
ice

Table 3.1: PSC classification with respect to their optical properties [e.g., David et al. 1998].
the polar vortex determine the rate of formation of particles referred to as Polar Stratospheric
Clouds (PSCs).
Polar stratospheric clouds have been observed inside the polar vortex already for more than
a century, at first without assigning a special meaning to them. Water, nitric acid, and sulfuric
acid are expected to be the main constituents of PSCs. Further, these compounds can appear
with various concentrations in the PSCs and finally PSCs can be liquid or solid. PSCs were
often measured with LIDAR9 instruments and thus were classified with respect to their optical
properties of backscatter and depolarization (see table 3.1).
Type 1 PSCs were observed for temperatures above the freezing point of ice of 188 K [e.g.
McCormick et al. 1982]. Crutzen and Arnold [1986] and Toon et al. [1986] supposed that these
particles are formed by solid nitric acid trihydrate (NAT)10 , a theory that was supported by
measurements of the vapor pressure over crystalline NAT surface [Hansen and Mauersberger
1988]. These particles, referred to as type 1a PSCs, can exist a few Kelvin above the freezing
point of ice but below the NAT threshold of 196 K. Nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) could also
form stable particles up to 2.5 K below the NAT threshold. Typical size distributions of type 1a
particles show diameters in the range of 2 to 5 µm and concentrations below 0.1 cm −3 [WMO
1998]. However, HNO3 containing particles with diameters around 15 µm were observed in the
1999/2000 Arctic winter stratosphere, believed to be NAT (or NAD) particles (’NAT-rocks’)
[Fahey et al. 2000]. An additional sub-group was identified by Tsias et al. [1999], labelled type
1a-enh (enhanced). These particles have a similar diameter as type 1a particles but higher
concentrations.
Beside the solid NAT particles, liquid particles can appear for temperatures above the ice
freezing point of ice [Browell et al. 1990]. These particles are called type 1b PSCs. They are
typically found with diameters smaller than 1 µm and a concentration of 10 cm −3 [WMO 1998],
where the particle volume is strongly increasing for temperatures of 3 to 4 K below the NAT
threshold. These liquid particles are interpreted as supercooled ternary (HNO 3 /H2 SO4 /H2 O)
solutions (STS) with large H2 O:HNO3 mole rates of 10 or above [Schreiner et al. 1999]. Sulfate
aerosols may supercool before freezing and may take up large amounts of water and nitric acid
from the gas phase forming STS.
Below the freezing point of ice, type 2 PSCs are formed. They were observed with concentrations between 10−4 and 10 cm−3 with diameters ranging from 2 to 25 µm [WMO 1998]. It is
assumed that these particles mainly consist of ice, and hence may lead to dehydration 11 of the
middle stratosphere and rehydration at the lower stratosphere [Fahey et al. 1990].
9

LIDAR=Light Detection And Ranging
NAT = HNO3 · 3H2 O
11
Irreversible removal of water vapor from the gas phase by uptake of water by the particles and
sedimentation to lower altitudes with subsequent evaporation.
10
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Figure 3.10: Simplified scheme of the NAT formation. Liquid particles are indicated as circles,
whereas solid particles are marked by hexagonals. Adapted from Carslaw et al. [1999]
The different particle types do not necessarily occur in distinct PSCs. Liquid and solid
particles can coexist in the same cloud [e.g. Tsias et al. 1999]. This was confirmed by balloonborne in situ measurements of PSCs by Voigt et al. [2000]. They could also measure a H 2 O:HNO3
mole rate in a PSC layer with a stoichiometry of 3:1, which is the first direct evidence for the
existence of NAT particles. However, the mechanisms for the formation of these solid type 1
PSCs is still under debate. A simplified scheme of the possible pathways is given in Figure 3.10.
The temperatures in the polar vortex on the southern hemisphere are usually very low and
are often below the freezing point of ice for months. Thus, over Antarctica synoptic scale type
2 PSCs are often observed. However, the northern hemisphere polar vortex is warmer and less
stable, with temperatures being below the freezing point of ice only for a few days or weeks.
Nevertheless, mesoscale processes such as mountain-induced gravity waves can generate vertical
air motions that are large enough to adiabatically cool the air parcels below the frost point of
ice, leading to the formation of PSCs (lee-wave PSCs) [Carslaw et al. 1998; Rivière et al. 2000].
Two important prerequisites for a strong and long lasting ozone depletion leading to the
formation of a ozone hole are the denoxificiation and the denitrification (see section 3.2). In the
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absence of sunlight, NOx is converted to N2 O5 and via hydrolysis to HNO3 (denoxification), thus
the conversion of active chlorine, ClOx , to ClONO2 through reaction 3.50 is suppressed. The
sedimentation to lower altitudes of large PSC particles containing HNO 3 leads to an irreversible
removal of NOy at higher altitudes (denitrification) and to an extended ozone depletion during
polar spring.
Once formed, the PSCs provide the surface for a number of heterogenous reactions converting
the chlorine reservoir species HCl and ClONO2 to the more reactive species Cl2 and HOCl
(chlorine activation):
ClONO2 (g) + HCl(s) −→ Cl2 (g) + HNO3 (s)

ClONO2 (g) + H2 O(s) −→ HOCl(g) + HNO3 (s)
HOCl(g) + HCl(s) −→ Cl2 (g) + H2 O(s)

(3.102)
(3.103)
(3.104)

Other important reactions additionally involving bromine are
BrONO2 (g) + HCl(s) −→ BrCl(g) + HNO3 (s)

BrONO2 (g) + H2 O(s) −→ HOBr(g) + HNO3 (s)
HOBr(g) + HCl(s) −→ BrCl(g) + H2 O(s)

(3.105)
(3.106)
(3.107)

As soon as the sunlight returns at the beginning of the polar spring, the photochemically unstable
compounds Cl2 and HOCl rapidly photodissociate
hν

Cl2 −→ 2Cl
hν

HOCl −→ Cl + OH

(λ ≤ 495 nm)

(3.108)

(λ ≤ 500 nm)

(3.109)
(3.110)

These processes and the absence of NOx (preventing the ClONO2 formation) causes a strong
enhancement of the active catalysts ClOx (and BrOx ) in the range of up to 100 times the concentration that is usually observed. The major contribution to ozone loss under these conditions
has been shown to be the ClO-dimer cycle [Molina and Molina 1987]
M

(3.111)

Cl2 O2 −→ Cl + ClO2

hν

(3.112)

M

ClO2 −→ Cl + O2

(3.113)

ClO + ClO −→ Cl2 O2

2 × (Cl + O3 −→ ClO + O2 )

net:

2 O3 −→ 3 O2

(3.114)
(3.115)

The dimer Cl2 O2 is thermally unstable and the photodissociation of the dimer requires sunlight.
Consequently, this cycle is most effective under cold, sunlit conditions. This cycle is thought to
be responsible for most of the ozone loss in Antarctica. In the warmer Arctic a larger portion of
the ozone loss may be driven by the ClOx /BrOx cycle [McElroy et al. 1986]:
ClO + BrO −→ Cl + Br + O2
−→ BrCl + O2

(3.116)
(3.117)
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Figure 3.11: Ozone loss rates at altitudes of about 18-20 km (475 K level) deduced for the
winters 1992 to 2000. Also shown is the area of the northern hemisphere below the PSC
existence temperature. Adapted from Pyle et al. [1999], EORCU [2000], and Schulz et al.
[2001].
hν

BrCl −→ Br + Cl

Cl + O3 −→ ClO + O2

net:

Br + O3 −→ BrO + O2
2 O3 −→ 3 O2

(λ ≤ 546 nm)

(3.118)
(3.119)
(3.120)
(3.121)

This cycle is also effective at higher temperatures and even in darkness.
With the beginning of the renoxification in early polar spring, i.e. the conversion of nitrogen
reservoir species to NOx , the ozone depletion slows down and finally ends. If denitrification
occurs, the ozone depletion continues until the break-down of the polar vortex and the subsequent
mixing with ozone-rich mid-latitudinal air. As already mentioned earlier, the Antarctic polar
vortex is strong and cold and persists very long, resulting in a strong and horizontally large
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extended ozone depletion. The vertical distribution of the ozone loss is extremely non-uniform.
While between 13 and 20 km ozone is often totally destroyed, it remains essentially unaffected
in the lower and upper stratosphere [e.g. Hoffmann et al. 1997]. The Arctic polar vortex is
on average 10 K warmer than in Antarctica, hence reducing the potential for PSC formation
strongly In addition, the Arctic vortex is characterized by a large year to year variability. While
for some Arctic winters, the chemical ozone depletion is close to zero, there are also winters with
an ozone depletion (Figure 3.11) comparable to the Antarctic ozone hole.
Further, the late-winter/springtime ozone levels show a clear decreasing trend for both poles
over the past decade [Newman et al. 1997]. For Antarctica, with its stable winterly conditions
and cold temperatures (below the 195 K threshold for PSC formation), the ozone level is directly
linked to the halogen loading in the stratosphere. The same processes that lead to the ozone loss
in Antarctica certainly occur in the Arctic, but the meteorology of the northern hemisphere is
more variable, with large interannual differences in the strength of the vortex and the extent of
low temperatures. Thus, the evolution of the ozone level in the Arctic not only depends on the
future trend of the halogen loading but also on the climate change.

Chapter 4
Methodology
4.1

Absorption Spectroscopy

Absorption Spectroscopy is based on the identification and quantization of atmospheric trace
gases by the specific absorption features and strength of each absorber. Most common for the
spectroscopic detection of stratospheric trace gases is the use of extraterrestrial light sourcessuch
as the sun, the moon, or even stars, while for tropospheric measurements mainly artificial light
sources such as lamps or lasers are used. For the stratospheric trace gas measurements presented
here, the well established differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) technique was used
with the sun as light source. The following sections briefly discuss the main characteristics of
the solar spectrum and the principles of absorption spectroscopy. In subsection 4.1.3 the DOAS
technique will be introduced and at the end of this chapter an overview of various effects arising
from the shortcomings of the measurement technique will be given.

4.1.1

Solar Spectrum

The spectrum of the solar radiation ranges from the X-rays over UV radiation far into the
range of radio waves. On the earth’s surface only radiation with wavelengths larger than 300
nm can be observed. Below 300 nm the earth’s atmosphere is impervious for radiation due to
the strong absorptions of ozone (Hartley band) and the subsequent O2 , N2 and O absorption. In
the infrared wavelength region (µm up to some mm) the solar spectrum is disturbed by strong
absorption bands of H2 O and CO2 (Figure 4.1).
Nearly all of the solar radiation is emitted from the so called photosphere, a thin layer of a
few hundred kilometers with strong gradients of temperature and pressure (increasing towards
the inner layers). Thus the emission of layers with different temperatures superpose. The strong
continuous absorption by the outer layers of the radiation emitted by the inner layers and
the strong decrease of the temperature, results in a thin layer only contributing to the emission
spectrum. This continuous spectrum is overlaid by a large number of absorption lines (Fraunhofer
lines) originating from higher layers of the photosphere. The analysis of the Fraunhofer lines
gives information about the chemical composition and the physical conditions such as pressure
and temperature of the solar atmosphere. It could be shown that at least 63 elements occur in
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Figure 4.1: Solar spectrum outside the earth’s atmosphere and at sea level. The dashed line
Abbildung 1.27: Das Spektrum der Sonne.
indicates the spectrum of a black body for T = 6000 K. The grey shaded areas mark the
absorptions of O3 , H2 O, CO2 , and O2 . Adapted from Steinegger [1999].
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(4.1)

with the limb darkening coefficient βλ . For the wavelength range 370 nm to 1000 nm, βλ varies
between 5 and 0.6, respectively (see Figure 4.3). The emission angle θ is directly connected to
the distance r from the disk center:
r/R = ρ = sin θ

(4.2)

where R is the radius of the solar disk.
The intensity Iλ (θ) can be estimated by the Eddington-Barbier approximation:
Iλ (θ) ' Sλ (τλ = cos θ)

(4.3)

This means, that the intensity emitted under an angle θ can be approximated by the so-called
source function S for the optical depth τλ = cos θ 1 . Assuming a so-called local thermodynamical
1

For a given geometrical depth t (relative to an arbitrary zero) the optical depth τ can be calculated
Rt
by τλ (t) = −∞ αλ dt. The absorption coefficient αλ can include continuous as well as line absorption.
Michael Steinegger: Die Sonne als veränderlicher Stern
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r

Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the intensity variation along the solar disk. Radiation emitted
from the disk center (C) originates from deeper layers of the photosphere than radiation emitted
from a point a distance r away from the disk center (e.g. point P or L).
steady state, the source function is given by the Kirchhoff-Planck function for the local temperature at the optical depth τλ . Integration of equation 4.3 over the half sphere yields the irradiance
of the whole sun
Eλ ' πSλ (τλ = 2/3)
(4.4)
The Eddington-Barbier approximation is valid for all wavelengths and hence it can also be used
for wavelengths where strong line absorption occur. The depression of an absorption line is given
by
I(θ) − Il (θ)
r(θ) =
(4.5)
I(θ)
where Il (θ) and I(θ) are the intensities measured at the line center and outside the line, respectively2 . With the Eddington-Barbier approximation, and neglecting the small differences
between the wavelengths of the line center and the surrounding continuum, equation 4.5 can be
written as
Sλ (τ = cos θ) − Sλ (τl = cos θ)
r(θ) =
(4.6)
Sλ (τ = cos θ)
The optical depth τl in the line center includes the continuous and the additional line absorption.
Thus, the radiation at wavelengths with line absorption originates from higher layers compared
to the continuous radiation. For very strong line absorptions, Sλ (τl = cos θ) is given by the
Kirchhoff-Planck function for the temperature of the sun’s surface and , hence, cannot get zero.
The effect of solar center to limb darkening also occurs at wavelengths with line absorption, but
with a different dependency on θ compared to the continuum. The consequence is a variation
of the depression of the absorption lines across the solar disk, e.g. for metals the depression
increases with r while for hydrogen lines a decrease is observed.
2

The high density of absorption lines in the solar spectrum makes the definition of the continuum
difficult
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Figure 4.3: Center to limb darkening as a function of cos θ for different wavelength (numbers
at the end of the lines). Adapted from Unsöld and Baschek [1999]
The total solar irradiance E is obtained by integrating the spectral intensity over the half
sphere and all wavelengths, taking into account the solar center to limb darkening and the
Fraunhofer lines. The irradiance at the mean distance dearth (= 1 AU3 of the earth from the sun
) is given by the solar constant S:
2
S = ERsun
/d2earth = 1.37 kWm−2

(4.7)

with the solar radius Rsun = 696000 km. Interpreting the solar irradiance in the sense of StefanBoltzmann’s law, an effective temperature Tef f of 5780 K can be assigned to the sun.
The solar irradiance is modulated by the sun spot cycle (also referred to as cycle of solar
activity) with a period of 11 years. Sun spots are dark areas with an effective temperature of
about 3500 K and a diameter of ∼ 104 km. The occurrence of the sun spots is accompanied
by several other phenomena such as flares, prominences, and plages , which overcompensate
the reduced radiation of the sun spots. The net effect on the irradiance is a slight increase of
about 0.1 - 0.2%4 . The observation of sun spots also allows to determine the duration of the
3

Astronomical unit (AU) = 149598000 km
For certain wavelength ranges the effect is much larger, e.g. between 140 nm and 150 nm the variation
is in the order of 100%.
4
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sun’s rotation, a cycle of approximately 27 days which determines the periodicity of several
geophysical phenomena.
The mean energy per time and area available on the upper side of the earth’s atmosphere
is given by the solar radiance S times the disk area of the earth divided by the surface of the
earth:
2
πRearth
= S/4
(4.8)
S0 = S
2
4πRearth
This mean radiance S0 in combination with the conversion of energy in the system earthatmosphere drives most of the relevant atmospheric processes. S0 shows a significant temporal
variation as a result of quasi-periodical changes of certain parameters controlling the trajectory
of the earth [Milankovitch 1920].

4.1.2

Beer-Lambert Law

The extinction of light with an intensity I(λ) passing through an infinitesimally thin layer dl
given by5
dI(λ) = −I(λ) (αs (λ) + αa (λ)) dl
(4.9)
where αs (λ) and αa (λ) are the scattering and absorption coefficients, respectively. The sum of
αs (λ) and αa (λ) is called extinction coefficient. Neglecting inelastic Raman scattering, the coefficient αs (λ) includes Mie scattering on aerosols and droplets and molecular Rayleigh scattering:
αs (λ) = σRayl (λ) · nRayl + σM ie (λ) · nM ie

(4.10)

with σ is the scattering cross section and the density of the scatterers n . Taking into account
all absorbers i with a non-zero absorption cross section σi at wavelength λ and their density ni ,
the absorption coefficient αa (λ) can be written as
αa (λ) =

X
i

σi (λ) · ni

(4.11)

Integration of equation 4.9 along the light path L then yields the Beer-Lambert law
I(λ) = I0 (λ) exp

½

−

Z

(αs (λ) + αa (λ)) dl
L

¾

(4.12)

Introducing the optical density (or depth) τ

equation 4.12 can be expressed as

5

©
ª
τ (λ) = − ln I(λ)/I0 (λ)
©
ª
I(λ) = I0 (λ) exp − τ (λ)

(4.13)

(4.14)

The emission of light and the scattering of light from an arbitrary direction in the direction of the
considered light beam is neglected.
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4.1.3

Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS)

Applying the Beer-Lambert law directly to a measured intensity I at a certain wavelength, the
determination of the absorption of a species requires exact knowledge of the extraterrestrial
intensity I0 6 and the extinction due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering. Also the absorptions of
other species at this wavelength have to be separated.
However, if a whole spectrum is measured instead of only a single wavelength, the Differential
Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique can be applied and the above limitations
can be avoided [Platt et al. 1979; Platt 1994]. The DOAS technique is based on the fact, that
Rayleigh and Mie scattering only weakly vary with wavelength, while the molecular absorption
cross sections usually consist of narrow absorption bands (often overlaid by a broad continuum).
The absorption cross section σ of a certain species is now split into a low and a high frequency
component σb and σ 07 , respectively (for illustration see Figure 4.4):
σ = σb + σ 0

(4.15)

Accordingly, the same can be done for the absorption coefficient αa . Equation 4.12 can then be
rewritten as:
½ Z
¾
½ Z
¾
0
0
0
I(λ) = I0 (λ) exp − (αs (λ) + αa (λ) + αa,b ) dl = I0 (λ) exp −
(4.16)
αa (λ) dl
L

L

According to equation 4.13 the differential optical density τ 0 can be defined as
Z
X
©
ª
0
0
τ (λ) = − ln I(λ)/I0 (λ) =
αa0 (λ) dl =
τi0 (λ)
L

(4.17)

i

By a very simple approach, broad band structures can be removed by high pass filtering. In
practice, a measured,
so-called Fraunhofer reference spectrum I0 (λ)8 is used and the broad band
R
components L (αs (λ) + αa,b (λ))dl are approximated by a polynomial.
Assuming constant pressure and temperature along the light path, the differential absorption
0 (λ) for species i is independent of the light path and the differential optical
cross section σi,a
0
density τi can be expressed as
Z
Z
0
0
0
0
τi (λ) =
αa (λ) dl = σi,a (λ) ·
ni dl = σi,a
(λ) · SCDi
(4.18)
L

L

with the slant column density SCD. This is the quantity that can be obtained from the technique
described here.
The above assumption of constant pressure and temperature is usually not fulfilled, a serious
shortcoming of this technique (to be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.4).
6

In fact, few measurements of the extraterrestrial solar spectrum exists (e.g., the quasi-extraterrestrial
measurement of Kurucz[1984]), but the adaption of these measurements to the used instrument (instrumental resolution, wavelength scale etc.) introduces large errors.
7 0
σ is often called differential absorption cross section
8
For I0 the measurement with the smallest absorptions is used. The absorber amounts in the Fraunhofer reference spectrum have to be determined with other methods.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the DOAS principle. The absorption cross section σ can be split into
a broad band σb and a narrow band component σ 0 .
Spectral Retrieval
The incoming solar light is spectrally analyzed by a spectrograph and recorded by a detector
(here a photodiode array). Thus, the instrumental properties of the spectrograph have to be
accounted for. The limited resolution of the spectrograph can be described by a convolution of
I(λ) with the instrument function H 9
Z
∗
I (λ) = I(λ) ◦ H = I(λ − λ0 ) · H(λ0 ) dλ0
(4.19)
The instrument function combines the effects of the width of the entrance slit and the properties
of the grating. Usually the instrument function is measured with narrow emission lines from low
pressure lamps (e.g. from mercury). During the recording by the detector, the wavelength range
is mapped to N discrete pixels i, each integrating the light in a wavelength interval ∆λ(i) with
center wavelength λ(i)
Z λ(i)+∆λ(i)/2
I ∗ (λ0 ) dλ0
(4.20)
I(i) =
λ(i)−∆λ(i)/2

For simplification, the symbol I is used again, mistakes are avoided by using the different arguments i and λ.
The logarithm of the intensity I(i) can now be written as
µX
¶
m
SCDj · σj (i) + R(i) + N (i) + A(i)
(4.21)
ln I(i) = ln I0 (i) −
j=1

The molecular absorptions of the m species are described by their convoluted cross section σ j (i)
The broad band components of the extinction like Mie and Rayleigh scattering are represented
by R(i). The noise of the detector and the photon noise are described by N (i) and any structures
caused by the spectrograph or the detector are summarized by A(i).
The goal of the spectral retrieval is the determination of the slant column densities SCD j .
Therefore, an appropriate model function F (i) is used for the approximation of ln I(i).
µX
¶
m
F (i) = ln I0 (i, d0,0 , d1,0 ...) −
aj · σj (i, d0,j , d1,j ...) + Pr (i)
(4.22)
j=1

9

Usually, the instrument function H depends on the wavelength
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The cross sections σj (i) and I0 (λ) are input data to the fitting procedure. The m scaling factors
aj and the additional parameters dx,j are the output. The resulting aj then correspond to the
slant column densities of the different species. The broad band structures are approximated by
a polynomial Pr (i) of degree r
r
X
Pr (i) =
ch (i − ic )h
(4.23)
h=0

with the center pixel ic of the considered spectral range ic . To account for possible differences
in the wavelength-pixel mapping of I0 (i) and σj (i) compared to I(i), the reference spectra I0 (i)
and σj (i) can be shifted and squeezed, expressed by the spectral alignment parameters d j,k . The
parameter dj,0 describes a shift of the wavelength-pixel mapping by dj,k pixels. If dj,1 6= 0 the
spectrum is additionally linearly squeezed, i.e., pixel i is shifted by dj,1 (i − ic ) pixels. For k > 1
the parameter dj,k describes a squeeze of higher order, usually not used. The misalignment of the
different spectra is a result of different measurement conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure), an
effect that cannot completely be avoided.
The spectral analysis consists of a linear least square fit to derive the parameters a j and ch
and a non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt fit to determine the dj,k ’s in a sense that
¶
n µ
X
ln I(i) − F (i) 2
2
(4.24)
χ =
²i
i=0

is minimized, where n is the number of pixels of the spectral range used for the retrieval and ² i
is the measurement error of the i’th diode resulting from the noise of the diodes and the photon
noise. Usually, a constant measurement error is assumed for all diodes, i. e. ² i = ² = const.
The fitting procedure starts with a linear least-square fit with initial values for d j,k . The
retrieved values for aj and ch are then input parameters for a Levenberg-Marquardt fit. Only
one iterative step is performed and new values for dj,k are obtained, which in turn are used for a
new call of the linear fit. The result of the linear fit is again used for a new call of the non-linear
fit etc.. If one of several stopping conditions for the Levenberg-Marquardt fit is fulfilled (e.g.,
convergence of the fit, represented by very small changes of χ2 from one step to another) the
whole procedure is aborted.
The least-square solution for the linear fit can be found analytically either given by a normal
equation [Albritton et al. 1976; Stutz 1996] or by the singular value decomposition [Press et al.
1986]. However, the fitting procedure will only give the best possible results including correct
errors if the model function is well suited to describe the measurement intensities. If the model
lacks relevant processes or if processes are inaccurately described the fit results will be inaccurate. Further prerequisites for the validity of this fitting procedure are independence of the
measurement errors ²i , linear independence of the σj , and measurement errors with a mean of
zero and a finite variance.
The linear least-square procedure also gives an estimate of the measurement error σ̂ per pixel.
If ²i is not explicitly given, σ̂ is used as measurement error instead. A significant overestimation
of the real measurement errors ²i (estimated by considering the different noise contributions) is
an indication of an inadequate model function or of systematical errors. Further, it can be shown,
that σ̂ is equal to the root-mean-square (rms) of the remaining residual Res(i) = ln I(i) − F (i),
if the number of pixels n contained in the spectral fitting range is clearly larger than the number
of linear parameters of the fitting procedure (sum of the number of cross sections and the degree
of the polynomial).
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The statistical errors of the parameters aj and ch are given by the diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix Θ. Further, the covariance matrix allows to derive the so-called correlation
coefficients Cvw :
Θvw
Cvw = √
(4.25)
Θvv Θww
The correlation matrix is normalized in a way that all diagonal elements have a value of one, with
all other elements between ±1. The correlation coefficients Cvw are a measure of the correlation
of the v’th parameter with the w’th, whereas a value near k1k indicates a large correlation of
two parameters.
In contrast to the linear least-square fit the Levenberg-Marquardt method is an iterative
numerical procedure. The reference spectra σj (i) and ln I0 (i) are aligned to ln I(i) by varying djk in order to minimize χ2 . Therefore σj (i) and ln I0 (i) have to be recalculated for the
new wavelength-pixel mapping. This is achieved by cubic spline interpolation. The LevenbergMarquardt method also gives an estimate of the errors ∆djk of the alignment parameters. As
the alignment parameters are input data for the linear fit, the errors ∆d jk will influence the
results of the linear fit. To investigate this dependence, a numerical method is used. A spectrum
is calculated consisting of the various reference spectra scaled, shifted and squeezed according
to the results of the linear fit. In addition, the spectrum is shifted and squeezed as given by the
errors ∆djk . The results of the linear fit performed with the original spectrum and the spectra
additionally shifted and squeezed allows to infer the errors of the linear parameters caused by
the errors of the alignment. Assuming an independence of this error and the statistical error of
the linear fit, the total error is obtained by Gaussian error propagation.
Commonly, the remaining residual structure Res(i) = ln I(i) − F (i) of the procedure doesn’t
consist of pure noise. A pure noise spectrum is characterized by completely independent pixel
intensities (equivalent to structures with a width of one pixel), which is a necessary prerequisite
for the validity of the linear fit. A real residuum, however, often shows groups of neighboring
pixels, which change their intensities simultaneously in a random way, an indication of interdependencies of the pixels. In general, the dependencies of the measurement errors are described by
the variance-covariance matrix. If this matrix is known, the linear fit procedure can be extended
in a way that the calculation of the fit results also considers the error interdependencies [Albritton et al. 1976]. If the variance-covariance matrix is not known, a numerical method can be used
to examine the influence of these residual structures on the fit results [Stutz and Platt 1996].
Smoothing of a pure noise spectrum with a running mean results in a spectrum similar to the
residual that is normally found. The variance-covariance matrix can then easily be calculated by
varying the width of the smoothing filter until the the width of the generated structures are of
the same order as the width of the residual structures. However, this variance-covariance matrix
has to be recalculated for every measured spectrum, a very time-consuming and uncomfortable
procedure. Therefore, empirical correction factors for errors given by the fitting procedure were
inferred based on Monte Carlo simulations10 . Smoothed noise spectra with a running mean of
different width were added to absorption lines with different half-widths. For all combinations
of filter widths and half widths of the absorption lines a linear fit was performed. The resulting
variations of the fit parameters allow to derive correction factors, which can be found in Stutz
and Platt [1996]. Instead of smoothed noise spectra, this analysis can be performed with residual
10

It can be shown that only the fit errors need to be corrected, the changes of the scaling factors are
small
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spectra calculated by cyclic displacement of the channels of the residual of the fitting procedure
[Hausmann et al. 1997].
The occurrence of stable residual structures is not captured by this method. Systematical
errors can bias the fitting procedure in two ways. First, these residual structures can be misinterpreted as molecular absorptions and second, the fitting errors are mis-estimated. A method
to investigate the impact of spectral artifacts on the DOAS evaluation can be found in Hausmann et al. [1999]. However, this method is restricted to irregular, non-reproducible structures
generated within the optical setup, while it is not valid in the presence of reproducible structures.
An important quantity for the characterization of the quality of trace gas measurements is
the theoretical detection limit. The detection limit can be defined as the lowest measurable value
for a fit parameter aj or as the smallest detectable average optical density D limit . For the latter,
an average optical density Dj of a reference spectrum is defined. Dj is given by three times the
standard deviation of the reference spectrum σj (i):
·

´2
1 X³
Dj = 3 ·
σj (i) − σ j
n−1
m

i=1

¸1/2

(4.26)

As the estimation of the detection limit requires time-consuming Monte-Carlo calculations, only
the linear problem is considered (neglecting the uncertainties of the wavelength-pixel mapping)
allowing to simplify the derivation of the detection limit. Defining the detection limit a j as the
value of aj with a relative error of 0.5 yields
p
aj = 2 · Θjj
(4.27)
This still requires the calculation of the covariance matrix Θ (i.e. the evaluation has to be
performed). Simplification of the expression for Θ allows to derive an expression for the smallest
detectable average optical density D limit [Stutz 1996]:
6
Dlimit ≈ σ
b√
n−1

(4.28)

with the mean noise of the measurement σ
b and the number of pixels n. Thus for a given noise
level (which has to be estimated) and number of pixels used for the evaluation, the theoretical
detection limit can be obtained. However, if an evaluation is performed, equation 4.27 can be
used instead for the calculation of the detection limit.
In this Ph. D. thesis the software packages WinDOAS [Van Roozendael and Fayt 2000] and
MFC [Gomer et al. 1995] were used for the spectral evaluation, both providing the described
fitting procedure. An additional feature of WinDOAS is the correction of instrumental stray
light11 by additionally including an intensity offset O(i). On the left side of equation 4.21, ln I(i)
is then replaced by ln(I(i) − O(i)), with the intensity offset O(i) described by a polynomial of
a degree of up to two. The coefficients of this polynomial are additional parameters of the nonlinear fit. Another important feature of WinDOAS is that it allows to fix single scaling parameters
aj in the model function F (i). The Fraunhofer reference spectrum I0 (i) is also scaled with a
fitting parameter that is determined by the linear fit. It is obvious, that the scaling parameter
for the Fraunhofer reference spectrum hat to be set to one. A shortcoming of WinDOAS is,
11

Instrumental stray light is caused by reflections inside the spectrograph ,e.g, by light of higher orders
or the zero order of the grating
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that it does not consider the error propagation of the uncertainties of the non-linear parameters
for the estimation of the errors of the linear parameters, as the program package MFC does.
Another advantage of MFC is the existence of a script language, but neither fixing of certain
scaling factors nor the utilization of an intensity offset is included. Both programs do not correct
the calculated errors for interdependencies of the measurement errors.

4.1.4

Sources of Errors

The precision of the results is determined by the statistical fluctuations (due to noise) of the
measured intensities. If the described procedure works well and the prerequisites are fulfilled, the
precision is given by the estimated errors of the scaling parameters. However, there exists several
effects, that are inaccurately treated by the above described model function. Thes effects result in
systematical errors which contribute to the accuracy of the measurement. Also, the estimation of
the fitting error will be distorted. For some effects, it is possible to derive a correction term which
can be included in the model function. In this subsection a brief but not complete overview will
be given of the various effects arising from instrumental shortcomings as well as from physical
deficits of the model function.

Noise
The instrument noise is an important parameter for the fitting procedure. The statistical errors
of the fitted parameters (and the theoretical detection limit) are determined by the noise of
the measurement. The total noise is given by the root-mean-square sum of the individual noise
contributions.
The photoelectron noise σph is due to the statistical distribution of the number of electrons
generated by the photons illuminating the detector pixel. Since the number of photoelectrons is
distributed according to Poisson statistics, the noise is given by
p
σph = α · Ne,total
(4.29)

with the maximum number of photo electrons Ne,total 12 and the degree of saturation α.
The dark-current noise σd of a single detector photodiode is due to the statistical variance
of the dark current across the junction. The dark current electrons are Poisson distributed and
thus for an integration time t and a mean number of dark current electrons per time 13 n the
noise is obtained by
√
σd = n · t
(4.30)
In addition, there are 3 constant contributions to the total noise. The preamplifier noise σ pr
is determined by the current and voltage noise of the preamplifier. The readout noise σ r of a
diode pixel results from switching electronic capacities and finally there is the analog-to-digital
converter noise σadc .
These noise contributions sum up quadratically to the total noise σtot :
q
2 + σ2 + σ2 + σ2 + σ2
σtot = σph
(4.31)
pr
r
d
adc
12

13

Ne,total can be calculated from the semiconductor capacity and the charge voltage
The mean number of dark current electrons depends strongly on the temperature of the photodiode.
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For short integration times, the photoelectron noise can usually be neglected. Accordingly, the
total noise consists of a constant contribution depending on the number of readouts and the signal
dependant photoelectron noise. For large α’s the total noise is dominated by the photoelectron
noise, thus the (theoretical) signal-to-noise ratio can only be increased by co-adding subsequently
recorded spectra.

Solar I0 Effect and Saturation
The DOAS technique assumes, that the a measured spectrum can be well approximated by a
model function F given by the following expression:
©
ª
F (λ) = ln I0 (λ) ◦ H −

µX
m
j=1

aj · (σj (λ) ◦ H) + Pr (λ)

¶

(4.32)

with the I0 is the Fraunhofer reference spectrum, σj is the cross sections of species j, aj is the
scaling factor for species j, Pr is a polynomial and H is the instrument function. The intensity
I ∗ (λ) measured with a spectrograph with a certain resolution is given by
Z
Pm
∗
(4.33)
I (λ) = I(λ) ◦ H = I0 (λ) · e j=1 SCDj ·σj (λ)+R(λ) H(λ − λ0 ) dλ0
where R represents the broad band components. For simplification, only one species will be
considered and the broad band components will not be taken into account so that the above
formula can be rewritten as:
½Z
¾
∗
SCD·σj (λ)
0
0
ln I (λ) = ln
I0 (λ) · e
H(λ − λ ) dλ
(4.34)
It is obvious, that this cannot be transformed easily to an expression similar to equation 4.32.
Only in the case of I0 (λ)=const and SCD · σj (λ) ¿ 1 the model function is able to properly
describe equation 4.34. For atmospheric applications, the second assumption is usually fulfilled
and as shown by [Huppert 2000] with numerical tests for the example of a BrO DOAS evaluation,
the impact of a non-constant I0 (λ)14 can be assumed to be small. Nevertheless, this can lead
to disturbing residual structures. For some absorbers or for very long light pathes, however, the
assumption of a small optical density is not valid and equation 4.34 can not be linearized. This
is often called saturation
The above restrictions can be avoided and, when using a so-called I0 corrected cross section
σI0 (λ) instead of σ(λ) ◦ H [Johnston 1997]. The I0 corrected cross section is defined straightforward as
¡
¢
1 I0 (λ)eS·σ(λ) ◦ H
(4.35)
σI0 (λ) =
S
I0 (λ) ◦ H

with a given initial slant column density S. I0 corrected cross section can be obtained directly
with the programm WinDOAS, if a high-resolution cross section of the absorber and of the solar
spectrum is available. However, as shown by Huppert [2000], the use of convoluted cross section
results in larger residual structures compared to cross sections recorded with the instrument
itself. Thus, for this Ph. D. thesis, mainly cross sections (especially for strong absorbers) recorded
14

The Fraunhofer reference spectrum I0 (λ) has large structures and is highly non-constant.
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with the same instrument in the laboratory were used for the spectral retrieval. To account for
the I0 effect, in same cases, a I0 correction was calculated and added to the measured cross
section15 . This I0 correction is obtained by the difference of a I0 corrected cross section and a
conventionally convoluted cross section.

Temperature Dependence of the Absorption Cross Sections
Most of the UV/vis absorption cross sections show a strong dependence on the temperature, i.e.
the absolute value and the shape of the cross section change with varying temperature. This effect
will certainly influence the results of the spectral evaluation. On the one hand the temperature
dependence can directly affect the retrieval of the fit parameters aj ’s due to the change of
the absolute value, on the other hand the variation of the shape can result in large residual
structures. Hence, if the temperature dependence of the cross section of a strong absorber is not
taken into account, the detection of an underlying weak absorbers may be impossible. In this
Ph. D. thesis, the cross sections of NO2 , O3 , O4 , H2 O, OClO, IO, and OIO were used. Therefore
their temperature (and pressure) characteristics will be briefly discussed.
The temperature dependence of the NO2 cross section in the visible wavelength range is
subject of a number of studies [e.g., Davidson et al. 1988; Amoruso et al. 1993; Harwood and
Jones 1994; Harder et al. 1997; Kirmse et al. 1997; Pfeilsticker et al. 1999]. The NO 2 cross
section can be described as a bell-shaped envelope with a superimposed differential structure.
The temperature effect on the cross section is a slight broadening of the envelope with increasing
temperature while the amplitude of the superimposed fluctuations decrease. The effect of the
broadening of the envelope is largest for the red tail of the cross section, while for the UV the
envelope does not change significantly with temperature. Thus, no (or only a very small) dependence of the integrated cross section on the temperature is found. The differential cross section
shows an asymmetric increase with decreasing temperatures. The differential cross section has
a smaller negative temperature coefficient in the neighborhood of the peaks and a larger positive coefficient in the region in between. The magnitude of this temperature variation depends
on the wavelength and the spectral resolution of the instrument used. For a resolution of 0.54
nm (FWHM) the differential cross section at 448 nm increases almost linearly with decreasing
temperature by almost 40% from 298 K to 200 K [Pfeilsticker et al. 1999]. In addition, at very
high spectral resolution the differential cross section shows large change with changing pressure.
For the low spectral resolution used in this work, this effect is not of importance.
A detailed study of the temperature dependence of the ozone absorption in the Chappuis
band (410 nm - 760 nm) can be found in Burkholder and Talukdar [1994] or more recently for the
wavelength range 230 - 850 nm by Voigt et al. [2001]. Near the peak of the Chappuis band (550
nm - 650 nm) the cross section varies slightly (< 1%), while at wavelengths outside the peak
it decreases with decreasing temperature. For example, at 420 nm the absorption cross section
decreases by 40% when the temperature decrease from 298 K to 220 K. A pressure dependence
is not observed.
The temperature (and pressure) dependence of the O4 absorption was investigated by Osterkamp [1997] and Pfeilsticker et al. [2000]. They found that the shape of the O 4 collisional pair
15

The measured cross section has then to be calibrated with the convoluted cross section taken from
the literature
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absorption cross section16 does not depend on pressure or temperature, while the magnitude of
the cross section decreases by about 11% when increasing the temperature by 50 K.
The H2 O absorption shows large variations for changing temperatures and pressures. For
H2 O most of the individual rotational-vibrational lines of the electronic transitions are identified
and the absorption line properties are known [Rothman et al. 1996]. Accordingly, the H 2 O
cross section can be calculated for different pressures and temperatures. Since the stratospheric
absorption of H2 O is rather small this pressure and temperature effect is of secondary importance
here.
The cross section of OClO consists of a series of absorption band overlaid with a broad
continuum. The continuum is decreases when the temperature is lowered, while the individual
bands get sharper and the peak cross sections increases [Wahner et al. 1987; Komminga et al.
1999].
The studies of Laszlo et al. [1995], Harwood et al. [1997], Hoelscher and Zellner [2000], Bloss
et al. [2001] showed that the IO absorption cross section consists of a broad continuum with
a superimposed vibronic band structure. The temperature dependence of the cross section has
been investigated for the (4-0) band (at 427.7 nm) by Harwood et al. [1997] and Hoelscher
and Zellner [2000]. They found that the differential cross section is independent of temperature
for temperatures between 200 K and 300 K. As the continuum cross section is believed to
be temperature-independent, an overall independence of the cross section on temperature is
assumed. In contrast, the more recent study of Bloss et al. [2001] showed, that the differential
cross section exhibits a negative temperature dependence.
Measurements of the OIO absorption cross section can be found in Himmelmann et al.
[1996], Cox et al. [1999], Ingham et al. [2000] and Allan et al. [2001]. Unfortunately, no studies
concerning the temperature dependence are available till now.
Since the light measured by the spectrograph has traversed several atmospheric layers with
different temperatures, the absorption seen in the spectrum is a composition of absorptions
taking place at different temperatures. Accordingly, the residual of the fitting procedure can
be decreased by using several cross sections (in general two or three cross sections were used)
recorded at different temperatures for the same species [Sanders 1996]. The temperatures used
should cover the atmospheric temperature range crossed by the measured light. To reduce the
linear dependencies of the various cross sections for one species it can be useful to orthogonalize
them. Nevertheless, the determination of the SCDs for species with temperature dependent
absorption is problematic. The cross section for a certain temperature can only be inadequately
approximated by a linear combination of two (or three) cross sections at different temperatures.
As shown by Frieß [2000] this can lead to significant violations of the conservation of the norm.
In this Ph. D. thesis, the SCDs were evaluated by using only one cross-section for this specific
species. This cross section should be recorded for a temperature similar to the mean stratospheric
temperature. However, to account for the temperature dependence of the absorptions of other
species, two or more cross sections for different temperatures were used.
16

The concentration of the collisional complex O2 ·O2 (=O4 ) can not independently be measured,
thus preventing to derive the equilibrium constant of the complex. As a consequence, the collisional
pair absorption cross section (given by the product of the absorption cross section and the equilibrium
constant) is used instead an absorption cross section.
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Figure 4.5: Observation geometry for solar occultation measurements. The number above the
line-of-sight, taken from the sun’s upper edge, center, and lower edge indicate the air masses
and the transmissions with respect to Rayleigh scattering at 434 nm.
Center-Limb Darkening Correction
The DOAS technique is based on the assumption that the structures of the Fraunhofer spectrum
I0 remain constant for all measurements. In this case, the strong solar lines, with optical densities being 100-1000 times larger than the atmospheric absorption structures, can be removed
properly from the measured spectrum and the trace gas absorptions can be evaluated. However
for measurements of direct sun light during sunrise or sunset this assumption is not valid. As
the solar disk has a diameter of 0.55◦ when seen from the earth without refraction, the zenith
angles and hence the atmospheric air masses are different for rays leaving the upper edge, center or lower edge of the sun, an effect with dramatically increasing importance with increasing
solar zenith angle. Thus, the transmission with respect to Rayleigh scattering is a function of
the disk location (see Figure 4.5) and the radiance weighted average of the sun shifts from the
solar disk center to its upper edge with increasing SZA. That in combination with the variation
of the optical densities of the solar Fraunhofer lines across the solar disk (see section 4.1.1),
causes a change of the optical densities of the Fraunhofer lines over the course of the occultation
measurements (sunrise or sunset). Unfortunately, the relative change of the different solar lines
is non-uniform and therefore an exact consideration of this effect is difficult.
Figure 4.6 shows how this process affects our measurements (in the visible wavelength range).
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Figure 4.6: Center to Limb Darkening (CLD) correction. Upper panel: High resolution spectra
averaged over the solar disk (red) and from the sun’s center (black). The spectra are from
Brault and Neckel [1987]. Middle panel: Zoom (429-438 nm) of the spectra shown in the upper
panel together with the respective spectra convoluted to the DOAS visible spectrometer’s
spectral resolution. Lower panel: Calculated CLD correction for the wavelength range covered
by the DOAS visible spectrometer.
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In the upper panel, two high resolution solar spectra taken from the solar center and averaged
over the whole solar disk are compared17 [Brault and Neckel 1987]. The completely saturated,
broad hydrogen lines Hα , Hβ and Hγ at 656.3 nm, 486.1 nm, and 434.0 nm respectively can
clearly be seen in the spectra. The wavelength interval 429 - 438 nm zoom in the middle panel
indicates how the optical density of the Hγ -line and some other non-hydrogen lines differ at
our instrument’s spectral resolution (FWHM of the instrument function ∼ 1.2 nm for the visspectrograph) in both spectra. It is noticeable, that after convolution with the instrument function the spectrum shows a strong absorption feature around 431 nm caused by the high density
of relatively weak and narrow lines and a weaker line caused by the strong H γ -line. To correct
the changing optical densities of the Fraunhofer lines, it is assumed, that this change can be
described by the difference of the disk averaged spectrum I0 and the center measurement Ic :
I0 −→ I0 + a(I0 − Ic )

(4.36)

This means that the Fraunhofer reference spectrum I0 18 has to be replaced by the sum of I0
and a correction term I0 − Ic scaled with a factor a. To include this correction in the fitting
procedure (see eq. 4.21) the logarithm has to be taken:
ln{I0 + a(I0 − Ic )} = ln{I0 (1 + a(I0 − Ic )/I0 )}

= ln{I0 } + ln{1 + a(I0 − Ic )/I0 )}
' ln{I0 } + a(I0 − Ic )/I0

(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)

Accordingly, the term (I0 − Ic )/I0 is used for the correction from now on called center to limb
darkening correction (CLD correction). The scaling factor a is an additional parameter which
has to be determined by the fitting procedure. In the lower panel of Figure 4.6 the center to
limb darkening correction is displayed. The correction shows a nearly smooth trend (i.e. the
change of the optical densities of the narrow lines is almost negligible at our resolution) with
three large peaks at the wavelengths of the hydrogen lines. This correction is firstly applied to
solar occultation measurements within this Ph. D. thesis. A detailed investigation of this effect
can be found in chapter 7. This correction is also applied to the NO2 evaluation in chapter 5.2,
without further comment.
The effect of the CLD correction for the UV wavelength range is shown in Figure 4.7.
The correction consists of several large peaks for wavelengths larger than 370 nm, while for
wavelengths below the correction shows a rather smooth shape. Thus, the BrO DOAS retrieval 19
(wavelength intervall: 346 - 360 nm) should not be affected by the CLD correction. However, in
the case of OClO, there is some overlap between the wavelength interval of the DOAS evaluation
(362 - 390 nm) and that range of the CLD correction containing narrow band structures and
hence the center to limb darkening possibly effects the retrieval. Thus, the CLD correction should
be included in the OClO fitting procedure.
17

No high resolution solar spectrum from the solar limb is available.
The Fraunhofer spectrum is generally measured for small solar zenith angles, thus it is equal to the
convoluted high resolution spectrum of the disk averaged measurement
19
For details of the BrO DOAS retrieval see Fitzenberger [2000]
18
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Figure 4.7: Center to Limb Darkening (CLD) correction for the UV spectrograph. Upper panel:
Calculated CLD correction convoluted to the resolution of the UV spectrograph with a denotation of the Fraunhofer lines contributing to the CLD correction (Hydrogen and calcium
lines). Lower panel: Absorption cross section of BrO and OClO. The bars at the bottom of this
panel indicate the wavelength intervals commonly used for the DOAS evaluation [Fitzenberger
2000].
Ring Spectrum
For scattered light measurements the depth of the Fraunhofer lines changes with solar zenith
angle caused by the filling in effect of Raman scattering (see section 2.2.3). Usually, this is
corrected by including a further spectrum into the fitting process [Solomon et al. 1987]. This socalled Ring spectrum can be obtained by polarization measurements20 or by model calculations
[Bussemer 1993; Funk 2000]. For measurements of direct sun light, it is in general assumed that
the Ring effect is negligible [Bauer 1997; Pundt et al. 1998] and no Ring correction is applied.
Nevertheless, taking into account the large field of view of the instrument used here (see section
4.2.2), for very low sun some Raman scattered photons are likely to contribute to the measured
spectrum. The inclusion of a Ring spectrum in the fitting procedure may thus improve the
evaluation of weak absorbers. This is tested for the IO evaluation described in chapter 7.
20

Compared to Rayleigh scattered light, the Raman scattered light shows a weak polarization, thus it
is possible to distinguish between both effects by measurements using polarization filters.
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Further Effects
As described in subsection 4.1.3, changes in the wavelength-pixel mapping of the measured
spectra are compensated by shifts and squeezes of the molecular cross sections (or the measured
spectra). As the cross sections (or the spectra) are given on a discrete grid, the shifted and
squeezed spectra are obtained by (spline) interpolation. The interpolation results in an approximation of the ’real’ value. The approximations is the better the higher the sampling ratio 21 .
Roscoe et al. [1996] pointed out, that for sampling ratios larger than 4.5 the interpolation errors
get small. For the instrument used here, this criteria is fulfilled and thus the interpolation errors
should be small. A detailed investigation of this effect (so-called undersampling effect) for the
UV spectrograph can be found in Vradelis [1998] and Ferlemann et al. [2000].
In addition, systematical structures can be caused by changes of the instrumental resolution.
Due to pressure and temperature variations, the distances between the optical components of
the spectrograph and thus the instrumental resolution can slightly change. Each Fraunhofer line
and to a smaller degree each absorption band, will cause a positive (negative) large peak at the
center of the band and smaller negative (positive) dips at the wings in the residual of the fitting
procedure. Also a misalignment of one of the absorption cross sections results in systematical
structures. In this case, for each absorption band an almost symmetrical structure with a large
positive and negative peak at the wings of the band occur in the residual. Both effects impact
the scaling factors aj as well as the estimated errors [Ferlemann 1998]
The fitting procedure requires absorption cross sections with the resolution given by the
instrument function. Therefore, a mathematical convolution of high resolved cross sections (e.g.
measured with an Fourier Transform Interferometer) with the measured instrument function is
performed. However, as the instrument function is only known on the discrete grid, a spline
interpolation is used to estimate a high resolution instrument function with the same resolution
as the literature cross section. In addition, as the instrument function is usually measured with
emission lines of e.g. a mercury lamp, it is only known for certain wavelengths. If the instrument
function shows a dependence on the wavelength (an effect often observed), then the shape has
to be interpolated for wavelengths between the emission lines [Vradelis 1998]. However, the
wavelength dependence of the instrument function is often neglected and simply a constant
instrument function is used. Both effects cause systematical residual structures and can be
avoided by using cross sections measured with the same instrument in the laboratory 22 .
There are several instrumental shortcomings which can result in additional residual structures if not corrected for. Differences of the sensitivity of the detector diodes introduce errors
if a shift and squeeze is applied in the fitting procedure. Measuring the broadband emission
spectrum of a halogen lamp, the sensitivity of the diodes can be obtained. The differences of
the diode sensitivity can be corrected by division of the measured spectra with the broadband
emission spectrum. Further structures can be cause by the used grating itself. These structures
depend on the wavelength an cannot easily be removed. Spectrometer stray light is caused by
internal reflections of light from higher orders of the grating or from wavelengths not detected by
the diode array. The stray light also occurs as an offset added to the measured intensity, an effect
21

The sampling ratio is given by the number of grid points per full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the instrument function
22
For the spectral retrieval, absolute cross sections are needed and therefore it is necessary to calibrate
the measured cross sections with convoluted absolute cross sections from the literature.
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which changes the optical densities of the Fraunhofer lines and of the molecular absorption lines
significantly. The stray light can be reduced but not totally suppressed by using filters and light
traps for the higher orders of the grating. By including an additional intensity offset possible
with the evaluation software WinDOAS, the instrumental stray light can be considered within
the fitting procedure. The influence of the Memory-effect (Structures of an exposed spectrum
can partly be found in the following, not exposed spectrum) and the Etalon effect (caused by
multiple reflections on thin parallel surfaces) were investigated by Bauer [1997] and were found
to be small for the used instrument. When using glass fibres to conduct the light into the spectrograph, structures can be caused by slight variations of the exposure of the fibre entrance and
thus the stimulation of different modes. Due to inhomogeneities of the fibre the transmissions of
the modes differ. By using e.g. a diffuser plate in front of the fibre a steady exposure is achieved
and this effect is avoided.

4.2

Instrumentation

The measurements were presented in this Ph. D. thesis, were performed during a series of eight
balloon flights with a DOAS UV/vis spectrograph installed on the LPMA/DOAS 23 balloon
gondola. The DOAS spectrograph together with an infrared Fourier Transform Interferometer
(FTIR) and two filter actinometers (during two flights only) form an instrumental package. Both,
the DOAS spectrograph and the FTIR perform direct sun light measurements during balloon
ascent and solar occultation. Thus the measurements of the UV/vis and the infrared instrument
can be combined and a large number of trace gases can be detected simultaneously. In this
section the DOAS spectrograph, the FTIR, and the actinometers will be briefly described, but
first a short technical presentation of the gondola itself will be given.

4.2.1

LPMA/DOAS Balloon Gondola

The LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola is based on a gondola developed for astronomical observations by the Observatoire de Genève and was further optimized for atmospheric measurements
by Camy-Peyret et al. [1995] (Figure 4.8). The gondola can be stabilized in azimuthal direction
with an accuracy of about 0.5 - 0.1◦ and 1’ or better in the lower stratosphere and at the balloon
float altitude, respectively. Therefore the gondola is aligned to the magnetic field of the earth
with a gyroscope. The gondola can be rotated with respect to the much larger balloon. The rotational energy is converted to frictional heat through the torque of a special joint of the gondola
and the balloon. The fine-pointing is performed by a suntracker [Hawat et al. 1995], which provides the infrared Fourier Transform Interferometer and the DOAS UV/vis spectrograph with a
parallel solar beam. Further the gondola equipment includes pressure and temperature sensors
and GPS antennas. Since 1998 the instrumental package has been completed with an on-board
ozone sonde.
23

LPMA=Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications
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Figure 4.8: Schematic drawing of the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola. Direct sun light is directed into the gondola by the suntracker, which is subsequently analyzed by the FTIR and
the DOAS instrument.

4.2.2

The DOAS Spectrograph

For the installation on the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola, a new DOAS instrument optimized
for airborne applications was designed[Ferlemann 1998; Harder 1999; Ferlemann et al. 2000].
The basic features of the instrument are low weight, low power consumption, stability of the
spectral imaging and insignificant thermal drift of the spectroscopic system. The instrument
consists of two spectrographs in one housing, which analyze the UV and the visible part of the
sun light separately (see Figure 4.10). The light enters the spectrograph via two quartz fibres
bundles, forming a rectangular entrance slit for each spectrograph on one fibre end. On the other
end of the fibres i a telescope optic is mounted intended to average the light received from the
sun, to limit the spectral transmission range of the incoming light and to match the f -number
of each spectrometer. Coming from the entrance slit, the light reaches a holographic grating,
which disperses the light of the respective wavelength range (UV: 320.6 - 422.6 nm; visible: 417.6
- 670.7 nm) onto Peltier cooled photodiode arrays. The width of the entrance slit was chosen
to fulfill the sampling criteria given by Roscoe et al. [1996], i.e. the FWHM of the instrument
function should be sampled with more than 4.5 detector pixels. The instrumental resolution is
found to be 0.45 nm (= 4.5 detector pixels) and 1.48 nm (= 5.7 detector pixels) for the UV and
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Figure 4.9: Launch of the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola at Esrange near Kiruna/northern
Sweden on February, 10, 1999. The two small balloons are helium filled auxiliary balloons to
keep the gondola in abeyance during the launch.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic drawing of the DOAS instrument. Two holographic grating spectrographs (UV and visible) are integrated into a vacuum-sealed stainless-steel container. The light
enters the spectrographs through two quartz fibre bundles which form an apparent rectangular
slit at their end. Light detection is performed with two photodiode array detectors. The whole
container is thermostated by a liquid-water-ice-filled vessel surrounding it. In addition, a refrigerant is circulated in a cooling circuit to regulate the temperature of the optical components
and to cool the warm side of the Peltier elements.

the vis spectrometer, respectively. The whole spectrometer housing is evacuated and thermally
stabilized by a surrounding vessel filled with a water-ice mixture. In addition, a refrigerant
circulates in a cooling circuit to regulate the temperature of the optical components and to
cool the warm side of the photodiode Peltier elements. Low spectrometer stray light is achieved
by suppressing the higher-order and zero-order grating reflections by using light traps and, for
some flights, by including a dispersive prism preananalyzer for the UV spectrograph[Vradelis
1998]. A detailed characterization of the DOAS spectrograph can be found in Bauer [1997]. In
the wavelength range covered by the combination of the UV and vis spectrograph, absorption
features of several species can be found, e.g. O3 , BrO, NO2 , OClO, SO2 , HNO2 , HCHO, O4 etc.
in the UV range and O3 , NO2 , H2 O, O4 , NO3 , OClO, IO, OIO etc.in the vis range. This Ph.
D. thesis will focus on results obtained by the visible spectrograph only. For results obtained
by evaluation of the UV measurements see Ferlemann et al. [1998], Harder et al. [1998], Harder
et al. [2000], Fitzenberger et al. [2000], Fitzenberger [2000], and Pfeilsticker et al. [2000].
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Electronics

Figure 4.11: Schematic drawing of the jN O2 sensor. For a detailed description see Schneider
[1997].

4.2.3

The LPMA Fourier Transform Interferometer

The infrared Fourier Transform Interferometer (FTIR) operated by the french LPMA team is
based on a DA2 Michelson type interferometer manufactured by BOMEM but customized for
balloon operations. The interferometer is equipped with a two channel output optics and is
capable to sample simultaneously the interferograms produced by two infrared detectors with
an apodised resolution of 0.020 cm−1 . The spectral signatures of ClONO2 , HNO3 , O3 , CH4 ,
N2 O, NO, and H2 O are covered by a HgCdTe detector (mid-IR) and those of HCl, NO 2 , CH4 ,
and HF by an InSb detector (near-IR) [Camy-Peyret et al. 1995; Payan et al. 1998; Payan
et al. 1999]. The instrument has also been used to measure H2 O and O2 in the 920 nm and
760 nm region, respectively, to retrieve CCl2 F2 in the lower stratosphere, and to obtain CO2 in
the 13 µm region [Camy-Peyret et al. 1999]. A global fit method [Carlotti 1988] associated to
an efficient minimization of the Levenberg-Marquardt type is used for the retrieval of vertical
mixing ratio profiles from ascent and occultation data. The algorithm allows to combine the
information contained in several micro-windows. The molecular parameters used in the forward
model are extracted from the HITRAN96 database [Rothman et al. 1996].

4.2.4

Actinometer

Filter actinometers measure the actinic flux independent of direction with a characteristic wavelength dependent sensitivity. If the spectral sensitivity is chosen in order to approximate the
product of absorption cross section and quantum yield of a certain molecule (here NO 2 ), then
the measurements reproduce the corresponding photolysis frequency j. The filter actinometers
(see Figure 4.11) used here were technically similar to those described by Junkermann et al.
[1989] but with improvements as given in Schiller et al. [1994]. The actinometers contain a
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the actinic spectrum of NO2 and the spectral response of the
actinometers. For the calculation of the actinic spectrum of NO2 , the quantum yield of Roehl
et al. [1994] and the NO2 absorption cross section of Davidson et al. [1988] is used. The
actinic spectrum of NO2 is calculated for T=245 K and 298 K indicated by open triangles and
filled circles, respectively.
special 2π viewing inlet device collecting the solar radiation from one hemisphere almost independent of the incident angle. Two actinometers were mounted in a way that the symmetry
axis of the inlet dome points to the horizon, with one actinometer pointing directly into the
sun’s azimuthal direction gathering the direct solar radiation and the diffuse radiation from
that part of the hemisphere and the second actinometer directing to the opposite hemisphere
thus only detecting diffuse radiation. The actinometer’s spectral characteristics were fixed to
the broad band transmission given by the spectral transmission of Schott UG-11 glasses and the
phototube’s spectral sensitivity. The spectral sensitivity was measured using a monochromator
and a light source. The absolute sensitivity was determined with a calibrated tungsten halogen
lamp [Schneider 1997]. A comparison of the actinometer’s spectral sensitivity and the actinic
spectrum of NO2 is shown in Figure 4.12. As can be seen from the figure, the spectral sensitivity
of the actinometer does not perfectly match the actinic spectrum. Therefore, to obtain j N O2
values, the measurement has to be calibrated (depending on height and solar zenith angle) with
radiative transfer calculations. For more details see section 5.3.1.

4.3

Profile Retrieval

A balloon flight can be divided in three different phases. The balloon ascent, the balloon float and
the solar occultation. During the balloon ascent (see Figure 4.13), the balloon climbs vertically
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Figure 4.13: Observation geometry of the measurements for balloon ascent (left panel) and
solar occultation (right panel).
through the trace gas profile (for solar zenith angles well below 90 ◦ ). Thus, the decrease of the
measured slant column densities can be attributed to the concentration of the crossed height
segment. During the balloon float, the balloon remains on a constant altitude, while the solar
zenith angle increases towards 90◦ . The first measurement after reaching the maximum altitude
(i.e. with the smallest solar zenith angle) is commonly used as the Fraunhofer reference spectrum
for the spectral fitting procedure. Further, these measurements can be used to estimate the
amount of trace gas absorptions contained in the Fraunhofer reference spectrum with a socalled Langley-plot (see chapter 5.2). During the solar occultation, the balloon altitude remains
constant, while the light of the rising or setting sun is measured. Accordingly, the light path of
the measurement crosses the trace gas profile beneath the balloon altitude twice for each layer
above the so-called tangent point, given by that point of the light path with the smallest distance
to the earth’s surface24 . In the course of the solar occultation measurements the tangent height
decreases (due to the increasing solar zenith angle) and the light path crosses an increasing part
of the trace gas profile. For solar zenith angles larger than 90 ◦ , the concentrations of most species
(which are of interest in this Ph. D. thesis) are subject to substantial photochemical changes.
Therefore, the obtained profiles also include some photochemical changes (especially for solar
occultation). There exist several retrieval techniques to derive a trace gas profile from slant
column densities measurements [e.g. Rodgers 1976; Delbrück 1992]. Three different techniques
will be presented, here.

4.3.1

Inversions Technique

The atmosphere is divided into N layers, each with constant pressure, temperature and trace
gas concentration. The measured slant column density SCD can then be written as the sum of
24

At the tangent point the light path is perpendicular to the earth’s surface, resulting in a very long
light path at this altitude. Most of the absorption will take place here (also depending on the shape of
the profile) and, hence, the measurement can be attributed to this altitude.
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the contributions of the individual layers:
SCD =

N
X
i=1

SCDi =

N
X
i=1

AM Fi · V CDi

(4.40)

The vertical column density V CDi of layer i is given by the concentration times the height of
the layer. The V CDi is connected to the SCDi of layer i by the (box-)air mass factor AM Fi ,
that is given for direct light measurements by the ratio of the length of the light path through
the layer to the vertical height of the layer25 . Extending this concept to the entirety of all M
ascent or occultation measurements, a system of linear equations is obtained:

 
 

SCD1
AM F1,1 AM F1,2 . . . AM F1,N
V CD1
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Introducing the air mass factor matrix AMF, this can be simplified to
−−−→
−−−→
SCD = AMF · V CD

(4.42)

The matrix AMF can be calculated with the raytracing (and profile retrieval) programm DAMF
[Schulte 1996]. The raytracing is based on a Runge-Kutta algorithm [Press et al. 1986] taking
into account the spherical geometry and the pressure and temperature dependent refraction. To
take into account the extent of the solar disk, with a diameter of up to 5 km at the tangent
point, the air mass factor matrix is calculated for four rays. Each ray represents one of four
equally sized areas, obtained by horizontal splitting of the solar disk. The air mass factor matrix
is then obtained by averaging the air mass factor matrixes of the four individual rays.
−−−→
The desired profile V CD is obtained by inversion of the air mass factor matrix:
−−−→
−−−→
V CD = AMF−1 · SCD

(4.43)

The inversion is carried out by the Singular-Value-Decompostion (SVD) method [Press et al.
1986]. The SVD method makes use of a theorem of linear algebra, that a M × N matrix, with
M ≥ N , can be written as a product of a M × N orthogonal matrix U, a N × N diagonal matrix
W and the transpose of a N × N orthogonal matrix V. The positive or zero diagonal elements
of W are called singular values. Thus the inverse matrix AMF−1 can easily be calculated:
AMF−1 = V [diag(1/wj )] UT

(4.44)

Usually the number of measurements M is much larger than the number of height segments N ,
thus the inversion problem is overdetermined. The SVD method then gives the best solution for
−−−→
V CD in the least-square sense.
In contrast to iterative profile retrieval techniques (e.g. simulated annealing) the SVD method
offers no stopping criteria to avoid over-interpretation of the measured SCD’s. Stochastical
variations of the SCD’s in the range of the measurement errors are interpretated as profile
25

The concept of box-air mass factors is a simple extension of the air mass factor concept for ground
based measurements (see e.g. Perlinski and Solomon [1993]).
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of O3 profiles retrieved with the the simulated annealing and the
inversion technique. The green dashed line is the simulated annealing profile, the blue dotted
line the inversion profile and the red line the first-guess profile for the simulated annealing
retrieval.
−−−→
information. This becomes apparent by the occurrence of negative entries in the retrieved V CD.
−−−→
The equations for very small singular values map large variations in V CD on small variations in
−−−→
−−−→
SCD and, analogously, equations with very large 1/wj map small variations in SCD on large
−−−→
−−−→
in V CD. Consequently, for a measured SCD with statistical errors it is necessary to set the
smallest singular values and their reciprocals to zero. This is achieved by reducing the condition
number of the air mass factor matrix, defined as the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular
value. Setting to zero one or several small singular values only slightly reduces the vertical
resolution, while the propagation of the measurement errors is largely suppressed. In this Ph.
D. thesis, this method is used as the standard technique. If one of the other techniques is used
it is explicitly stated.

4.3.2

Simulated Annealing

−−−→
Simulated annealing is an iterative method to retrieve the best estimate for the V CD. Starting
−−−→
from a given first-guess, a Monte-Carlo technique is used to vary the estimated V CDest until
−−−→
−−−→
the corresponding SCDest reproduces the measured SCDmeas with a certain precision. As a
measure of the quality of the estimate, the so-called cost function CF is introduced. It can be
chosen between several expressions for the cost function, but in general the norm of the difference
−−−→
−−−→
of the estimated and measured SCD is used. If a new estimate of the V CDest is accepted by the
algorithm is decided on the basis of a Boltzmann distributed random number. The probability
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P is given by
Ã

P (’accept new estimate’) = min 1, exp

(

CFnew − CFold
T

)!

(4.45)

with the annealing temperature T , a monotone decreasing parameter (regulated by the cooling
rate). First, for large annealing temperatures, the algorithm searches spaciously for the global
minimum in the parameter space. With increasing T the algorithm tends to accept only estimates
with smaller cost functions. Unfortunately, there are several parameters (annealing temperature,
cooling rate ...) which are crucial for the result of the algorithm. These parameters have to be
adjusted individually for each measurement. The iteration stops if one of several stopping criteria
is fulfilled, e.g. if the cost function of a new estimate is smaller than the cost function of the
measurement errors or if the number of iteration steps exceeds a given limit etc. For more details
of the implementation of the simulated annealing algorithm in the programm package DAMF
see Luderer [2001].
This technique is not used in this Ph. D. thesis, but one example will be given. Figure 4.14
shows an ozone profile retrieved with the simulated annealing and the inversion technique. For
this study, statistical noise (2%) was added to an initial profile (O3 profile measured during
solar occultation in Kiruna on Feb. 18, 2000) and SCDs were calculated. Then the profiles
were calculated with these SCDs. As first-guess profile for the simulated annealing, the initial
profile with 40% noise was used. This example shows, that reasonable results are obtained with
simulated annealing technique and that this technique can be used alternatively to the inversion
technique.

4.3.3

Onion Peeling

The Onion Peeling method attributes the decrease of the measured SCD’s directly to the crossed
height layers. Accordingly, this method can only be used for balloon ascent (or descent) measurements. For each SCD the corresponding V CD is calculated by
V CD = SCD · 1/AM F ' SCD · cos(SZA)

(4.46)

The approximation for the air mass factor is valid for SZA’s well below 90 ◦ . Due to the curvature
of the earth’s surface for SZA ' 90◦ the approximation largely overestimates the air mass factor.
The concentration n at a certain height h can be calculated by
n(h) =

δV CD(h)
∆V CD(h)
=
δh
∆h

(4.47)

To suppress high frequent oscillations caused by the statistical noise of the measurement, the
calculated V CD’s can be smoothed by a Gaussian filter.

4.3.4

Averaging Kernel

To introduce the averaging kernels, first another formulation of the retrieval problem will be
−−−→
−−−→
given [Rodgers 1976]. Let V CDtrue be a true trace gas profile, SCD the measured SCD’s and
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−−−→
V CDest the profile estimated by the retrieval algorithm. The retrieval problem can then be
formally written as
−−−→
SCD
−−−→
V CDest
−−−→
V CDest
−−−→
V CDest

→
−
−−−→
= F (V CDtrue , b )
− −
−−−→ →
= I(SCD, b , →
c)
→
− →
− −
−−−→
= I(F (V CDtrue , b ), b , →
c)
→
− →
−−−→
−
= T (V CDtrue , b , c )

(4.48)
(4.49)
(4.50)
(4.51)

→
−
−c describe additional parameters of the inversion or forward model (e.g. air mass factor
b and →
matrix, annealing temperature). F is the forward model function, I the inversion model function
and T is the so-called transfer function. The transfer function describes the relation between
the real and the estimated profile. For further interpretation, equation 4.51 is linearly expanded
−−−→
around a reference profile V CDref
δT
→
− −
−−−→
−−−→
−−−→
−−−→
V CDest = T (V CDref , b , →
c ) + −−−→
· (V CDtrue − V CDref )
δ V CDtrue

(4.52)

−−−→
The matrix of the derivations δT /δ V CDtrue is called averaging kernel matrix A. Every V CDest,i
is a linear combination of the V CDtrue,j weighted with the entries of the corresponding row of
the averaging kernel matrix (called averaging kernel for the i-th measurement). For an ideal
case, the averaging kernel matrix is represented by the unit matrix, i. e. the averaging kernels
are given by δ-functions. Deviations of A from the unit matrix indicate that neighbored layers
also contribute to V DCest,i . The width of the averaging kernels can be used to estimate the
vertical resolution of the measured profile. The worst case is given by nearly constant averaging
kernels or by averaging kernels with two or more maxima. The programm DAMF allows the
calculations of the averaging kernels with the method presented by Delbrück [1992] 26 .
The averaging kernels for the O3 profile measured in Kiruna on Feb. 18, 2000 are shown
in Figure 4.15. For this calculation a constant error of 2% was assumed. It is evident, that the
averaging kernels show a distinct peak with only smaller contributions from other height layers.
For balloon ascent (upper panel) relatively broad averaging kernels are found indicating a low
vertical resolution of the measurement. However, as the true (fit-) errors are clearly smaller
than 2% (in the case of ozone), this has to be considered as an upper limit. A more realistic
investigation of the averaging kernels would imply that the true, measured SCD errors are used,
but this is not possible yet.

4.3.5

Discussion of Errors

The dominant source of errors for the profile retrieval is given by the errors of the SCDs, which
are estimated in the case of the inversion technique. Gaussian error propagation yields:
s
´2
X³X
1 T ´2 ³
∆V CDi =
∆SCDj
Vik Ujk
(4.53)
wk
j

i

Commonly, it is assumed that the errors of the SCDs are statistical and thus can be reduced by
averaging a certain number of SCDs. Unfortunately, this assumption is only partly valid, as will
26

Only the calculation of the averaging kernels for the simulated annealing technique is implemented.
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Figure 4.15: Averaging kernels calculated with the simulated annealing technique for the O3
profile measured in Kiruna on Feb, 18, 2000 during balloon ascent (upper panel) and solar
occultation (lower panel). A constant SCD-error of 2% was assumed. The numbers in the
legend denote the height corresponding to the averaging kernel.The AMF matrix was calculated taking into account the extension of the solar disk. For clarification, not all averaging
kernels are shown.
be shown later. In the case of the onion peeling technique, only few SCD values are considered
for the calculation of the concentration at a certain altitude. Thus the error propagation results
in very large errors for retrieved concentrations, which can reduced by smoothing the SCDs
before the retrieval is performed. This seems to be necessary to reduce the vertical resolution to
a reasonable range (as the technique itself provides no tool to reduce the vertical resolution, e.g.
by using a certain height segmentation). In the case of the simulated annealing technique, the
calculation of the errors of the retrieved profile is not implemented in the programm package
softwareDAMF yet.
Further important input parameters necessary for the profile retrieval are the atmospheric
temperature and pressure profile, the balloon altitude and the solar zenith angle. The uncertain-
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ties of this quantities were not considered for the calculation of the profile errors. Temperature
and pressure is measured with a Vaisala radiosonde and additional pressure and temperature
sensors on-board the gondola for altitudes up to 25-30 km and the balloon float altitude, respectively. The uncertainty of these measurements is 0.5 hPa for the pressure (between 1060
and 3 hPa) and 0.2 K for the temperature. Above the balloon float altitude, the US Standard
Atmosphere [NOAA-S/T76-1562 1976] (scaled to our conditions) is used, which is only an approximation of the real atmospheric conditions. The altitude of the balloon is measured with
onboard GPS which has a vertical uncertainty of approx. 180 m. The solar zenith angle is calculated for a given time and location (measured by the GPS) by the software package DAMF,
based on a fit for the declination of the sun [Kubo 1980]. The more accurate ARI 27 routine
calculates the SZA using the ephemerides given by JPL28 [Gernot Burkhardt, private communication]. The comparison of both calculations for the Kiruna balloon flight in 1999 together with
the calculations by MFC, the sun-moon routine (both using a similar algorithm as DAMF), and
by the LPMA team is shown in Figure 4.16. All calculations agree within a reasonable range,
however small but significant differences of up to 0.1 − 0.15◦ were found. For large SZAs this
will have a significant impact on the profile retrieval, e.g. the altitude of the tangent point can
change up to 1-2 km and the total air mass of the measurement up to 5%. Accordingly, all SZAs
used within this study were calculated with the ARI routine.

4.4

Chemical Transport Models

Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) are three dimensional simulations of chemical processes in
the atmosphere (here stratosphere) using input data of meteorological analysis. In this Ph. D.
thesis the model calculations of the CTM’s SLIMCAT, KASIMA and REPROBUS were used,
which will be briefly described.

4.4.1

SLIMCAT

SLIMCAT is an off-line CTM which is forced by the UK Meteorological Office (UKMO) analysis
for the horizontal winds and temperatures [Chipperfield and Pyle 1998; Chipperfield 1999]. The
vertical (diabatic) motion is calculated from the MIDRAD radiation scheme [Shine 1987] within
the model. The model contains a detailed stratospheric chemistry scheme of the species of the
Ox , NOy , Cly , Bry and HOx families [DeMore et al. 1997] and long-lived tracers such as N2 O,
CH4 , CO etc. The long-lived species are integrated using a simple forward Euler integration
scheme which is far cheaper in computational cost than the semi implicit scheme used for the
short lived species and families. The photolysis rates are calculated using a scheme based on
Lary and Pyle [1991]. The scheme uses a four-dimensional look-up table (with the coordinates
pressure altitude, temperature, O3 column, and solar zenith angle) to interpolate the j-values
to a particular location and time. The standard CTM includes a description of heterogenous
chemistry occurring on liquid/solid polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) and mid-latitude sulphate
aerosols. The standard simulations were performed on 12 isentropic levels from 335 K to 2700 K
27
28

Astronomisches Recheninstitut, University of Heidelberg
Jet Propulsion Laboratory / Development Ephemeris
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the solar zenith angles as calculated by the programm package
DAMF and with the ARI code for the Kiruna balloon flight in 1999. Additionally, the SZAs
calculated by MFC, the sun-moon code [Klaus Pfeilsticker, private communication] and the
LPMA team were shown. The routine used by MFC and DAMF is based on the sun-moon code.
The SZAs calculated by LPMA and the ARI code agree well, however, all other calculations
yielded SZAs scattering around the ARI calculation with deviations up to 0.15◦ .
using a horizontal resolution of 7.5◦ × 7.5◦ . A new release of SLIMCAT uses the recent update of
photochemical data given by Sander et al. [2000] and an increased number of levels (18 levels).

4.4.2

KASIMA

The Karlsruhe Simulation Model of the Middle Atmosphere (KASIMA) is a mechanistic model
of the middle atmosphere. It is coupled to specific meteorological situations by using the analysis
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) in the lower part of
the model at pressures above 10 hPa [Ruhnke et al. 1999]. At pressures below 10 hPa (up to 120
km pressure altitude) the corresponding prognostic model is used [Kouker 1995]. Solar heating
rates are calculated within the model. The chemical scheme is using the family concept which
groups related chemical species with short photochemical lifetimes. If the photochemical lifetime
of a species is large compared to the characteristic time constant for transport, the species is
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transported separately. The concentrations of the transported (long lived) species are calculated
by an iterative Euler backward approximation. The scheme uses 58 chemical species and families.
The rate constants of the gas phase reactions and the surface reaction probabilities are taken
from DeMore et al. [1997] with the update given by Sander et al. [2000]. The photodissociation
coefficients are interpolated from values in a look-up table calculated using the photonflux model
of [Röth 1992] and depend on altitude, zenith angle and ozone column. The heterogenous scheme
on sulfuric acid aerosols included in KASIMA assumes that sulfuric acid aerosols remain liquid
above the freezing point of ice and that they are able to take up species from the gas phase. The
heterogenous processes on NAT and ice are calculated by using a conventional polar stratospheric
cloud scheme. The standard model uses 32 latitudinal and 64 longitudinal grid points and 63
equidistant levels between 10 and 120 km pressure level.

4.4.3

REPROBUS

REPROBUS is a three-dimensional CTM that extends from the ground up to 10 hPa with a
vertical resolution varying from less than 1 km near the tropopause level to 2.2 km in the upper
part of the stratosphere [Lefèvre et al. 1994; Lefèvre et al. 1998]. The densities of 55 chemical
species or families are computed, among them 40 species are explicitly transported: these include long-lived species in the lower stratosphere such as N2 O or HCl but also more unstable
constituents which have rather long lifetimes in the darkness. Winds and temperatures analyzed
by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) were used to drive
the transport of the species and to compute their production and loss rates, respectively. Chemical species are advected using a semi-Lagrangian transport code. The photochemical module
includes 102 gas phase reactions based on the compilation of DeMore et al. [1997] and Sander
et al. [2000]. The photodissociation frequencies are pre-calculated in a four-dimensional look-up
table expressed as a function of altitude, solar zenith angle, ozone column and albedo. Heterogenous processes are taken into account using a relatively detailed scheme that describes
the condensation, sedimentation, and evaporation of PSC material. The standard model uses a
horizontal resolution of 2◦ latitude by 2◦ longitude and 31 height levels.

Chapter 5
NO2 and O3 Measurements
In this chapter, the results of the O3 and NO2 measurements obtained with the DOAS instrument
onboard the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola during a series of balloon flights will be presented.

Date
Nov. 23, 1996
Feb. 14, 1997
Jun. 20, 1997
Mar. 19, 1998
Aug. 19, 1998
Feb. 10, 1999
Jun. 25, 1999
Feb. 18, 2000

Location

Campaign

León/Spain
CHORUS
◦
◦
42.6 N, 5.7 W
Kiruna/Sweden
ADEOS
◦
◦
67.9 N, 21.1 E
Gap/France
CHELSOBA
◦
◦
44.0 N, 6.1 E
León/Spain
CHELOSBA
42.6◦ N, 5.7◦ W
Kiruna/Sweden
SABINE/
◦
◦
67.9 N, 21.1 E
CHELOSBA
Kiruna/Sweden HALOMAX/
67.9◦ N, 21.1◦ E
THESEO
Gap/France
HALOMAX/
◦
◦
44.0 N, 6.1 E
THESEO
Kiruna/Sweden EUROSOLVE/
67.9◦ N, 21.1◦ E THESEO2000

Condition
mid-lat. fall,
sunset
high lat. winter,
vortex edge, sunset
mid.-lat summer,
sunrise
mid-lat. spring,
sunset
high lat. summer,
sunset/sunrise
high lat. winter,
vortex core, sunset
mid-lat. summer,
sunrise
high lat. winter,
vortex, sunset

Table 5.1: Compendium of LPMA/DOAS balloon flights.
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Figure 5.1: Overview
of the locations of
the balloon launching
sites Kiruna/Sweden,
León/Spain,
and
Gap/France.

In the first section, a brief discussion of the meteorological conditions during the balloon flights
will be given, particular for the flights conducted within the polar vortex. In section 5.2 the
DOAS evaluation of NO2 and O3 will be described in detail. The discussion of the results of the
O3 and NO2 evaluation as well as of the jN O2 measurements is subject of section 5.3.

5.1

The LPMA/DOAS Balloon Flights

The LPMA/DOAS balloon flights took place in the framework of the EU-sponsored projects
CHORUS, CHELOSBA, THESEO and THESEO2000 and the ADEOS/ILAS satellite validation
campaign (see Table 5.1). The balloon was launched at three different sites: at Kiruna in northern
Sweden, León in Spain and Gap in France (Figure 5.1). Three of the campaigns were performed
during in Arctic winter and one during Arctic summer. Four mid-latitudes campaigns were
carried out during spring, summer and autumn. A more detailed description will be given in the
following sections.
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Figure 5.2: Minimum temperature on the 475 K isentropic surface. The shaded region is the
climatological range of 1979-1996 and the green line is the climatological mean. The red line
indicates the year 1995/96 and the black line the year 1996/97. The blue lines mark the
threshold temperatures for PSC type 1 and type 2 formation. Adapted from Coy et al. [1997].

5.1.1

Arctic Winter Flights

Kiruna, Feb. 14, 1997
The polar vortex in the winter 1996/1997 was very cold and undisturbed until the end of April.
However, the cooling started not before January and persisted until the end of March. The
early winter was very warm, due the occurrence of a a Canadian warming, [Naujokat et al.
1999; Pawson and Naujokat 1999]. Until December the temperature on the 475 K isentropic
surface was near the long-term average followed by warmer values through January. The vortex
throughout March and April was colder by a significant amount than any vortex observed in the
last 18 years during these month (see Figure 5.2). The minimum temperature remained below
type 1 PSC formation temperature from the middle of January through most of March [Coy et al.
1997]. The formation of a strong polar vortex occurred in late December and was still intact
in late April without any major midwinter warmings. The final warming occurred in mid-May.
The winter 96/97 was characterized by small heat fluxes into the stratosphere and reduced wave
breaking in the lower stratosphere, thus reducing the mixing across the lower vortex. The vortex
itself was symmetrically, located above the pole and very large. The boundary region was very
wide, indicating a strong but small vortex core at the pole. Measurements show a clear indication
for denitrification at 18-23 km during mid-late February [Kondo et al. 2000] and to a smaller
degree during April [Rex et al. 1999]. Significant chemical ozone loss was observed between
mid-February and mid-March. In April unusually low ozone values were observed resulting from
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Figure 5.3: Map of the polar vortex for the balloon flight in Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997. The color
code gives the potential vorticity in PV Units [10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1 ] on the 475 K isentropic
level. The balloon trajectory is the curved line from Kiruna in easterly direction. The straight
lines indicate the line of sight of the measurements ending here at an altitude of 40 km.

dynamical effects rather than chemical. The vertical extend and the maximum local ozone loss
was very large but filled out the vortex less completely, thus the vortex averaged ozone loss was
lower than in previous years. [Manney et al. 1997; Schulz et al. 2000].
The balloon was launched on February 14, 1997 at Esrange station near Kiruna/northern
Sweden at 12:15 UT at a solar zenith angle of 82 ◦ . The balloon float altitude of 30.2 km was
reached at 14:11 UT at SZA=89.6◦ . At 14:15 UT the solar occultation started (SZA=90◦ ) and
ended at 14:55 UT at SZA=94.8◦ referring to a height of the tangent point of 11.9 km. Due
to the winterly polar wind circulation, the balloon moved in easterly direction while measuring
the sun in south/south-west direction. The balloon itself was located clearly inside the polar
vortex, but close to the vortex boundary1 , during the whole flight. Accordingly, while probing
air masses from inside the polar vortex during the balloon ascent, air masses from the boundary
region and even from outside the vortex were probed during the course of the solar occultation
measurements (see Figure 5.3).
1

The vortex boundary is given by the region of the maximum gradient of the potential vorticity (PV)
[Nash et al. 1996], but often simple certain values of the PV are used to define the boundary, e.g. 30-36
PV units for the boundary on the 475 K surface
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Figure 5.4: Temperature and geopotential height at 30 hPa level on Dec. 1, 1998, Dec. 12,
1998, Jan. 31, 1999, and 28. Feb, 1999. Adapted from EORCU [1999].
Kiruna, Feb. 10, 1999
The stratospheric winter 1998/1999 was a dynamic active winter with a disturbed and relatively
weak vortex. The winter started cold with a strong polar vortex well established in November.
The temperatures were low enough for the formation of PSCs by end of November. However,
further PSC formation was prevented by a strong major warming in mid-December. Warm air
covered the polar region throughout the stratosphere and the cold air was displaced far to midlatitudes. This was just the second major warming event occurring in early December within
the last 41-years. Temperatures slowly decreased in the stratosphere during January, but the
circulation pattern and the temperatures remained disturbed for a long time. It was not before
the end of January when a cold vortex was re-established over the polar region (see Figure 5.4).
This was the beginning of the second period of this winter with minimum temperatures close
or slightly below the threshold for PSC formation. A second major warming occurred around
mid-February and the polar regions were covered with warm air and the rest of the cold air
was displaced to northern Europe. The final springtime warming started rather early at the
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4.6. THE SUNSET FLIGHT AT KIRUNA ON FEBRUARY 10, 1999

LPMA/DOAS 14, Feb. 10, 1999
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end of February, continuing into March, although a weak cyclonic circulation was re-established
at the end of March. This had been the warmest winter in the stratosphere since 1984/1985
[Naujokat et al. 1999; EORCU 1999]. Only for the first period of possible PSC formation, PSCs
were indeed observed over northern Scandinavia. No PSCs were reported for the second period
in the first half of February. This might be due to the rare number of observations. Consistently,
with the high average temperatures in the stratosphere, being approximately 10 K higher than
in previous years, no significant ozone loss was observed on the 465-485 K isentropic surface,
apart from some small negative values at the end of December and the beginning of January
[Schulz et al. 2001]. The loss of the total column of ozone was estimated to be ∼ 5% [Goutail
et al. 2000].
The flight of the LPMA/DOAS gondola was carried out on February 10, 1999, when the
polar vortex was located over Kiruna. The balloon was launched at 11:35 UT (SZA=82.5 ◦ ). The
trajectory of the gondola pointed to the easterly direction towards the boundary of the vortex
with the line-of-sight of the measurements towards the core of the vortex (see Figure 5.5). The
balloon float altitude of 28.5 km was reached at 13:07 UT for a SZA of 86.1 ◦ . SZA=90◦ was
reached at 13:59 UT and the solar occultation ended at 14:55 UT (SZA= 94.9 ◦ and tangent
height = 9.8 km).

Kiruna, Feb. 18, 2000
The arctic winter 1999/2000 was one of the coldest winters in the lower stratosphere since
1964/65. The polar region cooled rapidly in the first half of November, with the polar vortex
becoming stronger throughout the stratosphere. The temperatures fell below the PSC threshold
in the middle stratosphere by mid-November and in the lower stratosphere by end of the month.
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Figure 5.6: Potential vorticity on the 475 K level for the Arctic region between Feb. 14, 2000
and Feb. 22, 2000.
During the first half of December the vortex intensified and was cold and mostly undisturbed
during the second half. The center of the strong vortex lay between Scandinavia and the Pole
with minimum temperatures around and below 188 K (threshold for PSC type 2 formation).
Throughout January, the vortex was cold and strong and the minimum temperatures were low
enough for PSC formation. In February, an upper stratospheric warming affected the lower
stratospheric circulation. However, during the first week of February minimum temperatures
temporarily reached the PSC type 2 threshold. The stratosphere above Europe was warm, with
Scandinavia outside the polar vortex except for a few days around the eighteenth of February.
During March, minimum temperatures were continuously below the PSC threshold in the lower
stratosphere. In mid-March, the temperatures rose above the PSC threshold. The vortex split
and the two parts were drifting to Canada and to eastern Europe, respectively. The weakened
vortex was moving back to the Pole by end of March [Naujokat et al. 1999; EORCU 2000]. Low
temperatures and PSCs occurred as a result of both synoptic and mesoscale (lee-wave) processes.
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During this winter PSCs were extensively seen in the vortex with two main periods from midDecember to early February and from late February to mid-March. Very large solid nitric acid
trihydrate particles have been measured for the first time in the Arctic stratosphere during
this winter [Fahey et al. 2000]. The vortex was strongly activated and extensively denitrified
to a degree previously observed only in the Antarctica [Santee et al. 2000; Popp et al. 2001].
Accordingly, the largest local ozone loss yet seen in the Arctic of over 70% was observed in the
altitude range of 18-20 km. Most of the ozone loss occurred in March, but losses in January and
February were also significant. The loss of the total column of ozone was about 20-25 %, less
than in previous years partly as a result of the narrower vertical extend of the PSCs [EORCU
2000; Sinnhuber et al. 2000].
On February, 18 the gondola was launched at 12:21 UT (SZA = 81.5 ◦ ), when the polar
vortex was located above Kiruna. As shown in Figure 5.7 the balloon gondola moved to the
east with the line of sight of the measurements pointing to the south/south-west towards the
boundary of the vortex, but still inside the vortex. At 14:11 UT and a SZA of 88.5 ◦ the balloon
float altitude of 30.0 km was reached. The solar occultation measurements began at 14:25 UT
and ended at a SZA of 95.0◦ at 15:11 UT (tangent height = 9.5 km).

5.1.2

Arctic Summer Flight

The main features of the summer circulation system has been described in section 3.9. A strong
and steady zonal wind surrounds the Pole and suppresses the mixing of polar with mid-latitudinal
air. At the end of the summer (mid- to end of August), the circulation pattern breaks down and
after a period of transition, the formation of the winter circulation begins.
The launch of the balloon gondola took place in Kiruna on August 19, 1998 at 15:52 UT
(SZA=73.9◦ ). The break-down of the strong summer circulation already occurred and the predominant stratospheric winds were weak. Hence, flights with very long durations can be performed with the gondola remaining near the launch site. This allows to perform sunset and
sunrise measurements during one flight. The gondola reached the float altitude of 39 km at
18:17 UT (SZA = 87.9◦ ). The occultation measurements started at 18:54 UT. The last measurement was at 20:25 UT with a SZA of 95.9◦ (tangent height of 9.1 km km). After a short
nighttime period and a descent of the gondola to 33.2 km, the sunrise measurements began at
1:13 UT ( SZA = 94.9◦ , tangent height of 11.5 km). A SZA of 90◦ was reached at 2:29 UT and
the descent of the balloon started. The descent measurements ended at an altitude of 23.2 km
at 4:02 UT (SZA = 82.4◦ ). During the whole flight, the gondola remained in fact close to Kiruna
performing sunset measurements in north-westerly and the subsequent sunrise measurements in
north-easterly direction.

5.1.3

Mid-Latitude Flights

León, Nov. 23, 1996
In 1996, the polar vortex developed already in October and the westerly zonal wind pattern
reached south to a latitude of 30◦ N. A strong warming in mid-November caused an elongation
of the vortex and a split into two parts. One fragment above Island intensified and developed to
the main vortex. The vortex boundary came near to northern Spain by mid- to end of November
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Figure 5.7: Same as Figure 5.3, but for the balloon flight in Kiruna on Feb. 18, 2000.
accompanied by an increase of the wind speeds and a decrease of the temperature [Naujokat
et al. 1996].
The flight of the LPMA/DOAS gondola took place in León/northern Spain on November,
23, 1996. At 14:45 UT (SZA = 73◦ ) the balloon was launched and the float altitude of 30.7 km
was reached at 16:20 UT for a SZA of 86.4◦ . In accordance with the winterly flow pattern the
balloon trajectory was pointing to the east and the line-of-sight of the measurements gathered
light from the south/south-west direction. The beginning of the solar occultation was at 16:38
UT and ended early for a SZA of 92.8◦ at 16:53 UT, corresponding to a height of the tangent
point of 19.9 km.

León, Mar. 19, 1998
The winter 1997/1998 was relatively warm and several minor warmings occurred, which significantly eroded the vortex, but it did not break up. That winter continued the series of winters
without a major midwinter warming since 1990. The vortex itself formed much as usual at
higher altitudes, but at lower altitudes it was much weaker than in most years, with noticeable
slower winds. From the beginning of February, the vortex was warm and never well-established
at altitudes below about 18 km. The final warming started in the middle of March [EORCU
1998; Naujokat et al. 1999].
The launch was carried out on March 19, 1998 from León at 16:05 UT (SZA = 65 ◦ ). The
polar vortex was located between Scandinavia and the Pole with León being clearly outside.
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Similar to the previous flight at León, the gondola was moving to the east with a westerly lineof-sight direction. The float altitude of 38.0 km was reached at 18:08 UT (SZA = 87.2 ◦ ). At
18:21 UT the solar occultation began and the last measurement was performed at 18:52 UT and
a SZA of 96.5◦ (tangent height = 6 km).

Gap, Jun. 20, 1997
The predominant wind pattern in summer is a relatively undisturbed and strong zonal wind in
westerly direction. The meridional transport is largely suppressed and the stratosphere comes
close to radiative equilibrium (see chapter 3.9).
In contrast to the flights conducted in Kiruna and León, sunrise measurements were performed. The balloon gondola was launched on June 19, 1997 at 23:45 UT from Gap/southern
France. On the next day, the float altitude of 39.8 km was reached. The sunrise measurements
started at 3:24 UT for SZA = 95.5◦ (height of the tangent point = 12.9 km). While the gondola
moved to the west, the light of the rising sun in north-easterly direction was measured. At 4:07
UT a SZA of 90◦ was reached. Afterwards measurements during the descent of the balloon were
performed starting at 4:42 UT (SZA = 85.2◦ ), but ending at a height of 33.8 km at 7:17 UT
(SZA = 60.5◦ ) already.

Gap, Jun. 25, 1999
The meteorological situation for this flight is similar to the previous flight performed in Gap.
Again it was decided to conduct sunrise measurements. The balloon launch took place from
Gap on Jun. 24, 1999 at 23:00 UT and the balloon reached the float altitude of 39.0 km at
3:00 UT on the next day. The gondola moved in westerly direction and the line of sight of the
measurements pointed to the north-east. The sunrise measurements began for a SZA of 94.6 ◦
at 3:34 UT (tangent height = 18.1 km) and ended at 4:08 UT. At 4:34 UT (SZA = 86.3 ◦ ), the
subsequent balloon descent started. Again, the descent measurement were stopped for a rather
high balloon altitude of 20.8 km at 8:17 UT (SZA= 49.3◦ ).

5.2
5.2.1

NO2 and O3 DOAS Evaluation
NO2 Evaluation

The NO2 evaluation was performed in the wavelength range from 425 nm to 465 nm. The used
set of reference spectra contained a NO2 reference spectrum for a temperature of T= −70◦ C (for
Arctic winter flights) or T= −45◦ C (for all other flights) and two ozone spectra for T= −40◦ C
and T= −60◦ C, all of them recorded with the same instrument in the laboratory. The NO 2
spectra were calibrated (with respect to wavelength and the absolute value) with the NO 2 cross
sections given by Harder et al. [1997]. For that purpose the high resolution cross section of Harder
et al. [1997] was convoluted to our instrumental resolution using the standard convolution tool
of WinDOAS. A I0 -corrected convolution was performed, too, and the differences between both
calculated. This I0 -correction was then added to the measured, calibrated NO2 reference spectra.
Further, the O4 spectrum of Greenblatt et al. [1990] and a H2 O spectrum for T = 213 K [Rothman
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Figure 5.8: Example of the NO2 evaluation for a spectrum measured at Kiruna on Feb. 10, 1999
during solar occultation at 14:50 UT (SZA = 94.1◦ ) . The upper panel shows the Fraunhofer
spectrum (red line) and the measured spectrum (black line). In the panels below, the retrieved
trace gas absorptions of NO2 (T=-70◦ C), ozone (T=-60◦ C) (the ozone absorption for T=40◦ C is not shown), O4 , OClO and the CLD corrections are shown. In the lowest panel the
remaining residual of the fitting procedure is displayed. The red lines indicates the spectral
absorption and the black line the sum of the spectral absorption and the residual.
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Figure 5.9: Correlation-coefficients for the NO2 evaluation. P0 - P4 denote the polynomial
(of degree 0 to 4), Sun the Fraunhofer spectrum etc. A correlation-coefficient in the range
of ± 1 indicates a large correlation, while a value around zero is an indication of a negligible
correlation. The o3 reference spectra were not orthogolized here and a large correlation is
obtained. However, this does not affect the result for NO2 .
et al. 1996] was used2 . For the Arctic winter flights a OClO spectrum recorded at T = 220 K with
our instrument was included in the fitting procedure, too. As already discussed in section 4.1.4
a center to limb darkening correction (CLD correction) has to be applied to account for changes
in the optical densities of the Fraunhofer lines during solar occultation. The consequences of this
issue are discussed in more detail in chapter 7. As also shown in this chapter, a Ring spectrum
has not to be included in the fitting procedure. A polynomial of degree 4 was used to approximate
the broad-band components. An additional intensity offset (polynomial of degree 1) was included
in the fit to account for the spectrometer stray light. The spectrum recorded immediately after
the balloon float altitude was reached was used as Fraunhofer reference spectrum. The relative
wavelength alignment of the O3 and OClO reference spectra were obtained in a similar manner
as for NO2 (but without adding a I0 -correction), i.e. by fitting to convoluted cross sections taken
from the literature (measured with Fourier Transform Interferometers). The whole package of
trace gases was then aligned to the Fraunhofer spectrum. For that, a solar occultation spectrum
was evaluated (with large NO2 and O3 absorption) with the set of reference spectra and the
Fraunhofer spectrum allowed to shift and squeeze. The obtained coefficients for the shift and
squeeze were then used for the evaluation of the whole flight where only the measured spectra
2

Water vapor is in general not included in the fitting procedure as the H2 O absorption in the considered
wavelength range is extremely weak, but it was used for sensitivity tests.
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Figure 5.10: The left panel shows the Langley-plot for NO2 for the flight in Gap on June 20,
1997. The right panel shows an example of the determination of the absorber amount in the
Fraunhofer spectrum for all other flights (here, for the flight in Kiruna, Feb. 14, 1997). The
NO2 evaluation is performed twice. Once with the Fraunhofer spectrum of the corresponding
flight and once with the Fraunhofer spectrum of the Gap-flight in 1997. From the offset of
the linear correlation and the known amount of NO2 in the Gap 1997 Fraunhofer spectrum,
the amount of NO2 in the Fraunhofer spectrum of the flight itself can be obtained.
were allowed to shift and squeeze. The correlation-coefficients for this set of reference spectra
together with the polynomial is shown in Figure 5.9. Obviously, the correlations between the
NO2 reference spectrum and the polynomial or other reference spectra were negligible. Figure
5.8 shows an example for the spectral retrieval of NO2 for a spectrum measured at 14:50 UT for
SZA = 94.1◦ .
The total atmospheric SCD is given by the sum of the SCD retrieved by the fit and the
amount of NO2 in the Fraunhofer reference spectrum3 . The absorber amount in the Fraunhofer
reference spectrum is usually calculated with a so-called Langley plot. Assuming a constant
mixing ratio V M R above balloon float altitude, the SCDs obtained for balloon float for SZA <
90◦ can be written as4 :
SCD = AM F · V CDAir · V M R − SCDF raunh

(5.1)

with the air mass factor AM F , the vertical column density for air V CDAir and the slant
column density in the Fraunhofer spectrum SCDF raunh . The intercept with the SCD-axis of
a linear fit to SCD plotted as a function of the slant column density of air SCD Air = AM F ·
V CDAir yields the amount of the absorber in the Fraunhofer reference spectrum SCD F raunh .
However, the assumption of a constant NO2 mixing ration is not fulfilled for typical balloon
3

The Fraunhofer spectrum used for the spectral retrieval is recorded at balloon float height and hence
includes some atmospheric absorptions.
4
This is only valid for measurements of direct sunlight. For measurements of scattered light a different
expression has to used [e.g., Erle 1999; Frieß et al. 2001].
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Location and Date

NO2 : SCDF raunh [molec/cm2 ]

O3 : SCDF raunh [molec/cm2 ]

León, Nov. 23, 1996
Kiruna, Feb. 14, 1997
Gap, Jun. 20, 1997
León, Mar. 19, 1998
Kiruna, Aug. 19, 1998
Kiruna, Aug. 20, 1998
Kiruna, Feb. 10, 1999
Gap, Jun. 25, 1999
Kiruna, Feb. 18, 2000

1.37 · 1016 ± 2.20 · 1013
1.69 · 1016 ± 1.02 · 1013
8.35 · 1014 ± 1.02 · 1013
7.69 · 1015 ± 1.02 · 1013
2.5 · 1015 ± 1.02 · 1013
2.82 · 1016 ± 1.10 · 1013
4.55 · 1015 ± 1.16 · 1013
1.39 · 1015 ± 1.02 · 1013
1.45 · 1016 ± 1.10 · 1013

1.91 · 1019 ± 1.20 · 1016
3.49 · 1019 ± 1.64 · 1015
1.45 · 1018 ± 1.64 · 1015
9.11 · 1018 ± 1.65 · 1015
5.79 · 1018 ± 1.71 · 1015
5.79 · 1018 ± 1.71 · 1015
1.24 · 1019 ± 2.66 · 1015
4.97 · 1018 ± 1.65 · 1015
2.70 · 1019 ± 1.73 · 1015

Table 5.2: Amount of NO2 and O3 in the Fraunhofer spectra. Please note, that for the O3
retrieval of the Kiruna 1998 flight only one Fraunhofer spectrum was used for ascent/sunset
and sunrise/descent. For each flight, the spectrum recorded immediately after the balloon
float altitude was reached was used as Fraunhofer reference spectrum. For the corresponding
balloon float altitudes and the SZAs see section 5.1.
float altitudes ranging from 30 to 40 km and hence some uncertainties are indebted with this
technique. Therefore, this Langley-plot technique was only used for the flight in Gap on June 20,
1997 (Figure 5.10, left panel). Inspecting this Langley-plot, a clear deviation from the assumed
linear relationship can be observed for large air masses. This is certainly the result of the nonconstant mixing ratios of NO2 above balloon float, but probably photochemical changes of the
NO2 abundances contributed to this, too. For this flight, the Fraunhofer spectrum was taken
at an altitude of 39 km and for a SZA of 76◦ resulting in a very small amount of NO2 in
the Fraunhofer spectrum. Therefore, the potential impact of the systematical error, introduced
by the Langley-plot, on the total SCD is small. For all other flights, the NO2 amount in the
Fraunhofer spectrum was determined in the following way. First, a standard evaluation with
the Fraunhofer spectrum of the flight was performed. Afterwards, the evaluation was performed
again, but with the Fraunhofer spectrum of the Gap flight in 1997. The offset of the SCDs
obtained from both evaluations can be easily derived by a linear fit with a fixed slope of one
(Figure 5.10, right panel). The NO2 amount in the corresponding Fraunhofer spectrum is then
given by the sum of this offset and the amount of NO2 in the Fraunhofer spectrum of the Gap
1997 flight. The NO2 (and O3 ) amounts in the Fraunhofer spectra for all flights are listed in
Table 5.2 .

5.2.2

O3 Evaluation

Ozone was evaluated in the temperature-independent wavelength range of the Chappuis band
[Burkholder and Talukdar 1994] from 545 to 615 nm. The used O3 absorption cross section
was given by Anderson and Mauersberger [1992] for T=296 K. Two NO 2 reference spectrum
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Figure 5.11: Example of the O3 evaluation for a spectrum measured in León on Nov. 23,
1996 during the balloon ascent at 15:02 UT (SZA = 74.6◦ ) for a balloon altitude of 7.5
km. The upper panel shows the Fraunhofer spectrum (red line) and the measured spectrum
(black line). In the panels below, the retrieved trace gas absorptions of O3 , NO2 (T=-45◦ C)
(the NO2 absorption for T=-70◦ C is not shown), O4 , and H2 O are shown. The lowest panel
displays the remaining residual of the fitting procedure. The red lines indicates the spectral
absorption and the black line the sum of the spectral absorption and the residual.Besides other
structures (mainly in the range of the H2 O absorption), a narrow structure occurs around 570
nm probably caused by the grating or the photodiode (see section 4.1.4). Obviouly. the impact
on the ozone retrieval is small.
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Figure 5.12: Correlation-coefficients for the O3 evaluation. P0 - P3 denote the polynomial (of
degree 0 to 3), Sun the Fraunhofer spectrum etc. A correlation-coefficient in the range of
± 1 indicates a large correlation, while a value around zero is an indication of a negligible
correlation.

recorded in the laboratory for T=-70◦ C and T=-45◦ C, respectively (for the Arctic winter flight,
only T=-70◦ C was used ), the O4 spectrum of Greenblatt et al. [1990] and a H2 O spectrum for
T = 213 K [Rothman et al. 1996] were used in the fitting procedure. Neither a CLD correction
nor a Ring spectrum were included, as both were found to be negligible in the considered
wavelength range. To account for the broad-band extinction processes a polynomial of degree 3
was used. To reduce the degree of the polynomial to 3 is essential here, as a a larger degree of the
polynomial results in strong correlations with the O3 reference spectrum. The spectrometer stray
light was approximated by an additional intensity offset (polynomial of degree one). The relative
wavelength alignment was obtained in a similar way as already described in the previous section.
During the fitting procedure, only the measured spectra were allowed to shift and squeeze.
The same Fraunhofer reference spectra were used as for the NO 2 evaluation. The correlationcoefficients for the O3 retrieval are shown in 5.12. No (or only small) correlations between the
O3 reference spectrum and the other reference spectra or the polynomial were found. A typical
example for the O3 retrieval is shown in Figure 5.11. The estimation of the amount of O3 in the
Fraunhofer reference spectra was performed with the same methods as described in the previous
section. Figure 5.13 shows the Langley-plot for the Gap 1997 flight (left panel) and an example
of the determination of the O3 amount in the Fraunhofer spectrum for the other flights. The
retrieved amounts of O3 in the Fraunhofer spectra are given in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.13: The left panel shows the Langley-plot for O3 for the flight in Gap on June 20, 1997.
The right panel shows an example of the determination of the O3 amount in the Fraunhofer
spectrum for all other flights (here, for the flight in Kiruna, Feb. 14, 1997). For a more detailed
explanation see Figure 5.10 and the text.

5.2.3

Discussion of Errors

The accuracy of the slant column densities of NO2 and O3 is given by the precision of the fitting
procedure and the systematical errors. The precision of the fit is calculated by the evaluation
software as described in chapter 4.1.3. As stated there, this is based on the assumption, that the
remaining residual consists of pure noise only. As can be seen from Figure 5.14 this assumption
is not fulfilled. The figure shows the remaining residuals of the retrieval of NO 2 for spectra
measured during the solar occultation in Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997. In all residuals, the same
structures can be found, but with different amplitude. This systematical structures are caused
by the combination of the effects described in chapter 4.1.4. In consequence, the statistical error
of the fit is largely overestimated, i.e. the statistical scatter of the SCDs is clearly smaller as
the calculated 1-σ error. To make this visible, the NO2 SCDs measured during the Kiruna 1997
flight were high-pass filtered with a 5-point running mean and plotted in combination with the
calculated 1-σ error in Figure 5.15. It is evident, that in particular for the balloon ascent the
scatter of the SCDs is only half as large as the given error bars. To a minor degree, the same
is true for solar occultation. For the float phase, a large scatter of the SCDs is found, possibly
an artefact of the filter. Thus, the error given by the fitting procedure is a combination of the
true statistical error (due to the noise) and systematical components due deficits of the model
function and instrumental shortcomings.
The total SCDtotal is obtained by adding the SCDF raunh in the Fraunhofer spectrum to
the SCD retrieved with the fitting procedure. Thus, the error of SCDtotal is given by Gaussian
error propagation of the individual errors of SCDF raunh and SCD.
There are several sources of systematic errors such as the temperature dependence of the
cross sections, the error of the cross section itself and errors due to an improper wavelength
alignment. Also the choice of the cross section is a source of a systematic error. Usually, the
literature provides various cross sections for one species which can have a distinct bias. A detailed
investigation of the propagation of these systematical uncertainties to the result of the fitting
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Figure 5.14: Remaining residual structures of the retrieval of NO2 for spectra measured during
solar occultation at Kiruna, on Feb. 14, 1997. For clarification the different spectra are shifted
by 7 · 10−4 . The numbers on the right side are the SZAs of the measurement.
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Figure 5.15: High-pass filtered NO2 -SCDs measured during the Kiruna 1997 flight. For the
filtering a 5-point running mean was used.
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procedure requires a large number of numerical tests. Thus, the various systematical errors will
be estimated only.
The spectral retrieval of ozone is performed around the peak of the Chappuis band. In this
range, the cross section is found to be almost independent of temperature with a variation below
1% [Burkholder and Talukdar 1994]. The accuracy of the used cross section of Anderson and
Mauersberger [1992] is about 1%. The discrepancies between the various ozone cross sections
in the Chappuis band given by different authors is relatively small, the different values agree
within 3% [Burrows et al. 1999]. The error du to improper wavelength alignment was estimated
to be around 0.5-1%.
In contrast to ozone, the cross section of NO2 shows a strong temperature dependence. Figure
5.16 (upper panel) compares the differential cross sections of NO2 measured at temperatures
of 217 K, 230 K, and 294 K. The differential cross section largely increases when decreasing
the temperature, whereas the changes of the shape are small. A change of the differential cross
section of 10-15% is observed between 217 K and 230 K and even of 20-25% between 217 K and
294 K, respectively. Thus the uncertainty caused by temperature dependence is assumed to be
10%. The NO2 cross sections used for the evaluation were measured with the instrument itself
in the laboratory, however, to obtain proper values for the SCDs, they have to be calibrated
with convoluted cross section given by the literature. This calibration was performed with the
cross sections given by Harder et al. [1997]. Thus, the accuracy of this cross section of 4% and
the error of the fit of 0.5% used for the calibration has to be taken into account. The error due
to an improper wavelength alignment was estimated to be below 1%. The literature provides
a large number of NO2 cross section in the visible wavelength range. Figure 5.16 compares
the differential cross section of NO2 measured at room temperature by different authors. It is
obvious, that they agree all within 5%. However, the recently measured cross section by Voigt
et al. [2001] shows clearly smaller values. Thus, using this cross section instead of the cross
section measured by Harder et al. [1997] would result in ∼15% smaller SCDs.

5.3

Results and Discussion

For all eight flights of the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola O3 and NO2 profiles were retrieved
from the measured O3 and NO2 -SCDs in the visible wavelength range during balloon ascent
(or descent) and solar occultation. All profiles shown in this chapter were obtained with the
inversion technique, for balloon ascent, the Onion Peeling technique (denoted OP) was used,
additionally. For the Gap flight in 1997, a descent profile could not be measured due to technical
problems. The error bars (of the DOAS measurements) given in this chapter correspond to the
1-σ error.
In the first section of this chapter, the jN O2 measurements, performed during two flights,
will be presented. A detailed discussion of the results of the O3 and the NO2 measurements is
subject of sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. In the last section, the O3 and NO2 measurements will be
compared with the model calculations of the CTMs SLIMCAT, KASIMA and REPROBUS.

5.3.1

jN O2 Measurements

The photolysis of NO2 is an important factor controlling the partitioning of stratospheric NO x . It
also indirectly affects the HNO3 formation via the reaction NO2 +OH, since the NO2 abundances
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Figure 5.16: Upper panel: Differential cross sections of NO2 for the temperatures 217 K,
230 K and 294 K convoluted to the instrument resolution [Harder et al. 1997]. Lower panel:
Comparison of the differential cross section of NO2 at room temperature measured by Harder
et al. [1997], Voigt et al. [2001], [Vandaele et al. 1996] and Merienne et al. [1995] convoluted
to instrument resolution.
are modulated by jN O2 . The further investigations of the NOx and NOy chemistry (see the
following sections and chapter 6) show some striking discrepancies between measurements and
CTM modelling. In order to rule out uncertainties in the computed UV/vis actinic fluxes (and
j-values) adopted in the photochemical models, measured proxy-jN O2 values are compared with
predictions based on radiative transfer (RT) calculations with two different models.
Stratospheric filter sensitivity weighted UV/vis actinic fluxes - approximating the NO 2 photolysis rate coefficients - were measured during the LPMA/DOAS balloon flights in León on
Nov. 23, 1996 and Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997 [Bösch et al. 2001]. Both flights were conducted
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under clear skies, but with a widely differing ground albedo (A). Since the actinometer’s spectral sensitivity curve did not exactly match the actinic spectrum of NO2 (see chapter 4.2.4 )
and the skylight’s spectrum shape changes with atmospheric height and solar illumination, only
proxies-jN O2 rather than true jN O2 values were monitored during balloon ascent (0-30 km) for
75o < SZA < 86o , and at balloon float altitude during solar occultation (86o < SZA < 95o ).
Knowing the spectrum’s shape for each measurement, c.f., from radiative transfer modelling, and
the sensor’s calibration factors as well (see Figure 4.12 left y-axis), the measured proxy-j N O2 (in
units of mV as given in Figure 4.12) can be directly converted into jN O2 values, ’a posteriori’.
Since the purpose of the present study was to test radiative transfer calculations rather
than to infer jN O2 values, the spectral sensitivity of each actinometer, rather than the actinic
spectrum of NO2 was used in the RT calculations standing as a surrogate for jN O2 (i.e., the
proxy-jN O2 ) values.
The photoelectrical response αfor and αback of both sensors, one pointing to the sun (’for’)
and one pointing in the opposite direction (’back’), was obtained by an individually calibration.
Assuming, that the diffuse contribution is the same on both the hemispheres, the measured
signals Sfor and Sback allow to infer proxy-jdiff = αback × Sback , and proxy-jdir = αfor × Sfor −
αback × Sback . The above assumption appears to be justified because the diffuse actinic flux in
the stratosphere is clearly dominated by the diffuse and almost isotropic back reflection from
the earth’s surface (or the cloud cover) and to a lesser extent by the more anisotropic Rayleighand Mie scattering of the clear sky atmosphere.
RT model 1 is based on the refined discrete ordinate algorithm (DISORT) [Kylling and
Stamnes 1992]. The system of discrete ordinate equations has been modified to incorporate the
effect of a spherical shell and refractive atmosphere necessary for the direct beam and primary
scattered skylight [Dahlback and Stamnes 1991] since atmospheric refraction has shown to be very
important for RT modelings for large SZA conditions [Anderson et al. 1986]. The spherical DISORT calculations (16 streams for 196 nm to 505 nm calculated in steps of 1 nm, 70 atmospheric
layers of 1 km thickness) were based on the following parameters: the extraterrestrial solar flux
from Woods et al. [1996] for 196 nm ≤ λ ≤ 410 nm; the atmospheric pressure, temperature and
O3 profiles taken from nearby launched ECC sondes, and above 30 km from AFGL for midlatitudes, and from Anderson et al. [1986] for the subarctic winter; the temperature-dependent
O3 absorption cross section taken from Molina and Molina [1986]; the Rayleigh scattering cross
section from Nicolet [1984]; the wavelength dependent aerosol extinction profiles from SAGE II
measurements (Michael Pitts, priv. comm.) for altitudes between 15 km and 30 km; a HenyeyGreenstein phase function and an asymmetry parameter taken from the MODTRAN optical
data base as well as the standard aerosol profiles below 15 km, a standard aerosol profiles above
30 km from Shettle [1989]; the ground albedo (not measured directly) is assumed to be A=0.1
for the León flight (mixture of vegetation and pasture) and A=0.7 for Kiruna (snow covered
ground).
The RT model 2 is contained in the SLIMCAT 3D photochemical model. The model calculates the actinic fluxes with a scheme based on Lary and Pyle [1991], which in turn was based
on Meier et al. [1982] and Nicolet et al. [1982]. The scheme treats the attenuation of the direct solar beam using full spherical, and refractive geometry for solar zenith angles up to 96 o .
Enhancement of the solar flux due to multiple scattering is included and is calculated using a
plane-parallel atmosphere. In SLIMCAT actinic fluxes are precomputed in a four-dimensional
look-up table which has coordinates of pressure altitude, temperature, O 3 column and zenith
angles. These tabulated actinic fluxes are interpolated to a particular location in the atmosphere
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Figure 5.17: Upper two panels: Comparison of measured (black line) and modelled diffuse,
direct and proxy-jN O2 values (DISORT: red line; LP-RT: blue line for A=0.3), for the Léon
balloon flight on Nov. 23, 1996. Lower two panels: the same but for the Kiruna balloon flight
on Feb. 14, 1997 (LP-RT: blue line for A=0.3 and dashed blue line for A=0.7) (left panel:
balloon ascent; right panel: solar occultation). The increase of proxy-jN O2 from SZA=86◦ to
89◦ is due to the increase in balloon flight altitude.
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and a particular time. In this study, local profiles of O3 and temperature from the appropriate
balloon flight up to 30 km and 3D model values for the atmosphere above were used. The photochemical data used to calculate the j-values were taken from DeMore et al. [1997] and the solar
fluxes from [WMO 1996]. A fixed ‘surface + cloud’ A=0.3 was used. In order to account for the
larger albedo of the snow covered ground at Kiruna, a model run with A=0.7 was performed in
addition.
Figure 5.17 compares the measured and modelled proxy-jN O2 values. Though the ground
albedo was different during both flights, it is remarkable that, within the stated experimental
errors, the measurements and both RT model calculations agree well for all modes of observation (balloon ascent and solar occultation). For the balloon ascent, however, the comparison
indicates a small, but systematical underestimation of the measured proxy-jN O2 values up to
10%, though this is still within the error bars. This agreement is perhaps less surprising for the
DISORT calculations, since more parameters of the individual measurement (e.g., cloud cover,
the meteorological parameters and aerosol content) were included than the assumptions (fixed
surface and ground A of 0.3 and 0.7, respectively) made in the RT calculations of model 2.
Obviously, for large ground or tropospheric clouds albedo the calculated stratospheric actinic
fluxes at SZA < 90◦ significantly increase, as demonstrated here (Figure 5.17, panel c), or by
Madronich [1987] . The upwelling diffuse actinic flux reflected from clouds or the ground adds
considerably to the downwelling direct solar actinic flux which usually dominates in the stratosphere (the enhancement being roughly 2×A times the direct solar flux incident on the ground
or on the cloud top [Madronich 1987]). Note that the SLIMCAT RT calculations show better
agreement in the range of 5 - 25 km at high latitudes (Figure 5.17) when a more realistic A = 0.7
is assumed. For computational efficiency, the standard SLIMCAT model use a single value to
set up the photolysis look-up table which, by default, is 0.3. Using a larger A at high latitudes
would sightly improve the calculation of proxy-jN O2 .
For SZA > 90◦ , however, a large ground or cloud albedo doesn’t appear to be very influential
on the actinic fluxes in the stratosphere, as the lower parts of the atmosphere and the ground
reside in the shadow of the earth. In this case, the stratospheric photolysis is almost completely
dominated by the direct solar beam, and the diffuse contribution becomes low (Figure 5.17,
right row). Indeed, more detailed computations by Swartz et al. [1999] showed a 30% increase
(at most) of the actinic fluxes at 20 km and a SZA=95◦ when the ground albedo is increased
from 0 to 1. Tropospheric clouds, may also have a considerable influence on the actinic fluxes in
the stratosphere for large SZA’s, just by obscuring the direct solar beam as the sun sets.
Finally, it should be noted that the measured proxy-jN O2 values can be directly related to
jN O2 using the following calibration factors: 7.4×10−4 /s/100 mV at SZA=75o for the León flight,
and 2.86×10−4 /s/100 mV at SZA=83o for the Kiruna flight. Though the varying importance of
Rayleigh scattering and the absorption of ozone may somewhat differently modify the relative
contributions of the direct and diffuse actinic fluxes as well as the shape of the spectrum. In
practice these calibration factors are accurate to within ± 15% for each of the balloon flights.

So as long as the RT code employs realistic parameters (e.g., albedo), errors of the RT models
in calculating stratospheric UV/vis actinic fluxes can be ruled out as a considerable source of
uncertainty in modelling correctly the stratospheric NOx and NOy partitioning (e.g. with the
SLIMCAT model). It should be pointed out again, that the standard SLIMCAT model uses
A = 0.3 for all locations and therefore jN O2 is underestimated significantly for small SZAs and
low altitudes during Arctic winter..
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5.3.2

Ozone Comparison

In this section the O3 profiles measured with the DOAS instrument during all eight balloon
flights are presented and discussed in detail. The DOAS measurements are compared to measurements by the LPMA-FTIR (data available only for 5 flights) and by ozone sondes. The study
is complemented by comparison to measurements of various satellite-borne instruments. Figures
5.18 and 5.19 show the O3 profiles (concentrations and mixing ratios, respectively) obtained
from balloon ascent as well as from solar occultation measurements in combination with O 3
profiles from the above mentioned sources.
A first look on both figures shows that there is a reasonable agreement for almost all flights
between the various measurements, however some exceptions exist. It is obvious, that the O 3
measurements are strongly modulated by the seasonal and latitudinal trend. The main characteristics of this well-known trend is the large seasonal variation of the mean ozone concentration
in high latitudes with high values in spring and small values in autumn. However, ozone is most
abundant at higher latitudes during all seasons. Equatorwards this seasonal variation becomes
smaller and is almost negligible in the tropics. This characteristic is a result of the mean circulation and turbulent diffusion, by which ozone rich air is transported to higher latitudes and
lower altitudes [e.g., Brasseur and Solomon 1986].
Low and almost constant O3 concentrations were found in the upper troposphere. Above the
tropopause (8-9 km in polar regions during winter and approx. 10 km during summer, 11-12 km
in mid-latitudes during all seasons) the O3 concentrations strongly increase (overlaid are several
small-scale structures). The maximum O3 concentration of 4-5·1012 molecule/cm3 is reached at
altitudes around 20-25 km at mid-latitudes. In polar regions the maximum is found for slightly
lower altitudes, but with higher concentrations, being in the range of 6-7·10 12 molecule/cm3 for
winter as well as for summer. Above the maximum, the concentrations continuously decreases
again. However, the measured O3 profiles are not smoothly shaped, but small-scale variations
and even some large dips (called laminae) are overlaid over the broad vertical distribution. This
is mainly the result of the intrusion of air masses from different latitudes at this particular
altitude.

Comparison of the different Flights
To compare our measurements with the mean seasonal characteristics, the ensemble of all O 3
mixing ratios for the polar and mid-latitudinal measurements, respectively, are shown in Figure
5.20. Each profile is shifted with respect to the tropopause height.
The profiles measured at mid-latitudes (left panel) do not reproduce the mean seasonal
variation. The O3 amounts measured in March are almost equal to those measured in summer.
The O3 profile measured in November even shows the highest values. However, the measurement
in November took place close to the vortex boundary, which extended far to mid-latitudes
during this period. Therefore, it can be speculated, that the probed air masses were rather
quickly transported from high latitudes (with high O3 concentrations), a matter affirmed by
back-trajectory calculations based on the NASA GSFC model5 .
The O3 profiles measured in the northern hemisphere winter clearly show higher values compared to the mid-latitudinal measurements (except for the flight in León 1996, where obtained
values were almost as high as in polar regions) for the lower stratosphere. Further, the large
5
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Figure 5.18: Vertical profiles of the O3 concentration for the LPMA/DOAS balloon flights. The upper row shows the measurements
at high latitudes for winter (left three panels) and summer (right panel). The mid-latitudinal measurements are shown in the
lower row for León (left) and Gap (right). Also shown are the O3 sonde, LPMA and satellite measurements.
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Figure 5.19: Vertical profiles of the O3 mixing ratio for the LPMA/DOAS balloon flights. The upper row shows the measurements
at high latitudes for winter (left three panels) and summer (right panel). The mid-latitudinal measurements are shown in the
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Figure 5.20: Vertical distribution of the O3 mixing ratio measured by the DOAS instrument.
Left panel: Mid-latitudinal profiles. Right panel: High-latitudinal profiles.
summer/winter variation for high latitudes is clearly visible. The profile measured in winter
2000 shows a systematic bias from 8 km above the tropopause on. This could be an indication
of the larger ozone loss which occurred during this winter as compared to the previous winters.
Nevertheless, this seems to be unlike, as the low O3 values were found for relatively high altitudes
only. Another possibility which could explain this feature will be discussed later in connection
with the presentation of the NO2 measurements (section 5.3.3).

Balloon Ascent/Descent and Solar Occultation Comparison
Ozone does not undergo fast photochemical variations, and hence, both measurements should
end up in the same vertical distribution. It should be kept in mind, that during balloon ascent
only air masses within a small area close to the balloon location are probed, while the distance
between the balloon gondola and the tangent point increases up to several hundred kilometers
for solar occultation. Accordingly, spatial inhomogeneities (e.g. near the boundary of the polar
vortex) can lead to large differences between the ascent and the occultation profiles.
For mid-latitudinal measurements horizontal gradients of the ozone amount are usually small.
Indeed, the ascent and the occultation profiles nicely agree for those flights (lower row in Figure
5.18 and Figure 5.19). Both profiles closely follow each other and even the small-scale structures
can be found in both profiles (e.g. for both León measurements). However, for Gap 1999, the
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descent profiles shows slightly larger concentrations compared to the occultation profile. In
addition, the Onion Peeling profile retrieved from the balloon ascent measurements is shown.
The Onion Peeling profile nicely reproduces both profiles retrieved with the inversion technique,
however large, disturbing high-frequent oscillations occur. Another shortcoming of this technique
is, that it is only valid for SZAs being clearly smaller than 90◦ . Nevertheless this technique is
a useful supplement as it is very simple and straight-forward (and can be used to check the
inversion profile). Further, the Onion peeling works well for the beginning of the balloon ascent
(small SZAs), where the inversion technique is less reliable.
For the high-latitude summer measurements, a good agreement between the solar occultation
and the ascent measurement is found, too. The large scatter at 19 and 22 km of the Onion-Peeling
profile is the result of small gaps in the measurements caused by a temporal malfunction of the
suntracker. The subsequent sunrise measurement yields a slightly different O3 profile, with higher
O3 amounts in the lower stratosphere and smaller values for high altitudes. The profile obtained
during balloon descent rather well agrees with the ascent and occultation measurements. This
is most likely due to the fact, that the descent measurement took place close to ascent (and
occultation) measurements, while the sunrise measurements probed air masses more easterly 6 .
The high-latitudinal winter measurements reveal relatively large differences between balloon
ascent and solar occultation, an indication of inhomogeneities appearing inside and at the edge
of the polar vortex. As shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.5, the air masses probed during balloon ascent
and solar occultation differ with respect to the vortex boundary and hence different O 3 amount
are likely to occur. For Kiruna 2000, both, the ascent and the occultation measurements were
located clearly inside the polar vortex and even the similar with respect to the vortex edge (or
with respect to PV). Indeed, a nice agreement between the ascent and the occultation profile is
found, with rather small differences, only.

Comparison with Ozone Sondes
The comparison of the DOAS O3 profiles with measurements of O3 sondes launched the same
day (or since 1998 on-board the gondola) shows a good agreement for most of the flights.
For the mid-latitudinal flights and the polar summer flight the agreement is excellent, however, with two striking exceptions. For the flight in León in 1998 and in Gap in 1997 large
discrepancies were found. Below 20 km, the sonde measurements agree well with the DOAS
observations, but above 20 km, the sonde measures systematically smaller values, though the
small-scale structures were similar to those measured by the DOAS instruments. It can be speculated whether this is due to an improper correction of the height dependent pump efficiency of
the O3 sonde [EN-SCI Corporation, Boulder, Colorado, USA 1997]. Especially the sonde measurements for León 1998 are suspect, as they show unreasonable small values for high altitudes.
For Gap 1997, the discrepancy can also be the result of inhomogeneities in the ozone pattern,
as the air masses probed by the occultation measurement were located 100-500 km away from
Gap.
The comparison with the DOAS measurements for high-latitude winter shows a reasonable
agreement, although larger differences can be found mainly due to the same reasons discussed
above for the DOAS ascent/occultation comparison. During the flight in Kiruna 2000, the on6

An indication of a slight inhomogeneous ozone pattern is given by global ozone maps provided by
various satellite instruments (e.g. GOME, TOMS)
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board O3 sonde did not work properly. Only data from O3 sondes launched 5 days earlier and
9 days after the balloon flight is available making a tight comparison impossible.
In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere the O3 sonde measurements and the profile
obtained with the Onion Peeling technique agree fairly well indicating that even for this altitude
range the measurement technique is well suited. However, using the inversion technique lead
quite often to a clear overestimates of the O3 sonde data in combination with some scatter.

Comparison with LPMA Measurements
The comparison with the LPMA measurements yields a rather contradictory result. While for
some flights there is good agreement, for others it is only fair or even bad. A relatively good
agreement is obtained for the León 1996 and the Kiruna 1997 and 2000 flights. For Kiruna 1999
a large bias between the DOAS and the LPMA profile is found, with the smaller values measured
by LPMA. A good agreement is obtained in León 1998 above 25 km, but large discrepancies occur
below. Further, this comparison shows that the vertical resolution of the LPMA measurements
is relatively low compared to the DOAS measurements indicated by the smooth shape of the
profiles (clearly visible for e.g. the León 1996 flight).
Both instruments, the LPMA-FTIR and the DOAS instrument, uses the same beam of direct
sunlight provided by the on-board suntracker. Consequently, both instruments probe the same
air masses7 and therefore the same ozone profiles. However, the retrieval techniques for UV/vis
and IR measurements are completely different and hence there is a large number of sources of
uncertainties. There could be a systematic bias between the UV/vis and the IR cross section.
Further, the evaluation in the IR wavelength range is much more complex as in the UV/vis, since
the knowledge of the line strengths, their temperature dependence and the pressure broadening of
the lines is required. Another important question concerning the IR retrieval is, how independent
is the retrieved profile from the first-guess profile. This might be important for flights with low
balloon float altitudes in combination with absorbers with a concentration maximum located at
high altitudes, as the whole profile is important to properly account for the strong temperature
and pressure dependence of absorption lines. For the DOAS evaluation, the estimation of the
absorber amount of the Fraunhofer spectrum is a significant source of uncertainties, but with the
presented method this should be well treated (see section 5.2). The amount and distribution of
O3 above the balloon float altitude is a source of uncertainty, too, but to a much smaller degree
compared to the IR. If the profile retrieval algorithm estimates a completely wrong amount
and/or distribution of O3 above the float altitude, then the values below will be distorted, too.
As a result of the refraction, each measurement probe the height layers above the balloon float
altitude slightly different. Thus, the measurements also include some information about the
distribution above balloon float. However, small systematic errors in the measurements or a
unreasonable reduction of the condition number during the inversion can distort the retrieval of
the concentrations for large altitudes. To check this, the concentrations obtained for altitudes
above balloon float are shown also in Figure 5.18. Even if the exact values should not be taken too
serious, they seem to be reasonable range and decrease with increasing altitude. In conclusion,
the reason for the discrepancies between the LPMA and DOAS measurements for some of the
flights is unclear and needs to be further investigated, in particular since the situation is even
7

Small differences of the refractive index of air for the UV/vis and IR wavelength range exist resulting
in a slightly different line-of sight.
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worse in the case of NO2 as will be shown in section 5.3.3.

Comparison with Satellite Instruments
The flight in Kiruna 1997 was part of the ILAS validation campaign. ILAS is a solar occultation
sensor which was brought on a sun-synchronous polar orbit on-board the ADEOS satellite. ILAS
measures the wavelength range between 6.21 and 11.77 µm during sunrise or sunset on each of
14 orbits per day with a measurement region covering the high latitudes [Sassano et al. 1999].
The ILAS measurement located closest to the balloon measurements took place at 13:10 UT
at 69◦ N41◦ E (for a tangent height of 20 km). Thus, the spatial coincidence is bad (> 800 km
difference) [Sugita et al. 2001]. The DOAS measurements were performed in proximity to the
vortex edge, while ILAS probed air masses more from inside (see Schneider [1997]), making a
comparison is difficult. Nevertheless, a reasonable agreement with the ILAS measurements 8 is
found with the smaller values measured by ILAS.
On Feb. 18, 2000 a POAM III measurement took place at 67.5◦ N and 14.3◦ E, in reasonable
coincidence with the DOAS measurements. POAM III is a nine channel photometer operated on
board the SPOT 4 satellite on a sun synchronous orbit. POAM III makes 14 solar occultation
measurements each day on each hemisphere which correspond to local sunset in the northern
hemisphere [Lucke 1999]. As shown by [Lumpe et al. 2001] the DOAS and POAM III measurements both occurred inside the inner vortex and sampled nearly the same air masses except at
the very bottom of the profile. A good agreement between the DOAS ascent and occultation
profiles and the POAM III measurement is found, even the distinct notch around 15 km is well
captured by both. The differences between the DOAS ascent and POAM III profile appear to be
of zero mean with no significant bias however with a scatter that increases for lower altitudes.
The occultation measurements show slightly larger values with a bias of around 5 %, possibly
caused by a slightly different location of the measurement. Altogether this is a remarkable good
comparison.
Finally, two DOAS flights were compared to measurements of the SAGE II instrument.
SAGE II is a solar occultation instrument similar in concept to POAM III. SAGE II is installed
on the ERBS satellite and performs primarily middle and low latitude measurements, reaching
the polar regions only a few days per year [Mauldin III et al. 1985].
A measurement of SAGE II was carried out at 44◦ N14.6◦ W almost at the location of the
occultation measurement of the León 1998 flight, but on the next day9 . This measurements were
carried out in the so-called surf-zone (see chapter 3.9), where large variabilities in the trace
gas concentrations (e.g. for NO2 see Erle [1999]) can occur. Fast changes in the amplitudes of
the planetary waves can impact the stratospheric dynamics in the mid-latitudes and transport
air parcels from mid-latitudes to high latitudes and vice versa. However, the SAGE II and the
DOAS measurements show a nice agreement down to 17 km. Below 17 km, a notch appears for
the DOAS measurement around 15 km followed by a maximum at 12 km. The same structure
can be seen in the SAGE II measurement, but shifted upwards.
For the Gap 1999 flight a SAGE II measurement took place on the same day located at
8

Version V5.2 ILAS data was used.
During the solar occultation measurement the line of sight of the occultation measurements pointed
towards the west with tangent points ranging approx. form 42.5◦ N5◦ W to 42.5◦ N10◦ W (see Fitzenberger
[2000]).
9
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48.2◦ N2.4◦ E which is in good coincidence with the DOAS measurements (however, the tangent
point of the solar occultation measurements were shifted somewhat towards the north-east for
very large SZAs). Accordingly, the comparison with the SAGE II measurements shows an excellent agreement for the whole altitude range covered by the DOAS occultation measurements.
Astonishing is that the SAGE II measurements even follows the O3 sonde measurements down
to 5 km.
In summary, the comparison shown here impressively demonstrates the high quality of the
DOAS O3 measurements in combination with the profile retrieval technique. Several small scaled
features were captured indicating a rather high vertical resolution. The reasons for the disagreement with some of the LPMA measurements however is still unclear and needs further
investigation.

5.3.3

NO2 Comparison

The NO2 profiles measured with the DOAS instrument during balloon ascent (or descent) and
solar occultation are compared with the LPMA (for 6 flights) and satellite measurements (for
four flights). The NO2 profiles (as concentrations and mixing ratios) obtained for all flights are
shown in Figure 5.21 and 5.22
Compared to ozone, the situation is more complex for NO2 as the concentrations show large
diurnal variations (see chapter 3.2) and hence different measurements can only be compared
for similar SZAs. Figure 5.21 and 5.22 clearly shows, that large differences between different
measurement techniques occur for almost all flights and that, large variations of the NO 2 amounts
between the different flights can be observed. The latter is certainly the result of the seasonal
and latitudinal variation of the NO2 concentrations and the differences between sunrise and
sunset (see chapter 3.2). For balloon ascent, the diurnal variation of the NO 2 concentrations
also contribute to this, since the measurements were performed at different SZAs. Increased
NOx amounts were usually found during high-latitude summer due to the mean atmospheric
transport. Similar to ozone, NOx is a long-lived tracer in the lower stratosphere whose source lies
in the tropical regions. Downward, poleward transport by the mean meridional circulation leads
to the increased NOx . However, in the winter small NOx amounts were found at high latitude
as a result of the combined effects of dynamics and chemistry (denoxification)) [Brasseur and
Solomon 1986].
The NO2 profile found in mid-latitudes and during summer in high-latitudes shows a slow
increase of the NO2 concentration with increasing altitude from the tropopause (with vanishing
NO2 amounts) to ∼ 25 km. In the range of 25-30 km, the concentration maximum is obtained
with values about 2·109 molecule/cm3 for a SZA of ∼ 85◦ , while above the NO2 concentrations
slowly decrease again. For high-latitude winter, a different profile shape is found. Very small and
almost constant NO2 concentration were found in the lower stratosphere (< 20 km). Above, a
strong increase is found with a peak values in the range of 0.5-1·10 9 molecule/cm3 for a SZA of
∼ 85◦ , but here a strong dependence on the history of the air masses is expected.

Comparison of the different Flights
A comparison of the DOAS NO2 mixing ratio measurements for mid-latitudes and high latitudes
is shown in Figure 5.23. Displayed are all NO2 profiles obtained during solar occultation. Thus
all profiles correspond to a SZA of 90◦ . Nevertheless, some photochemical variations will be
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Figure 5.21: Vertical profiles of the NO2 concentration for the LPMA/DOAS balloon flights. The upper row shows the measurements at high latitudes for winter (left three panels) and summer (right panel). The mid-latitudinal measurements are shown in
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Figure 5.22: Vertical profiles of the NO2 mixing ratios for the LPMA/DOAS balloon flights. The upper row shows the measurements at high latitudes for winter (left three panels) and summer (right panel). The mid-latitudinal measurements are shown in
the lower row for León (left) and Gap (right). Also shown are the LPMA and satellite measurements.
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Figure 5.23: Vertical distribution of the NO2 mixing ratio measured with the DOAS instrument during solar occultation. Left panel: Mid-latitudinal profiles. Right panel: High-latitudinal
profiles.
included in the profiles. Most of the solar occultation measurements were performed during
sunset, only for the two Gap flights sunrise measurements were conducted. The measurement
on August 20, 1998 in Kiruna took also place during sunrise.
The comparison of the mid-latitude measurements is shown in the left panel of the Figure
5.23. A good agreement is found for both León and both Gap measurements, respectively. For
the summer flights (Gap), this is not astonishing as both measurements were conducted in
the same photochemical regime (almost the same day and same latitude/longitude) and as the
stratospheric summer flow pattern is relatively homogenous. The measurements in León were
performed in spring and autumn, both in the mid-latitudinal surf-zone, where large variations
of the trace gas concentrations are likely to occur. Indeed, especially for lower altitudes, both
profiles differ, with the lower amounts found during the flight in autumn 1996 (which is in
accordance with the higher O3 amounts found there). Both sunrise measurements (in Gap)
clearly show smaller NO2 mixing ratios compared to the sunset measurement (in León). This
is mainly due to the diurnal variation of the NO2 abundances. During the night, the reservoir
species N2 O5 is formed. After sunrise, N2 O5 photodissociates and NO2 is released back again.
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Since the photolysis frequency of N2 O5 is rather small, a sunrise/sunset asymmetry is observed.
The NO2 profiles (shifted with respect to the tropopause height) measured at high-latitudes
are presented in the right panel of Figure 5.23. In accordance to the mean seasonal variation of
NO2 , the largest amounts were found during high-latitude summer. Again, the evening/morning
asymmetry becomes obvious for the measurements performed on Aug. 19 and 20 in 1998. In contrast to the polar summer measurements, the NO2 abundances measured during high-latitude
winter are very small, particular below 20 km, where the stratosphere is strongly denoxified
and NO2 amounts close to zero were observed. However, the three winter flights show a large
variability reflecting the large variability of the conditions during high-altitude winter. In addition, the location with respect to the vortex boundary was different for the three flights (as
already discussed earlier), a matter that certainly impacts the NO2 concentrations. Further, the
observed NO2 amount will depend strongly on the back-trajectory of the probed air parcel. In
the winter polar stratosphere large amounts of HNO3 are formed mainly through hydrolysis of
N2 O5 . NO2 (or NOx ) is only slowly released from HNO3 , strongly depending on the illumination of the air parcel. HNO3 uptake by particles and the occurrence of denitrification also can
significantly affect the NO2 amounts.
The largest winterly NO2 amounts were found in Kiruna 1997. During this flight, the measurement location was close to the vortex edge and even partly outside, hence, the air masses
could be mixed with NOx -rich mid-latitudinal air.
In contrast, the NO2 amounts found for the Kiruna 1999 flight were the smallest measured
for all flights, indicating a strong denoxification. Further, as the so-called renoxification starts
in mid-February, it might be of importance that this measurement was conducted a few days
earlier than the other winter measurements.
In Kiruna 2000, a unusual shaped NO2 profile was measured. A maximum of the mixing ratio
occurred already at an altitude of 23 km followed by a minimum at 28 km and an indication
of again increasing values above. Comparing this with the ozone profile measured for the same
flight (Figure 5.20) shows that this remarkable NO2 maximum corresponds to an altitude range
of reduced O3 amount (probably through NOx catalyzed ozone loss). This characteristics of the
NO2 profile cannot be easily explained. The NO2 photochemistry will in general force the NO2
mixing ratio profile to peak at an altitude of approx. 27-30 km, the altitude range where minimal
mixing ratios were found here. The sedimentation of large HNO3 -containing particles to lower
altitudes (denitrification) and a subsequent evaporation can re-distribute NO y (and hence also
NOx ). But this is only observed for the lower stratosphere and can therefore be excluded as a
possible explanation. Also the intrusion of NOx rich mid-latitude air at this particular altitude
could serve as an explanation for the high NO2 amount around 23 km, but as was pointed out
in EORCU [2000] the polar vortex was isolated and stable until the end of February.
Inspecting the CH4 and N2 O profiles measured by the LPMA instrument for the Kiruna
2000 flight (Figure 5.24), shows, it becomes evident that extremely low values were observed in
the altitude range of the observed NO2 peak, even a minimum is found here. For comparison,
also the N2 O and CH4 profiles measured during the Kiruna 1999 flight are shown. The low N 2 O
and CH4 mixing ratios are a clear hint for a strong downward motion of the air masses inside the
polar vortex. The CH4 mixing ratios are clearly below 0.3-0.4 ppm, indicating air masses from
above the stratopause (i.e. from the mesosphere) [Siskind et al. 2000]. In the absence of sunlight,
NO produced in the mesosphere, can descend to lower altitudes, however, depending on descent
rates and horizontal transport processes. As mentioned earlier, the polar vortex in the February
2000 fulfilled the prerequisites of a strong and stable vortex with low horizontal mixing and large
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Figure 5.24: Vertical profile of N2 O (left) and CH4 (right) together with the NO2 profile for
the Kiruna 2000 flight. Also shown are the N2 O and CH4 profiles measured in Kiruna 1999.
descent rates. As the mesospheric NOx levels are generally lower than those in the upper/middle
stratosphere the descent of mesospheric air will result in smaller mixing ratios. However, the
mesospheric NO production can be largely increased by particle-induced processes (see chapter
3.2). This enhanced NOx levels can then be transported to lower altitudes inside the polar
vortex. This phenomena is quite often observed at Antarctica, where very large enhancements
were already measured (NO2 mixing ratios up to 7-10 ppb on the 700 K level were observed e.g.
after large solar proton events) [Siskind et al. 2000; Randall et al. 2001]. Following the arguments
given by Randall et al. [1998], this results in a characteristic NO2 profile with a distinct notch
at approximately 800 K (depending on the degree of descent). Below, a peak is observed which
is caused by the transport of the NOx enhanced air from the mesosphere. The peak above the
notch results from a combination of the normal seasonal increases as the sunlight returns to
polar regions and possible mixing with extra-vortex air at high altitudes. This is exactly the
characteristic of the observed NO2 profile for the Kiruna 2000 flight. The lower peak, however,
shows a rather small mixing ratio (1.5-2 ppb) compared to observations at Antarctica. Hence,
the reported enhancement will only slightly contribute to the total ozone loss (however, relatively
small O3 amounts were observed at this altitude range). Nevertheless, this clearly shows, that
the effect of NOx enhancement is also likely to occur not only at Antarctica but also in the
Arctic. The fact, that the enhancement was rather small is more related to the absence of
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large particle events during this winter. The particle precipitation and thus the mesospheric
NOx source (one of several possible sources) is largely modulated by the solar-induced magnetic
activity, measured by the Ap index. A close coincidence between NOx enhancements and the
Ap index is observed (for enhancements induced by particle precipitations). As shown in Figure
5.25, the Ap index slightly increases from the solar minimum in 1996 towards the year 2001,
however, the values were still relatively low. This is consistent with the observed small, but
significant NOx enhancement.

Balloon Ascent/Descent and Solar Occultation Comparison
The comparison of the DOAS ascent/descent and the occultation measurements shows an increase of the NO2 amounts between the ascent and the solar occultation measurements for all
flights. This is simply the result of the decreasing NO2 photolysis during sunset in combination
with the fast NO+O3 reaction. For most of the flights, both, the ascent and the occultation
measurements show a similar shaped profile (e.g. for Kiruna 2000) indicating that (almost) the
same air parcels were probed. For the Kiruna 1997 flight, this is probably not true as both
measurements were differently located with respect to the vortex. Here, larger differences in the
profile shape between both measurements can be observed and the occultation/ascent ratio is
significantly larger than for the other winter flights.
A question of general interest is, to which degree the winterly lower stratosphere denoxifies.
From Figure 5.21 it becomes clear, that it is difficult to answer this question as within the stated
error bars the measured concentrations in the lower stratosphere (for Kiruna 1999 and Kiruna
2000) agree with zero or are only slightly above. For solar occultation, however, most of the
lower stratospheric measurements disagrees with zero (note, that the error bars indicate only
the 1-σ precision). A suspicious feature is that similar concentrations were found for the balloon
ascent and the solar occultation, in contrast to the expected increase for larger SZAs.
The profiles obtained with the Onion Peeling technique nicely agree with those obtained with
inversion technique, even for the lower stratosphere. As already mentioned earlier, the Onion
Peeling profile tends to oscillate strongly.
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Comparison with LPMA Measurements
The comparison with the LPMA measurements (possible for 6 flights) shows a bad agreement
almost for all flights. Only for two flights (Kiruna 1997 and in León 1996) a rather good agreement
is obtained. For all other flights, the NO2 amounts measured by LPMA were significantly smaller
than those measured by DOAS, except for the León 1998 flight were the LPMA NO 2 profile
shows unreasonable large values in the lower stratosphere. As already discussed in connection
with the ozone measurements, there are several possibilities that could serve as an explanation
for these discrepancies, with the real reason still unknown.

Comparison with Satellite Instruments
The comparison of the DOAS NO2 profile measured at Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997 with the measurements of the ILAS instrument is shown in Figure 5.21. As already mentioned in section 5.3.2,
the spatial coincidence between the ILAS and the DOAS measurements was bad. However, for
NO2 comparisons inside the polar vortex, a good coincidence is crucial Indeed, the agreement
between both measurments10 is relatively poor. Further, the quality of the ILAS NO2 data for
lower altitudes seems to be suspect as the NO2 concentrations increases to unreasonable values
up to 2 · 109 molecule/cm3 at 15 km.
For the Kiruna 1999 flight, a POAM III measurement with a good spatial and temporal
coincidence exists and hence both measurements can be nicely compared. Between 20 and 30
km there is an excellent agreement between the POAM III and the DOAS solar occultation
measurement with differences less than 13 % [Randall et al. 2001]. Both measurements clearly
show the unexpected NO2 maximum around 23 km and, as already indicated by the DOAS
measurements, POAM III measures a second maximum of the NO2 concentration at higher
altitudes. However, below 20 km, the data quality of the POAM III measurements becomes
poor (indicated by negative values and very large error bars).
For two flights, the DOAS NO2 measurements were compared to the measurements of the
SAGE II instrument. A measurement of SAGE II took place at almost the same location as
the measurements during the León flight in 1998, but on the next day. This will of course
prevent a tight comparison of the NO2 measurements. Nevertheless, above 25 km a reasonable
agreement is found, but below 25 km the SAGE II measurements largely overestimate the NO 2
concentrations measured by DOAS. As the SAGE II profile shows no maximum of the NO 2
concentration around 25-30 km (as expected by the photochemistry), but further increases with
decreasing altitude, it is unclear if the observed discrepancies to the DOAS measurements were
caused by the time delay of one day or by problems concerning the SAGE II NO 2 evaluation for
lower stratospheric measurements. The second flight took place in Gap in 1999. In this case, the
SAGE II and DOAS measurement coincidenced well (in time and space). The comparison of the
SAGE II and DOAS NO2 profiles reveals the same characteristics as found for the León 1998
flight. This supports the suspicion, that the SAGE II NO2 evaluation has some serious problems
at least for the lower stratosphere.
Finally, the measured NO2 profiles are be compared to the total vertical column densities
V CDs measured by the GOME instrument. GOME is a nadir viewing UV/vis DOAS spectrometer installed on the ERS-2 satellite on a sun-synchronous polar orbit [ESA Publication Division
10

ILAS, POAM and SAGE measure in occultation mode and hence these measurement must be compared with the DOAS occultation measurements.
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1995]. The large field-of-view of the instrument with a corresponding ground pixel size of 320
x 40 km enables the GOME instrument to cover the whole earth within 3 days. To compare
the DOAS profile to the GOME column measurements, first box-V CDs11 were calculated from
the measured NO2 profile. The total V CD is then given by the sum of the box-V CDs (considering all levels up to 50 km altitude). The NO2 -V CDs obtained from the balloon profiles and
the NO2 -V CDs measured by the GOME instrument ares given in Table 5.312 . However, the
large ground pixel of the GOME instrument and the (mostly) different SZAs for the GOME
and the balloon measurements make a reasonable comparison difficult. For both Gap flight, the
differences of the SZAs are even as large as 60◦ and hence a comparison is not possible. In
Arctic winter, the GOME and the DOAS measurements took place almost at the same SZAs,
but of course the vicinity to the polar vortex results in some variation of the NO 2 concentration within the large GOME pixel. Nevertheless, both measurements show a fair agreement. For
high-latitude summer, the NO2 -VCD measured with the balloon instrument is about 10% larger
which is most likely due to the by ∼20◦ smaller SZA of the GOME measurement. In contrast,
the GOME measurements for both León flights show higher NO2 amounts, although the balloon
measurements were performed at higher SZAs. This alleged discrepancy is probably the result of
a tropospheric NO2 background [Wenig 2001], which is only partly included in the balloon-borne
measurements, as they are carried out for altitudes above ∼ 5 km, only.

The NO2 comparison study presented in this section, clearly shows that there exist large
discrepancies between the results obtained from different measurement techniques and further
work has to be done to bring them into agreement. However, the results obtained for the different
flights with the balloon-borne DOAS instrument show a high degree of consistency among each
other, taking into account the diurnal as well as the seasonal and latitudinal variations of NO 2 .
11
12

Concentration times layer height
The GOME data was provided by T. Wagner and S. Beirle.

Date

Location

23/11/96
14/02/97
20/06/97
19/03/98
19/08/98
10/02/99
25/06/97
18/02/00

León
Kiruna
Gap
León
Kiruna
Kiruna
Gap
Kiruna

DOAS
SZA
VCD
73.9-86.5
82.5-89.5
90
73.9-86.5
75.-87.9
82.8-86.1
50-86
81.0-89.0

2.83 ± 0.07
1.58 ± 0.02
4.4 ± 0.03
4.1 ± 0.11
4.0 ± 0.12
0.83 ± 0.03
2.2 ± 0.05
1.73 ± 0.11

GOME
SZA VCD
65.4
81.7
23.4
45.9
55.6
82.1
24.3
80

3.16
1.43
4.11
4.24
3.68
1.14
4.68
2

Comments

GOME data for 13/02/97
Pixel 10◦ west

Strong gradients
DOAS data above 17 km
Data from GOME map

Table 5.3: Comparison of the NO2 -VCD measured by GOME and inferred from the DOAS
profile measurement. The SZA is given in [◦ ] and the VCD in [1015 molecule/cm2 ].
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Comparison with Model Calculations

This section deals with the comparison of the O3 and NO2 profiles measured with the DOAS
instrument and the model calculations of the 3-D CTMs SLIMCAT, KASIMA, and REPROBUS
(for the flights were model data was available). Each measured profile is compared to the output
for the model grid point located closest to the measurement The locations of the respective grid
points are given in the legends of Figure 5.26 and 5.27. In the case of NO 2 , the diurnal variation
has to be taken into account, thus the model outputs for different SZAs are shown. If possible,
the model outputs for the SZAs corresponding to the beginning and the end of the balloon
ascent as well as the 90◦ SZA data (to be compared to the solar occultation measurement) are
shown.
The SLIMCAT model data shown for the Kiruna and Gap flights is from a recently performed
multiannual run (Version 194d, based on JPL-97 and JPL-2000). Model data from former annual
runs is also available for the León 1996 flight, but not for Gap 1999 flight. This data is shown,
too, although these model calculations were mostly based on JPL-97 only (if the update given
by JPL-2000 was used, it is noted in the figure legend). Model calculations with the KASIMA
model were performed for six flights with various model versions, however only the data from
the recommended runs is shown. An additional multiannual run (Version 0008) was performed
for the years 1999-2001. REPROBUS model data13 is only available for the Kiruna flights in
1999 and 2000, and in the case of Kiruna 1999 only data for one single SZA is available. For
the KASIMA and REPROBUS model calculations also the recent updates of the photochemical
data given in JPL-2000 were used. This appears to be important as the given updates for the
rate coefficients for the reactions 3.21, 3.34, and 3.42 (se chapter 3.2) increase the NO x to NOy
ratio and hence also the NO2 abundances [Gao et al. 1999].
It has to be mentioned here, that the models use a relatively low horizontal as well as vertical resolution. Accordingly, it cannot be expected, that the models capture small scale vertical
structures. Further, the existence of large horizontal inhomogeneities (e.g. vortex boundary)
can result in model/measurment discrepancies even for relatively small differences between the
measurement location and the model grid point. In addition, there are several effects, that are
significant on small horizontal scales, like polar filaments. These can largely affect the measurements probing air masses from a small area only14 , while this will not be treated by the
model.
It should be emphasized, that the ensemble of flights presented here were conducted under
largely different geophysical conditions with respect to chemistry and transport. Whereas the
high-latitude winter/spring is characterized by low illumination, cold temperatures, downward
motion and variable horizontal mixing processes, as well as by the occurrence of several heterogenous chemical reactions on cold surfaces, the mid- and high latitude summer is clearly
dominated by gas-phase chemistry (though there also heterogenous reactions occurring in the
lower stratosphere on cold background aerosol) and a rather homogenous transport pattern.

13

The REPROBUS data shown is interpolated in space to the location of the ascent and occultation
measurements, respectively
14
For solar occultation, however, the probed area is increased
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Model Comparison for Ozone
First, the comparison of the O3 measurements with SLIMCAT calculations (with the results
of the multiannual run, if not explicitly stated) will be discussed. For almost all flights a nice
agrement is found (Figure 5.26), particulary for mid-latitudes. For both Gap flights and the León
1996 flight (annual run) the model is able to reproduce well the measured profile for all altitudes
with some small fluctuations. For high-latitude winter the measured profile is qualitatively well
reproduced, but up to 15-20 % larger modelled O3 amount were found above 20 km for Kiruna
2000 and between 10-15 km for Kiruna 1999. It is obvious, that the results of the annual runs tend
to agree better with the measurements. In Kiruna 1997, the measurement took place near/at
the vortex boundary, where large spatial gradients occur, in particular during solar occultation
air masses from the boundary or even from outside the vortex were probed. The SLIMCAT
model grid point is located somewhat more inside vortex. As the vortex boundary is known as
a region of strong descent [Kreher et al. 1999] resulting in large O 3 amount at lower altitudes
(for chemical undisturbed conditions)15 , this might explain the observed larger discrepancies
(especially to the occultation measurement). The largest discrepancies to the measurement were
found for high latitude summer. Here, the model systematically overestimates the measured O 3
amounts by 15-25% for almost all altitudes up to 35 km. This finding is in accordance to previous
studies comparing the SLIMCAT model output to ground-based and O3 sonde measurements
[Chipperfield 1999].
In contrast to SLIMCAT, the KASIMA model tends to overestimate the O 3 amounts at
lower altitudes (below 20 km) up to 20 % during high-latitude winter (see Kiruna 1997 and
Kiruna 1999). Above 20 km the measured and the modelled profiles agree with slightly smaller
values calculated by the model. This overestimation by KASIMA was also observed in previous
studies. There it was speculated if this might be caused by additional chlorine activation (and
hence ozone depletion) by small-scale effect such as lee wave PSCs which are not resolved by
the model [Ruhnke et al. 1999]. However, the opposite is found for the Kiruna 2000 flight. The
measured O3 concentrations are clearly underestimated by the model for low altitudes. The
multiannual run (Version 0008), reveals very large shortcomings for the altitude range below 22
km, where unreasonable small O3 concentrations were calculated. In the case of the annual run
(Version 0003) this underestimation is restricted to the altitude range between 12 and 20 km.
For the high latitude summer, the modelled profiles follows nicely the measurement for altitudes
above 20 km, while the modelled O3 amount strongly decreases with decreasing altitude below
20 km, resulting in an underestimation of the measurement of up to 50%. The comparison
between the measurements of the Gap 1999 flight and the calculations of the multiannual run
show a similar characteristic as found for the comparison for the Kiruna 2000 flight. A good
agreement is found for altitudes above 25 km accompanied by a large underestimation of the
measured O3 abundances below. Probably most of the discrepancies found here (especially when
using the multiannual data) can be attributed mainly to dynamical reasons, as, especially for
high-latitudes, the ozone abundances are strongly transport-dependent.
The comparison of the measured O3 profile with the REPROBUS calculations for the winter
of 1999 and 2000 shows an excellent agreement. The REPROBUS model output was interpolated
in space to the measurement location, therefore the model data for two locations (corresponding
15

The downward motion transports air masses with a certain mixing ratio to lower altitudes and hence
to high pressures, however depending on the photochemical lifetime and the transport time.
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Figure 5.26: Measured and modelled vertical profiles of the O3 concentration. The upper row shows the measurements at high
latitudes for winter (left three panels) and summer (right panel). The mid-latitudinal measurements are shown in the lower row
for León (left) and Gap (right). Unfortunately there was no model data available for the flight in León 1998.
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to balloon ascent and solar occultation) is plotted. Especially in 2000, the model follows the
measurement through the whole altitude range, with a slight underestimation above 25 km. For
Kiruna 1999, the modelled O3 concentrations are smaller by ∼10% for high altitudes. Below 20
km, the measured ascent profile shows up to 18-20% larger values compared to the corresponding
REPROBUS grid point (68◦ N,24◦ E).
What we can learn from this section is, that in general the CTMs can reproduce fairly well
the O3 distribution, however, for high latitudes the ozone concentrations are mainly overestimated, an finding in agreement with several other studies [e.g., Otten 1997; Chipperfield 1999].
It is expected, that a more accurate representation of the model transport will significantly
improve these long-term simulations [Fahey and Ravishankara 1999]. Also, it is discussed, if
the discrepancies found for high-latitude winter might be caused by the finite resolution of the
models [Ruhnke et al. 1999].

Model Comparison for NO2
The comparison of the measured and modelled NO2 profiles shows striking discrepancies for
almost all flights and all models (Figure 5.27). Please note, that the solar occultation measurements have to be compared to the model output for SZA = 90◦ . For comparison with the balloon
ascent/descent measurements, model data is shown for SZAs corresponding to the beginning and
the end of the balloon ascent/descent. As the NO2 concentrations undergo fast photochemical
variations, especially during solar occultation, the profiles can be slightly distorted.
Going through the different winters, it becomes obvious, that the SLIMCAT model systematically underestimates the measured NO2 amounts for each winter, but to different degrees. As
the annual runs mostly do not include the important updates of the rate coefficients given by
JPL-2000, the comparison with the multiannual run will be discussed mainly. For the winter
1997, the model calculations almost fairly agree with the measured ascent profile, however, for
solar occultation, the model fails. As already discussed above, the grid point of the SLIMCAT
model rather coincidence with the location of the ascent measurement and only to a smaller
degree with the occultation measurement, giving a possible explanation for these discrepancies.
For Kiruna 1999 a different situation is found. The measured NO2 amounts during balloon ascent as well as for the solar occultation were underestimated up to 50-60% in the altitude range
of maximum NO2 concentrations. The modelled NO2 concentrations in the lower stratosphere
increases below a small strongly denoxified band between 17 and 20 km to concentrations similar to those measured. This observation is in clear contrast to the usually observed complete
denoxification (with NO2 concentrations close to zero) at low altitudes calculated by CTMs
[e.g. Payan et al. 1999; Denis et al. 2000] Besides chemical reasons, also dynamical effects might
have been contributed this feature as the vortex was relatively weak and unstable and the model
may possibly assume large horizontal mixing with NOx rich mid-latitudinal air. In contrast to
the winter 1999, the SLIMCAT calculations for the winter 2000 show a complete denoxification
for low altitudes. For altitudes above 20 km, a comparison with the model is difficult, as a
rather unusually shaped NO2 profile has been measured caused by downward transport of mesospheric air (see section 5.3.3). Indeed, the model cannot reproduce the measured NO 2 profile,
it rather produces a conventionally shaped NO2 profile, and hence not too much can be said
about the comparison of the NO2 amounts here. It is worth mentioning, that the annual run
(already updated with JPL-2000) show NO2 amounts approx. a factor of 3 larger between 22
and 30 km. Although the reason is unclear, the effect on ozone can nicely be studied. The ozone
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Figure 5.27: Measured and modelled vertical profiles of the NO2 concentration. The upper row shows the measurements at high
latitudes for winter (left three panels) and summer during sunset(right panel). The high latitude sunrise measurement in summer
is shown in the lower panel on the left hand side. On the right hand side, the mid-latitudinal measurements are shown. Please
note, that the León 1998 flight has been removed here (no model data is available for this flight).
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DOAS
Ascent (81°<SZA<89°)
Occultation
SLIMCAT
SZA=80.1°, 67N22E, #194d MA
SZA=90.2°, 67N22E, #194d MA
SZA=80.1°, 67N22E
REPROBUS
SZA=84.9°, 67.9N22.4E, #816
SZA=90.7°, 67.5N19.8E, #816
KASIMA
SZA=80.1, 67.8N20.4E, #0008 MA
SZA=87.5, 67.8N20.4E, #0008 MA
SZA=80.1, 67.8N20.4E, #0003
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amounts above 20 km were significantly decreased in the model output of the annual run. For
high-latitude summer a relatively small underestimation for altitudes above 30 km is found for
balloon ascent and some larger discrepancies for solar occultation (< 30%). The gap between
the modelled and measured NO2 concentrations increases with decreasing altitude. At e.g. 22
km this deviation is about 40% for balloon ascent and about 60% for solar occultation. For
very low altitudes, the agreement gets somewhat better. The data from the annual run provides
larger values below 30 km resulting in a slightly better agreement with the measurements. The
NO2 measurements performed during sunrise and balloon descent on the following day compare
in an almost identical way to the model calculations as for the day before. The NO 2 amounts
measured during both Gap flights agree well with the modelled values for the upper part of
the profile. For 1997 the model underestimates the measurement by 30-50% below 32 km. For
1999, a underestimation is obtained already for altitudes below 37 km with values being in the
same range as for 1997. For León 1996, only model data from the annual run based on JPL-97
is available. A reasonable agreement is found with up to 20-25 % smaller amounts obtained
by the model. However, using JPL-2000 would bring the model in better agreement with the
measurement. All in all, it seems, that the results obtained with the annual runs agree better
with the measurements as the results obtained from the multiannual runs.
The comparison with the KASIMA model for high-latitude winter shows qualitatively the
same results as obtained from the SLIMCAT model. For all three winter flights, the measured
NO2 concentrations are largely underestimated. For Kiruna 1997, only the model calculation
for SZA=90◦ is available. Since the model grid point is located inside the vortex, a reasonable
comparison with the solar occultation profile (with tangent points located at the vortex boundary and slightly outside) is not possible. However, the ascent profile is already underestimated
(∼ 40% at 27 km), although it was located closer to the model grid point. The modelled profile for Kiruna 1999 is relatively similar to the SLIMCAT calculations, but with slightly larger
NO2 concentrations. The disagreement to the measurement in the altitude range of the concentration maximum is about 33% for ascent and 40% for solar occultation. For winter 2000,
KASIMA calculates extremely low NO2 concentrations, and hence a large disagreement to the
measurement is found. However, as the KASIMA model extends to an altitude up to 120 km
(but without treating the chemistry in the mesosphere), downward transport of mesospheric air
masses is taken into account [Ruhnke et al. 1999]. Indeed, especially with the annual run (0003)
a NO2 profile is obtained similar in shape as the measured one, though the modelled values are
clearly smaller. For all winters, the KASIMA model shows a strong denoxification in the lower
stratosphere. In contrast to polar winter, a good agreement is found for high-latitude summer
for altitudes above 25 km. The model even tends to overestimate the measured concentrations,
clearly visible for the balloon ascent (∼ 25-30%) and the sunset measurement on the following
day (∼ 15%). Below 25 km, the modelled NO2 concentrations strongly decrease with decreasing
altitude and a large underestimation of measured concentrations is found of up to 50% for ascent
and sunrise and 60% for sunset, respectively16 . For Gap 1999 a similar comparison is found with
a slight overestimation in the upper part of the profile and an increasing underestimation of up
to 60% for lower altitudes.
The NO2 concentrations modelled with the REPROBUS model for the winter of 1999 and
2000 were almost identical to those calculated by SLIMCAT, both in shape and in absolute values. Even the relatively weak denoxification in the lower stratosphere is found in the REPROBUS
16

No data is available for SZAs corresponding to the balloon descent.
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Figure 5.28: SLIMCAT model simulation of stratospheric NO2 as a function of solar zenith
angle for sunset at Kiruna (67◦ N22◦ E) on Feb. 10, 1999. The isolines show NO2 concentrations
in units of 108 molecule/cm3 . Superimposed is the observation geometry of the balloon-borne
DOAS measurements. In the left panel the balloon trajectory together with the line of sight
for every tenth recorded spectrum is shown for balloon ascent and float. In the right panel the
solar occultation measurements are shown similarly. The amount of absorbing NO2 in each
line of sight is the integral of the local concentration times the path length of a ray traversing
an individual atmospheric layer.
model calculations for winter 1999. Thus, the same as already discussed in connection with the
SLIMCAT model is valid here, too.
As already discussed earlier, substantial photochemical changes of the NO 2 concentrations
occur during the measurement period covering typically a SZA range from 80 ◦ to 95◦ . To take
this into account, model-related integrated NO2 -SCDs were calculated and directly compared
to the measured NO2 -SCDs. For that purpose, the geometry was simulated by which the solar
zenith angle dependent photochemical field of NO2 was observed (see Figure 5.28). This was
obtained by interpolating between the given pressure levels and SZA intervals of the SLIMCAT
model output (of the multiannual run). An integration of the local NO2 concentration along the
line of sight then yields the model-related integrated NO2 -SCD for each observation.
Figure 5.29 compares the modelled and measured NO2 -SCDs for high-latitude winter (upper
panel), high latitude summer (middle panel) and mid-latitudes (lower panel). The comparison
for polar winter draws a rather non-uniform picture. For Kiruna 1999 the measured SCDs are
twice the modelled SCDs for almost all altitudes for balloon ascent and float as well as for solar
occultation. For the Kiruna 1997 flight a small but constant underestimation by ∼ 20% was
found for the balloon ascent, while for the float phase, the measured and modelled NO 2 -SCDs
almost agree, and for solar occultation the measurement is underestimated by 35%. The large
variation of the discrepancies for different phases of balloon flight can probably be explained
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of the measured and the along the line of sight integrated modelled
SCDs of NO2 . The modelled NO2 -SCDs were calculated using the model output of the multiannual SLIMCAT run. The color code denotes the balloon height during the ascent/descent
measurements, and the tangent height of the measurements for the solar occultation, respectively. The strong decrease in the lowest panel for the Gap 1999 flight is caused by the fact
that SZAs beyond the range of the SLIMCAT data were reached.
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by changing measurement locations with respect to the vortex boundary (see discussion above).
The Kiruna 2000 comparison shows a constant underestimation of 40% for altitudes below 20
km, both for ascent and solar occultation. Above 20 km, the comparison reflects the differences
of the unusual shape of the measured profile to the conventional shaped model profile.
For high and mid-latitude summer, a rather similar comparison with the measurement is
found. For high altitudes, the modelled and measured NO2 amounts fairly agree, while with
decreasing altitude, an increasing discrepancy occurs. For Kiruna 1998, almost the same correlation is obtained for sunset and sunrise with an underestimation of up to 40-45%. However, it
is remarkable, that the underestimation appears to be smaller for ascent/descent compared to
sunset/sunrise for comparable altitudes (the same feature is found for the Gap 1999 flight). The
diurnal variation of NO2 during daytime is largely controlled by the NO2 photolysis and the
reaction of NO + O3 . For sunrise the N2 O5 photolysis has to be considered, too, however, as the
sunset and sunrise correlations nicely agree, uncertainties concerning the N 2 O5 photolysis can
be ruled out as explanation. Assuming constant O3 concentrations during sunset/sunrise, this
can only be explained by an underestimation/overestimation of the NO2 photolysis in the lower
stratosphere for small/large SZAs by the model. Inspecting again Figure 5.17 in section 5.3.1, it
becomes clear, that, the model indeed tends to underestimate systematically the measured j N O2
values during balloon ascent (< 10%), even though within the rather large error bars both agree.
In contrast, an excellent agrement is found for large SZAs, where the photolysis is dominated
by the contribution of the direct sunlight.
The comparison for both Gap flights reveals a significant shift of the correlation-line between
1997 and 1999. For the 1997 flight, a nice agreement is found for altitudes above 30 km with an
underestimation of up to 25% below, whereas for 1999 only at very high altitudes an agreement
is found. For lower altitudes the modelled values are up to 40% smaller for occultation and up to
30% for descent. This difference between 1997 and 1999 is rather unexpected as both measurements were carried out in an identical photochemical regime. Also changes of the stratospheric
aerosol content (an increase of the aerosol surface yield an increased importance of the hydrolysis
reactions) can not explain these differences as measurements suggests that the stratosphere has
already returned to background conditions since 199617 [e.g. EC-Report 2001].
The study above can be summarized as follows.
For high-latitude winter, the models largely underestimate measured NO 2 concentrations
at almost all altitudes, only above 30 km the agreement seems to be better. However, a
detailed comparison is often difficult due to spatial inhomogeneities occurring at the vortex
edge. The models tendency to denoxify completely in the lower stratosphere is only found
in the winter 2000, whereas in winter 1999 the models show reasonable values (except
KASIMA). Further, the modelled denoxification extend to higher altitudes compared to
the measurement. The downward transport of mesospheric air can significantly change
the measured NO2 profile and should be taken into account by the models.
For high latitude summer and mid-latitudes, a fair agreement is found for high altitudes
(even a slight overestimation in some cases), but a large underestimation for low altitudes
(up to 50%). This lower-stratospheric discrepancies were found to be slightly smaller for
balloon ascent than for solar occultation, probably caused by the adopted j N O2 -values in
the model.
17

In 1991, the eruption of the Mt. Pinatubo strongly pertubated the stratospheric aerosol level.
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The above discussion, however, does not treat the denitrification effects inside the polar winter,
which is obviously not easily accounted for by CTMs, but can significantly change the atmospheric NO2 concentrations (through re-distribution of NOy from altitudes around 20 km to
rather low altitudes). It should be emphasized that denitrification can not explain the observed
discrepancies, as it will result in smaller NO2 concentrations around 20 km and higher, but
probably not observable NO2 amounts (as NOy is mainly abundant as HNO3 ) in the lower
stratosphere, but exactly the opposite is observed in the model/measurement comparison. Nevertheless, the different winters will be briefly discussed with respect to denitrification. In 1997,
denitrification was observed between February 11 and 20 for some air masses inside the vortex
[Kondo et al. 2000], however, the LPMA/DOAS measurements took place at the vortex edge
and hence it is unlikely that the observations were altered by denitrification. In 1999, the polar
vortex was warm with temperatures being mostly above or only slightly below the PSC threshold
[Naujokat et al. 1999] and denitrification was not observed. In February 2000, a stratospheric
warming occurred and the temperatures were well above the PSC threshold during the time
of the LPMA/DOAS balloon flight, but PSCs occurred until early February accompanied by
extensive denitrification [e.g. Popp et al. 2001], which probably affected the NO 2 measurements
on February, 18, for altitudes below 20-22 km.
In conclusion, it has been shown, that CTMs generally tend to underestimate the NO 2
concentrations both for high and mid-latitudes for winter as well as for summer. Similar observations have been made in previous studies, however the degree of the observed underestimation
strongly varies [Otten 1997; Chipperfield 1999; Erle 1999; Payan et al. 1999]. Several explanations were proposed, like additional conversion of HNO3 to NO2 on soot aerosols [Lary et al.
1997], faster gas-phase reactions regulating the NO2 to HNO3 ratio (which was indeed confirmed
by laboratory studies [Brown et al. 1999a; Brown et al. 1999b] and was already taken into account for the model calculations presented here), overestimation of the probability value for the
heterogeneous conversion of N2 O5 into HNO3 under stratospheric conditions and for very low
temperatures [Zhang et al. 1995] (the recommendation for the probability value changed from
JPL-97 to JPL-2000) or a lacking additional pathway for the NO 2 re-formation in winter [Payan
et al. 1999]. However, to rule out dynamical reasons, atmospheric tracers such as N 2 O and CH4
have to be included in the studies or trace gas ratios should be examined (this can be found in
the more detailed investigation in chapter 6).
It is rather astonishing, that the models seem to properly model the O3 abundances and at
the same time largely fail to reproduce the NO2 amounts. Qualitatively, this can be understood,
besides the fact, that within an extremely complex chemical and dynamical system, various processes can compensate each other. At mid-latitudes and during high latitude summer, the O 3 loss
is dominated by the NOx catalyzed cycle, but this O3 loss-cycle is effective mainly for altitudes
above ∼25 km (and below ∼40 km). However, the very large disagreements with the NO 2 measurements were observed for altitudes below 25 km, while above a rather reasonable agreement
is found. During high latitude winter, the O3 abundance is mainly controlled by non-nitrogen
processes as the winterly NOx amounts were extremely low in the lower/middle stratosphere.
Nevertheless, also small NOx amounts indirectly modulate the O3 depletion through the formation of chlorine and bromine reservoir species. Indeed, CTMs often fail to properly reproduce
the observed ozone loss [e.g. EORCU 2000], but this can certainly not be directly attributed to
the underestimation of NOx .
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Chapter 6
Investigation of the NOy
Partitioning and Budget using CTM
and LPMA/DOAS Results
The model and measurement study of NO2 and O3 , presented in chapter 5.3, revealed that
CTMs largely fail to reproduce the measured NO2 profiles. To distinguish between chemical and
dynamical or model related reasons, it is helpful to consider the ratio of the NO x species to
the total reactive nitrogen NOy or simply, the ratio of NO2 to HNO3 . This ratio can be used
to test the nitrogen chemistry adopted in the model, independent of (slow) transport processes
and of the total amount of nitrogen assumed by the model. The measurements of HNO 3 by
the LPMA-FTIR in combination with the DOAS NO2 measurements, allow to compare the
vertical distribution of this ratio with model calculations for different geophysical regimes. This
comparison is presented in the first section of this chapter. The second section deals with an
investigation of the NOy budget. The total amount of inorganic nitrogen, and hence also the
NO2 abundance, strongly depends on atmospheric transport and mixing processes. Therefore,
long-lived tracers such as N2 O measured with the LPMA-FTIR and calculated by the CTMs
will be compared. During the Kiruna flight in 1999, an almost comprehensive set of NO y species
was measured allowing a detailed investigation of the individual compounds. In combination
with the N2 O measurement, the important NOy -N2 O correlation is studied for Arctic winter
conditions and compared to the correlation obtained from the model calculations.

6.1

Partitioning of Reactive Nitrogen

NOx directly catalyzes the stratospheric O3 -loss, but also affects the efficiency of the halogen and
hydrogen O3 -destroying cycle. Thus a good understanding of the nitrogen chemistry is essential
for treating the problem of stratospheric ozone loss. Previous studies examining the NO x /NOy
or NO2 /HNO3 ratio suggested an incomplete understanding of the mechanisms regulating the
partitioning of the NOy species [e.g. Lary et al. 1997; Sen et al. 1998; Ostermann et al. 1999]. The
agreement with models could be significantly improved if the newly measured rate constants for
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the OH+HNO3 and OH+NO2 reactions were used [Brown et al. 1999a; Brown et al. 1999b], e.g.
the study of Gao et al. [1999] based on ER-2 measurements during Arctic summer showed that
the slope of the linear fit to the model/data regression increased from 0.62 to 0.84 when using the
new rate constants. Other Arctic summer studies report an excellent agreement if the reaction
rate of the NO2 +OH reaction was reduced by 35% [Ostermann et al. 1999], which is significantly
more as proposed by Brown et al. [1999a]. A remaining difference of up to 20% is obtained by
Randeniya et al. [1999] for mid- to high latitude summer at altitudes above 27 km. During
high-latitude winter the NOy partitioning is mainly controlled by heterogenous chemistry and,
hence, the new rate constants only slightly changed the modelled NOx /NOy ratio. The spares
measurements inside the polar vortex [Payan et al. 1999; Stowasser et al. 2000; Wetzel et al. 2000]
reveal an underestimation of the NOx /NOy ratio by the models, but the large meteorological
variability and the highly variable radiation field that control the photodissociation make it
rather difficult to draw a conclusive picture.
The NO2 /HNO3 ratio calculated from the NO2 -DOAS measurement and HNO3 measured by
the LPMA-FTIR for the three Arctic winter, the Arctic summer and the mid-altitude autumn
flights is shown in Figure 6.1. For each flight, the measured NO2 /HNO3 ratio is shown for
balloon ascent and solar occultation. The calculations of the models SLIMCAT, KASIMA and
REPROBUS are displayed for the same SZAs as in chapter 5.3.4. For clarity, the results of the
’old’ annual runs of the SLIMCAT model are not shown for Arctic winter.
In winter 1997, the LPMA/DOAS measurements were performed near the vortex edge, thus
a comparison with models is difficult. In contrast to the inner-vortex flights in 1999 and 2000, the
measurements in 1997 show no distinct denoxified lower stratosphere, instead a steady increase of
the NO2 /HNO3 ratio is found. Large discrepancies between the measurement and the KASIMA
model calculations occur, probably the caused by the different locations of the model grid point
and the measurements. The KASIMA model result shows a strong denoxification up to about
20 km, a clear indication for air masses more from the inner-vortex. The SLIMCAT model
calculations agree well with the measurement for altitudes below 22 km, even the measurements
show some oscillations. This is consistent with the fact, that the SLIMCAT grid point is located
relatively close to the measurement location. Above 22 km, a clear underestimation is found with
a maximum of 55% for ascent and 65% occultation at about 25 km. However, the measured N 2 O
profile (Figure 6.2), shows significantly increased mixing ratios above 21 km being a hint that
possibly the probed air masses were mixed with mid-latitudinal air.
In winter 1999, the measurements were carried out inside the polar vortex. Below 21 km, a
strong denoxification is observed with a NO2 /HNO3 ratio being in the range of 0.01 and slightly
decreasing with increasing altitude. Above 21 km, the NO2 /HNO3 ratio strongly increases up to
a value of one at 30 km. Surprisingly, the SLIMCAT as well as the REPROBUS model manage
to reproduce the degree of denoxification excellently, only the KASIMA model overestimates the
observed denoxification by almost a factor of ten. Nevertheless, discrepancies exist concerning
the height of this denoxified layer. While SLIMCAT tends to denoxify only up to an altitudes
of 18 km, REPROBUS denoxifies almost up to 22 km. Between 21-22 km and 32 km, similar
values for the NO2 /HNO3 ratio are obtained with all models, whereas the measured values are
significantly larger. Here, an underestimation is observed ranging from almost zero at 25 km to
40% at 23 km and 30 km
The Kiruna 2000 measurement shows a similar situation for the lower stratosphere as the
year before. The NO2 /HNO3 ratio is almost constant with values around 0.01-0.02 up to altitudes of 21 km. Above, the measured NO2 /HNO3 profile shows a large dip at 23-24 km followed
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Figure 6.1: Measured and modelled NO2 /HNO3 ratios for the Arctic winter (upper panel), Arctic summer (lower panel, left) and
mid-latitude autumn (lower panel, right).
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by a distinct notch. This is certainly the result of the impact of the descended mesospheric air
(see chapter 5.3.3). The large change of the NO2 /HNO3 ratio, however, implies that the photochemical equilibrium is not reached yet. In contrast to the previous winter, the models fail to
properly model the NO2 /HNO3 ratio in the lower stratosphere. The measured NO2 /HNO3 ratio
is underestimated by a factor of 10-30. Due to the distorted NO2 profile and hence NO2 /HNO2
ratio above 20 km, no reasonable comparison is possible there.
For the León 1996 flight, only SLIMCAT data from an ’old’ run based on JPL-97 is available.
The comparison shows a moderate disagreement, particular for altitudes between 20 km and 2830 km, where the measured NO2 /HNO3 ratios are underestimated by 25-40%. This observation
is in accordance to previous studies using JPL-97 [e.g. Sen et al. 1998; Ostermann et al. 1999].
The modelled NO2 /HNO3 ratio would be significantly increased using JPL-2000, bringing the
measurement and the model in better agreement.
The measurement during high latitude summer shows a steady increase of the NO 2 /HNO3
ratio from values around 0.1-0.2 at 17 km to about 12 and 20 at 38 km for balloon ascent and solar
occultation, respectively. The measured NO2 /HNO3 ratio is qualitatively well reproduced by
KASIMA as well as by SLIMCAT. However, this is not true for the multiannual SLIMCAT run,
which is inconsistent to the measurements and all other model calculations. The reason for that is
unclear yet and the discussion will be restricted to the results of KASIMA and of the annual run
of SLIMCAT (based on JPL-2000). A nice agreement between the models and the measurements
is found for solar occultation, while both models clearly overestimate the NO 2 /HNO3 ratio above
25 km measured during balloon ascent. This dependence of the model/measurment agreement on
SZA was already observed for the NO2 model/measurment comparison in chapter 5.3.4. There
it was speculated whether this is caused by a slight underestimation of the NO 2 photolysis
frequencies for small SZAs. Thus we will focus on the comparison for solar occultation. Both
models show an excellent agreement with the measurement above 28 km, while an increasing
underestimation with decreasing altitude is found below. This discrepancies gets as large as
25% and 40% at the lowest altitudes using the KASIMA and the SLIMCAT model results,
respectively.
The study presented in this section can be summarized a follows:
Arctic winter: SLIMCAT and REPROBUS can reproduce the measured NO 2 /HNO3 ratio
in the lower stratosphere for conditions with moderate temperatures (Kiruna 1999). The
underestimation of the NO2 /HNO3 ratio by the models reported by other studies is only
confirmed for conditions with very low temperatures and extensive PSC formation. This
indicates, that the reaction probability for the N2 O5 hydrolysis for very low temperatures
and stratospheric HNO3 concentrations adopted by the models may still be too large,
although the value given in the new release of the kinetic and photochemical database
of JPL has experienced an update [Sander et al. 2000]. However, it can not be excluded
that the extensive occurrence of PSCs in the winter 2000 possibly (even if the reaction
probability for the N2 O5 hydrolysis on PSCs is relatively small) influenced the results of
the measurements and/or the models. A significant underestimation of the NO 2 /HNO3
ratio by the models is found in the upper stratosphere, a finding confirmed by the studies
of Jucks et al. [1999] and Wetzel et al. [2000], but in contradiction to Payan et al. [1999].
However, studies performed inside the polar vortex are spares and due to the large variability of the different Arctic winters and the large dependence on the transport history
of the air parcels (and hence illumination) a tight comparison is difficult.
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High latitude summer: Above 28-30 km a good model/measurement agreement is found.
Therefore, increasing the HNO3 photolysis rate as proposed by Jucks et al. [1999] could
bring the modelled NO2 /HNO3 ratio in better agreement in the upper stratosphere for
the Arctic winter, but at the same time will worsen the agreement for summer. The underestimation of the NO2 /HNO3 ratio below 28 km, and hence within the stratospheric
aerosol layer, suggests the existence of further heterogenous HNO 3 -loss reactions. Several
heterogenous mechanisms were proposed like the reduction of HNO3 on carbon aerosols
[Lary et al. 1997]. However, very little is known about the reaction probabilities of these
mechanisms. A crucial parameter for modelling the NO2 /HNO3 ratio is the aerosol surface [Kondo et al. 2000]. Large uncertainties, however, exist for the measurements of the
number density of small particles [Hervig and Deshler 2001]. As a smaller amount of small
aerosols would significantly decrease the total aerosol surface available for heterogenous
reactions such as the N2 O5 hydrolysis, a larger NO2 /HNO3 ratio would be calculated by
the models. A better agreement with the measurement could also be achieved by further
reducing the rate coefficient for the pressure dependent NO2 +OH reaction [Ostermann
et al. 1999], since this will mainly impact the results for the lower stratospheric during
summer.
In conclusion, it could be shown, that a complete understanding of the stratospheric nitrogen
chemistry has not yet been achieved, although a large degree of agreement between models
and measurements is found. A single source of error cannot be identified which can account for
the remaining discrepancies between the measured and modelled NO2 /HNO3 ratios and future
investigations are needed. Finally it should be pointed out, that the observed underestimation
of the NO2 /HNO3 ratio by the models can only partly account for the large underestimation of
the NO2 concentrations, particular for high-latitude winter.

6.2
6.2.1

The NOy Budget
N2 O as a Proxy for the Tracer Transport

As already discussed in chapter 3.2, NOy and its source gas N2 O are strongly anti-correlated, i.e.
while N2 O decreases with altitude, the opposite is found for NOy . In the lower stratosphere both
have a very long lifetime. At higher altitudes, however, the lifetime of NOy dramatically decreases
caused by the rapid loss of NOy through the reaction NO+O. Therefore, the typical vertical
distribution of NOy shows an increase in the lower stratosphere, a maximum in the middle
stratosphere and a subsequent decrease. It is evident, that transport processes such as diabatic
descent (or ascent) can significantly change the NOy abundance at a certain altitude. Thus,
reliable calculations of the tracer transport within the models are essential for the simulation of
nitrogen species (and others). Large uncertainties, however, exist, when calculating the descent
rates within the winter polar vortex or the mixing of polar with mid-latitudinal air during
high-latitude winter. To a smaller extend, the same is true for high latitude summer. A simple
way to test the tracer transport is to compare the measured and modelled N 2 O profiles. This
comparison doesn’t allow to distinguish between decent and mixing processes, but especially
for polar winter conditions (for a moderate stable vortex) the N 2 O distribution is mainly the
result of the subsidence inside the polar vortex with smaller contributions from horizontal mixing
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processes.
The comparison of the measured and modelled N2 O profiles (Figure 6.2) confirms the existence of large uncertainties for the treatment of the tracer transport. For high-latitude winter
(upper panel) large differences between the N2 O profiles calculated by the different models can
be observed. While the REPROBUS model reproduces the measured N2 O profiles fairly well,
KASIMA tends to underestimate the subsidence of air, whereas the opposite is found for SLIMCAT. This is certainly a result of the different meteorological analysis, of the different techniques
to calculate the descent rates, and of the different horizontal and vertical resolution used in the
models.
The N2 O measurements confirm that during the flights in winter of 1999 and 2000, air masses
inside the polar vortex were probed. In contrast to winter 1999 and 2000, the measurement in
winter 1997 took place near the vortex edge. Indeed, the measured N 2 O profiles (for ascent and
solar occultation) show higher N2 O values above 21 km indicating mid-latitudinal or a mixture
of polar and mid-latitudinal air.
As expected, high N2 O mixing ratios were observed during high-latitude summer and at
mid-latitudes. The N2 O profile measured at high latitude summer is nicely reproduced by the
KASIMA model, while the SLIMCAT model largely overestimates the summerly descent rates.
This is consistent with the observed larger underestimation of the measured NO 2 concentrations
by the SLIMCAT model compared to KASIMA. For the measurement in León 1996, a reasonable
agreement with the SLIMCAT model (annual run) is found.
Thus, the observed discrepancies between the measured and modelled NO2 profiles (see
chapter 5.3.4) can be explained partly by the improper treatment of the transport processes by
the models. However, it should be emphasized that all models underestimate the NO 2 abundances (especially during high-latitude winter), while the N2 O mixing ratios are under- and
overestimated depending on the model used.

6.2.2

NOy budget and Partitioning for Feb. 10, 1999

During the LPMA/DOAS balloon flight in Kiruna on Feb. 10, 1999, the NO y species NO, NO2 ,
HNO3 , and ClONO2 were simultaneously measured within the polar vortex. However, the used
configuration of the LPMA-FTIR does not allow to detect N2 O5 . Thus, to complete the NOy
budget, the N2 O5 abundance will be estimated1 . Based on steady-state assumptions the diurnal
average N2 O5 concentration can be calculated [Brasseur and Solomon 1986]:
µ
¶
j
+k
[O]
k3.28 [O3 ] 1 + N Ok2 [3.22
Fd
3.21 O3 ]
[N2 O5 ]avg
=
(6.1)
[NO2 ]day
j N 2 O5 · F s
where Fs and Fd represent the fraction of the day being sunlit and dark, respectively. Ignoring
further the NO2 +O reaction (reaction 3.22), N2 O5 can easily be derived from the measured
NO2 and O3 concentrations in combination with calculations of jN O2 and jN2 O5 2 . To scale this
1

A truly complete NOy budget has to consider additionally HO2 NO2 , BrONO2 as well as aerosol
nitrate, but as their abundances are extremely small they can be neglected here.
2
For the calculation of jN O2 , the actinic flux modelled with DISORT for Kiruna 1997 (see chapter
5.3.1), the quantum yields from [Roehl et al. 1994] and the cross section from Davidson et al. [1988] was
used. jN2 O5 is taken from the look-up table used within the SLIMCAT model.
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Figure 6.2: Measured and modelled N2 O profiles for high latitude summer and mid-latitude
autumn (upper panel) and for high-latitude winter (lower panel) by LMPA/DOAS (thick solid
lines), by SLIMCAT (thin solid lines), by KASIMA (dashed lines), and by REPROBUS (dotted
lines), respectively.
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Figure 6.3: NOy budget observed during balloon ascent on Feb. 10, 1999 within the polar
vortex. The model calculations of SLIMCAT, KASIMA and REPROBUS are also shown.
average value to the measurement conditions (SZA ≈ 86◦ ), the SLIMCAT model calculations
of the relative diurnal variation of N2 O5 was used. It should be pointed out, that this is a
very crude estimation neglecting all heterogenous processes. Also, the steady-state assumption
is rather suspicious as for high-latitude winter the illumination of an air parcel may strongly
vary.
Figure 6.3 shows the measured ascent profiles of the individual NOy species and the estimated N2 O5 as well as the total NOy 3 profile. The error of the mixing ratios of total NOy are
obtained by Gaussian error propagation of the given errors of the individual species. For N 2 O5 ,
an error of 100% was assumed. The comparison with model outputs of SLIMCAT, KASIMA and
REPROBUS reveals a relatively poor agreement with the measurements for almost all species.
Further, a large variability between the different model calculations can be observed. However,
the shape of the measured profiles is reasonably reproduced in most cases. As discussed above,
the models tend to over/underpredict the subsidence inside the polar vortex and therefore the
3

here, NOy =NO+NO2 +ClONO2 +HNO3 +2·N2 O5
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profiles of long-lived species are down- or upward shifted.
During polar winter/spring, almost all inorganic nitrogen is abundant as HNO 3 in the lower
stratosphere (below 30 km), formed through the N2 O5 hydrolysis in the absence of sunlight.
The HNO3 profile measured by the LPMA-FTIR shows a relatively broad profile shape with a
maximum of the mixing ratio around 24 km. As HNO3 has a long photochemical lifetime in the
lower stratosphere, the modelled profiles (in the lower stratosphere) seem to be shifted according
to the corresponding N2 O profiles. For higher altitudes, the lifetime decreases and the mixing
ratio is no longer dominated by transport effects, only. Therefore, an overestimation of the
descent rate results in a broader profile and vice versa. Besides the effect of the different descent
rates, it is obvious that the measured HNO3 abundances are systematically underestimated by all
models. Below 17 km, SLIMCAT calculates larger HNO3 amounts, which is certainly the result
of the overestimation of the subsidence. A rather fair agreement is found with the REPROBUS
model below 17 km and with KASIMA above 22 km.
Below 25 km, ClONO2 is the second most abundant NOy species, however, with by a factor of
10 smaller mixing ratio compared to HNO3 . The measured ClONO2 shows a broad and smooth
profile with a maximum mixing ratio of 1 ppb. The smooth profile shape (in combination with
the HCl measurements, which are not shown here) is an indication that no chlorine activation
has occurred [Payan et al. 2000]. Similar to HNO3 , the modelled ClONO2 profiles are shifted
corresponding to the over/underestmiation of the descent rates. In contrast to HNO 3 , a nice
agreement between the modelled and measured ClONO2 mixing ratio is found. Small notches
can be observed in the ClONO2 profiles modelled by KASIMA and REPROBUS, indicating
that some chlorine activation was assumed by these models. This can be explained probably by
a small, cold bias of the used ECMWF analysis.
For NO and NO2 , almost identical profiles are found above 20 km, in agreement with an
expected NO/NO2 ratio in the range of one [e.g. Schneider 1997]. Both, NO and NO 2 are clearly
underestimated by all models. The NOx amount at the altitude range of the maximum depends
on the total amount of NOy and therefore is sensitive to the different modelled descent rates.
However, a clear trend cannot be observed here.
The N2 O5 profile estimated from the NO2 and O3 measurements (equation 6.1) shows small,
almost constant values around 0.1 ppb up to 22 km and a sharp increase above. At 29 km
the estimated mixing ratio is in the range of 0.5 ppb. These values can be compared to N 2 O5
measurements, that were carried out with the MIPAS instrument on Jan. 27, 1999 inside the
polar vortex [Stowasser et al. 2000]. They found N2 O5 mixing ratios around 2 ppb at an altitude
of 30 km during the night. Taking into account the diurnal variation of the N 2 O5 abundances and
the increasing illumination between January 27 and February 10, the estimated N 2 O5 mixing
ratios seem to be reasonable.
The NOy profile obtained by summation of the mixing ratios of the individual species closely
follows the HNO3 profile in the lower stratosphere. Above 26 km, a substantial part of NO y is
abundant as NOx and the HNO3 and NOy profiles show an increasing disagreement with increasing altitude. The same as mentioned for HNO3 , holds true for NOy . Total NOy is clearly
underestimated by all models. Further, the modelled profiles are shifted (in the lower stratosphere) corresponding to the different descent rates assumed by the models.
In conclusion, the observations carried out on Feb. 10, 1999 showed, that the models largely
underestimate the NOx and the HNO3 abundances, whereas ClONO2 is reasonably reproduced.
These findings agree with previous studies of Payan et al. [1998] and Stowasser et al. [2000].
The tracer transport calculated by the models has a large impact on the NO y budget if not
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properly accounted for. However, the observed differences can only partly be attribute to transport processes. The disagreement of the modelled and measured ClONO 2 /HNO3 ratios is a clear
hint to uncertainties in modelling the nitrogen/chlorine interaction. This confirms the studies
of Rivière et al. [2000] who could not bring modelled NO2 and OClO profiles in agreement with
measurements at the same time.

6.2.3

The NOy -N2 O Correlation

The measurement of NOy in combination with N2 O allows to investigate the NOy -N2 O correlation. As discussed in chapter 3.2, a compact correlation between both is established in the
stratosphere. In the lower stratosphere, this correlation is almost linear, while it becomes overwhelmingly non-linear for higher altitudes. Since this relationship is the result of the combined
effects of transport and photochemistry, it depends on latitude and season [Michelson et al.
1998]. Such NOy -N2 O correlations are commonly used to initialize the NOy amounts for chemical model calculations. Departures from this compact relation can be used to identify and
quantify horizontal mixing of distinct air masses and denitrification processes inside the polar
vortex. To distinguish between both effects, further correlations such as the CH 4 -N2 O correlation
have to be used. However, there are some serious concerns about the reliability of this technique
[Plumb et al. 2000].
The comparison of the measured NOy -N2 O correlation with the model calculations is shown
in Figure 6.4. In addition, the correlations obtained from ATLAS measurements during the
AASE and AASE II campaigns during polar winter [Loewenstein et al. 1993] and from the
ATMOS measurements during the ATLAS II campaign during Arctic winter (outside the polar
vortex) [Rinsland et al. 1999] and during ATLAS III during northern mid-latitude winter [Sugita
et al. 1998] are displayed. The underestimation of the total amount of NO y by the models, already
indicated in Figure 6.3, becomes dramatically obvious in this figure. While the measurement show
a maximum value of NOy around 17 ppb, the modelled peak value is only 10-12 ppb and 14 ppb
for SLIMCAT/REPROBUS and KASIMA, respectively, i.e. the NOy amount is underestimated
up to 40% on the 50 ppb N2 O level.
Below N2 O mixing ratios of 100 ppm, the observed NOy -N2 O correlation agrees well with the
ATMOS/ATLAS III measurements, while above 100 ppm the (negative) slope of the NO y -N2 O
correlation decreases and both correlations deviate. Above 200 ppm a reasonable agreement
between the measured and the modelled correlations is found. The agreement with the ATMOS/ATLAS III measurements is rather unexpected, as these measurements were conducted
at mid-latitudes. The correlation obtained with the same instrument during high-latitude winter (but outside the vortex) show somewhat smaller mixing ratios of NO y than observed here.
However, measurements during high-latitude winter, for undisturbed conditions, are rare and
there is some discussion about the proper correlation. The study of Rex et al. [1999] make use
of a NOy -N2 O correlation obtained from MkIV measurements to represent the conditions in the
polar vortex before denitrification, descent, and isentropic mixing which is very similar to the
correlation presented here. It is evident, that the correlation observed for N 2 O mixing ratios
below 100 ppm implies that the probed air masses did not undergo these processes, i.e. denitrification, horizontal mixing with mid-latitudinal air or large descent4 . This is consistent with the
4

It should be pointed out, that horizontal mixing across the vortex can only change the NO y -N2 O
correlation, if the air masses inside the vortex substantially descended.
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Figure 6.4: NOy as a function of N2 O derived from LPMA/DOAS measurements at Kiruna on
Feb. 10, 1999. For comparison, the model results of SLIMCAT, KASIMA, and REPROBUS as
well as correlations from various data sources are shown.
observations of Müller et al. [2000]. They compared the N2 O profile measured on Feb. 6, 1999
with a balloon-borne cryogenic whole air sampler to a mean arctic, inner vortex N 2 O profile and
found that above the isentropic level of 500 K (' 21 km) the N2 O values are higher than the
mean while the opposite occurs below, i.e. the descent seems to be intensive at low altitudes
and weak at high altitudes. The notch in the correlation for N2 O mixing ratio below 100 ppb is
possibly due to some mixing effects of the descended air masses with air masses from outside the
vortex. It should be stated, that the NOy -N2 O correlation measured in the winter 1998/1999 is
certainly not representative for other winters and is the result of rather unusual meteorological
conditions.
The above study raises the question, why the modelled NOy -N2 O correlations largely deviate
from the observation? Obviously this is not only true for winter 1998/1999, as the underestimation of the NO2 abundances is a commonly observed feature (see chapter 5.3.4). CTMs are
usually initialized with the measured mid-latitudinal NOy -N2 O correlations before the vortex
is formed, therefore a mechanism must exist that excessively flattens the modelled NO y -N2 O
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Figure 6.5: N2 O-NOy correlations calculated by the SLIMCAT multiannual model for the
LPMA/DOAS balloon flights in Kiruna and Gap.
correlation. Denitrification and the mixing of two distinct air parcels from outside and inside
the vortex (through e.g. filaments) can be excluded, as these processes lead to anomalies in the
relationship and distort the compactness. Plumb et al. [2000], however, showed, that continuous
mixing across the vortex edge produces entirely changed relations inside the vortex and that
separate, compact relationship can develop. CTMs usually use a grid size of several degrees in
latitude and longitude and hence only large scale transport processes are catched. The transport
processes on the sub-grid scale are considered with a numerical diffusion model. Measurements
of Balluch and Haynes [1997] indicated, that the numerical diffusion is largely overestimated by
the models. Therefore, the presence of horizontal transport barriers, will lead to a degraded, but
still compact correlations through the mechanisms described by Plumb et al. [2000].
This effect can nicely be studied with the results of the SLIMCAT multiannual run (Figure
6.5). After the initialization in 1996, the NOy -N2 O correlation is degrading to smaller values
of NOy . After 1998, the same, strongly distorted correlation can be found at all latitudes and
seasons. In conclusion, the overestimation of the sub-grid diffusion seems to be a dominating
shortcoming of CTMs and changes the NOy -N2 O correlation even on a global scale. The unusually shaped NOy -N2 O correlation obtained for the winter 2000 is the product of the small dip
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in the modelled N2 O profile at 25 km, re-distribution of NOy through denitrification assumed
by the model, and possibly the removal of HNO3 from the gas-phase through the presence of
particles. The observed better agreement of the measured and modelled NO 2 concentrations for
the flights in Kiruna 1997 and in Gap 1997 compared to the following flights can certainly be
attributed to this effect for the most part.
The major results of the study of the nitrogen partitioning and budget presented in this
chapter showed that
there still exist substantial problems to properly model the partitioning of the nitrogen
species for polar winter as well as for summer conditions
the calculation of the diabatic descent rates within the models show significant shortcomings expressed by the large variability found between the different models
the numerical diffusion adopted in the CTMs is overestimated resulting in a essential
distortion of the NOy -N2 O correlation and hence the NOy budget.
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Chapter 7
Stratospheric Iodine
The importance of iodine for atmospheric photochemistry has been subject of several studies.
As a result of the high ozone depletion efficiency, already a small amount of iodine, injected into
the stratosphere, would be detrimental for the ozone levels, particularly in the lower part of the
stratosphere. Thus, an accurate knowledge of the stratospheric iodine abundances is necessary
to obtain a quantitative understanding of the ozone depletion in the lowermost stratosphere.
However only few, contradictory measurements of stratospheric IO are available so far. The
balloon-borne DOAS measurements presented in chapter 5.1 offers the possibility to sensitively
detect stratospheric IO, and for the first time, also OIO. The molecule OIO is included in the
presented study, as new results are available that suggest that OIO might be photolytically
stable. Hence OIO possibly forms a major iodine daytime species in the lower stratosphere.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the DOAS evaluation of IO and OIO will be
described. Several spectral retrieval tests were performed, which showed that an additional
correction has to be included in the spectral retrieval, the so-called center to limb darkening
correction (see section 4.1.4). However, significant amounts of stratospheric IO and OIO are not
detected. The inferred upper limits of IO and OIO are given in section 7.3. In combination with
photochemical model calculations, an upper limit for the total amount of inorganic stratospheric
iodine is derived (section 7.4). Finally the implications for stratospheric ozone will be discussed.

7.1

IO Evaluation

The standard IO spectral retrieval was conducted in the wavelength interval 425 nm to 465
nm, where 5 strong of the ’cold’ (4-0, 3-0, 2-0, 1-0, 0-0) and two weaker of the ’hot’ (3-1, 2-1)
vibrational absorption bands of the IO A2 Πi ← X2 Πi electronic transitions are located. The used
IO differential cross section was from Hönninger [1999] scaled to the IO cross section of Cox et al.
[1999]. The following set of trace gases was used: two numerically orthogonal ozone reference
spectra for T = 213 K and T = 233 K, two numerically orthogonal NO 2 spectra for T = 228 K
and T = 203 K, for the arctic winter flights an OClO spectrum recorded at T = 220 K in all
measured with the present instrument in the laboratory, an O4 spectrum [Greenblatt et al. 1990],
and a H2 O spectrum generated by convoluting from the HITRAN96 spectroscopic database for
T = 213 K [Rothman et al. 1996] (since the H2 O absorption in the considered wavelength interval
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Figure 7.1: Correlation-coefficients for the IO evaluation. P0 - P3 denote the polynomial (for
degree 0 to 3), sun the Fraunhofer spectrum etc. A correlation-coefficient in the range of ± 1
indicates a large correlation, while a value near zero is an indication of a vanishing correlation.
Here, only one ozone and one NO2 reference spectrum is taken into account.
is very weak and is in general not found by the fitting procedure and to reduce the number of
cross sections used, H2 O was only used for sensitivity runs). A calculated Ring spectrum1 was
also included into the fitting procedure as at very low sun, i.e. at large air masses, some solar
photons were likely to be Raman scattered into the instrument’s line-of-sight. In addition, our
spectral retrieval exercises showed that a center to limb darkening (CLD) correction had to be
included into the spectral retrieval. As already discussed in section 5.2 a synthetic I 0 correction
was applied to the NO2 cross sections2 . A polynomial of degree 3 is used to compensate the
broad band components. As shown in Figure 7.1 only small correlations occur between the IO
cross section and other cross sections or the polynomial. For other reference spectra, however,
larger correlations are found, but this should not affect the evaluation of IO.
The wavelength alignment of the reference spectra recorded with the field instrument in the
laboratory is obtained with reference spectra taken from the literature. The relative wavelength
alignment to the Fraunhofer reference spectrum of the two packages was determined once per
flight for measured spectra with a clear NO2 and O3 absorption. In the standard fitting procedure, the whole package of reference spectra and the Fraunhofer reference spectrum are held
1

calculated with MFC
therefore the measured NO2 absorption spectrum was normalized and wavelength calibrated with
the cross section given by Harder et al. [1997]
2
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Figure 7.2: Example of an IO evaluation for a spectrum measured at Kiruna on Feb. 10, 1999
for SZA=94.5◦ (tangent height=12.5 km), not including the CLD correction. The upper panel
shows the Fraunhofer spectrum (red line) and the measured spectrum (black line). In the
panels below, the retrieved trace gas absorptions of NO2 (T=-70◦ C), ozone (T=-60◦ C) (the
ozone absorption for T=-40◦ C is not shown), O4 , OClO, Ring, and IO are shown. In the lowest
panel the remaining residual of the fitting procedure is displayed. The red lines indicate the
spectral absorption and the black line the sum of the spectral absorption and the residual.
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Figure 7.3: Same as Figure 7.2, but excluding the wavelength interval 433.5 nm - 435.5 nm
(grey shaded area) in the spectral fitting procedure.
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fix with respect to their wavelength alignment, only the measured spectrum is allowed to shift
and squeeze. To account for the spectrometer stray light, an additional intensity offset is used
(a polynomial of degree one).
Figure 7.2 shows the inferred spectroscopic features in the considered wavelength interval of
all absorbing gases, the inferred Ring spectrum, and the unexplained residual for a SZA =94.6 ◦
observation (tangent height = 11.5 km) from the balloon flight over Northern Scandinavia on
February 10, 1999. Some IO absorption was found by the fitting procedure, but a disturbing large
residual remained around 434 nm. Obviously, the unexplained residual was partly compensated
for by the calculated Ring spectra, having an unreasonably large amplitude.
The same spectral retrieval is shown in Figure 7.3 but here the wavelength interval 433.5 to
435.5 nm (the grey shaded bar in the Figure) centered around the dominant residual structure
was numerically excluded from the fitting procedure. The Ring absorption decreased by 2/3
while the inferred IO absorption decreased by approximately 40%. This findings indicate a cross
correlation/interference of the unexplained residual structure and some major absorbing trace
gases with the Ring and the IO spectra.
Further investigating the causes for that dominant residual structure at 434 nm by performing a set of spectral retrieval sensitivity and stability studies has made it clear that neither the
inclusion or exclusion of reference spectra nor inclusion or exclusion of solar I 0 -corrected reference spectra, nor allowing for spectral shifts and squeezes of the reference spectra with respect
to each other, nor varying the wavelength interval for the spectral retrieval could improve the
results significantly. These findings suggest that the physical model used to describe the solar
occultation observation is incorrect at this stage. A closer inspection of Figure 7.2 and 7.3 provides a hint on the physical model’s deficit i.e., the location of large residual close to the solar
Hγ line (at 434 nm). Furthermore, the observed residual structure increases with SZA. Thus, it
can be speculated whether the residual was due to effects arising from the observation geometry
during solar occultation.
It is evident, that this residual structure may be the result of the solar center to limb
darkening (see chapter 4.1.4), which is not accounted for in these spectral retrievals. As discussed
in chapter 4.1.4, the optical densities of the solar Fraunhofer lines undergo changes in the course
of the solar occultation measurements. This can be explained by the fact, that optical densities
of the solar Fraunhofer lines change across the solar disk and the atmospheric transmission with
respect to Rayleigh scattering is a function of the location (on the solar disk). This effect is
particularly strong for the strong hydrogen lines. In chapter 4.1.4 a correction is deduced, called
center to limb (CLD) darkening correction, which has to be included in the fitting procedure.
Clearly, the spectral retrieval was dramatically improved including a CLD correction in the
fitting routine (Figure 7.4). In this case, a lower and more reasonable amplitude of the Ring
spectrum, a lower spectral residual structure and much lower IO absorption (mainly below
the detection limit) was obtained. Obviously, the deficits of the model function (without CLD
correction) lead to mis-interpretations (especially for weak absorbers) and large systematical
uncertainties (apparent by the large residual structure). This impressively demonstratie the
shortcomings of the least-square fit. If not all important processes are properly accounted for in
the model function, the fitting result can be strongly biased even in the presence of rather small
correlation. Hence, care has to be taken, when interpreting DOAS results for weak absorbers
if the residual contains systematical structures. The improvement of the fitting process also
becomes obvious through the form and size of the residual structure and the magnitude of the
root-mean square rms of the residual almost approaching the theoretical limit given by the
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Figure 7.4: Same as Figure 7.2, but including the CLD correction in the spectral fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.5: Result of an IO evaluation for the flight in Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997. The upper
panel shows the χ2 of the residual. The panels below shows the fit coefficient of ozone, NO2 ,
O4 , Ring, OClO, CLD, and IO. The error bars given indicate the 1σ fit error. At the end of the
solar occultation measurements, the fit-coefficients for IO increase, but are still smaller than
the detection limit given by two times the error.
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photoelectron shot noise (e.g. for the evaluation shown in Figure 7.4 the rms is 2.5 · 10 −4 , while
the theoretical limit is in the range of 1.5 · 10−4 )
Figure 7.5 shows the results of the IO evaluation for the Kiruna 1997 flight. Large residual
structures (large χ2 ) were found at the beginning of the balloon ascent and at the end of the
solar occultation (as a result of the smaller signal to noise ratio and large absorptions of NO 2
and O3 ). The trend shown by fit coefficients for NO2 and ozone are typical for stratospheric
absorbers with a concentration maximum in the middle stratosphere. The O 4 abundances are
strongly decreasing with altitude and, hence, the largest fit coefficients are found at the beginning
and the end of the measurements. The fit-coefficients obtained for the Ring-spectrum are all
relatively small. The positive values found for the balloon ascent are probably the result of
the correlation with the Fraunhofer spectrum and the polynomial. The fit-coefficients for OClO
show the expected trend and reproduces reasonably the values gained by the UV-evaluation
[Fitzenberger 2000]. The fit coefficient of the CLD correction is close to zero for SZAs < 90 ◦ . For
large SZAs, a strong negative increase of the fit-coefficient is obtained. This corresponds nicely
to the expected behavior (see chapter 4.1.4). However, further test are performed to verify if
the applied correction works well, which will be subject of the the next sections. The IO fit
coefficients clearly agree with zero (within the error bars). For SZAs > 92.5 ◦ the fit-coefficients
slightly increase, but are still below the detection limit given by two times the fit-error (see
chapter 4.1.3). For large SZAs the optical densities of NO2 and O3 become exceptionally large,
thus, small systematic uncertainties can occur. Considering all flights, the IO fit coefficients for
large SZAs show a large scatter around zero with positive and negative values, but all below or
at least very close to the detection limit3 .

CLD Model
In this section, the amplitude of the CLD correction given by the fitting procedure will be
compared to the calculations of a simple model. For that purpose, it is assumed that, the
intensity at the center of the Hγ line is independent of the distance from the center of the
solar disk. An assumption justified by the large saturation of the Hγ line. Further, the following
relation is assumed for the intensity outside the absorption line [Unsöld and Baschek 1999]:
Iλ (θ)/Iλ (0) = 0.85 · cos θ + 0.15

(7.1)

For a description of the notation see section 4.1.1. Further, the solar disk is horizontally subdivided and the transmission dependent contributions with respect to Rayleigh scattering are
calculated for each disk slice4 In combination with the above assumptions, the mean intensity
inside (in arbitrary units) and outside the absorption line can be calculated. To obtain absolute
values, the calculated intensities inside and outside the Hγ -line are calibrated with the diskaveraged spectrum given by Brault and Neckel [1987]. The optical density of the H γ -line is then
given by the negative logarithm of the ratio of both intensities. Accordingly, the change of the
optical density of the Hγ line during the course of the solar occultation measurements can be
3

It should be pointed out, that given definition of the detection limit is accurate only if the remaining
residual consists of pure noise. Usually, the obtained residual is somewhat larger and thus the true
detection limit is larger.
4
The air masses for the light beams leaving the solar disk from different locations can be calculated
with the ray tracing program DAMF.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the inferred and the calculated change of the optical density of the
solar Hγ line.

calculated. However, to be able to compare this calculation with the measurements performed
with a certain instrumental resolution a calibration factor of 4.8 is estimated. Figure 7.6 shows
the comparison of the inferred change of optical density of the Hγ line with the modelled expectation for the flight conducted at Kiruna on Feb. 10, 1999. The error bars for the modelled
values denote the uncertainties associated with the calibration of the relative intensities. Both
curves closely follow each other for a reasonable wide range of SZA values, and they start to
diverge only as the light from the sun’s lower edge traverses through the lower stratosphere
and upper troposphere. Probably, this divergence is due to additional contributions from Mie
scattering in the lower stratosphere/upper troposphere, a process which eventually moves the
apparent brightness center slightly back towards the solar disk’s center as the sun dives into the
atmospheric horizon.

Solar Eclipse Measurements
This section presents the results of a second test, performed to verify the CLD correction. A
similar spectral retrieval as used in Figure 7.2, or alternatively in Figure 7.4 is applied to direct
sun spectra taken with the same instrument during the solar eclipse that occurred over South
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Figure 7.7: Inferred IO absorption for the solar eclipse measurements on August, 11, 1999
in Karlsruhe (blue squares: excluding a CLD correction; green triangles: including a CLD
correction). The full line indicates the coverage of the solar disk.

Germany on August 11, 19995 . It is well known, that large variations of the optical densities of
the solar Fraunhofer line occur during solar eclipses [Gill et al. 2000]. This can be explained easily,
following the arguments given in chapter 4.1.1 and 4.1.4. large changes of the optical densities
of the Fraunhofer lines. Likewise, this study indicates that by not including a CLD correction in
the fitting routine, fake amounts of IO are inferred for increasing disk coverage 6 while no IO is
detected including the CLD correction (see Figure 7.7). The large scatter at 10:30 UT is due to
the strongly decreasing intensity (and hence signal to noise ratio) as the sun becomes completely
covered. In conclusion, this test shows, that by including the CLD correction, the obtained result
are reasonable, even for very large changes of the optical densities of the Fraunhofer lines and
that the CLD correction do not overcompensate the fake IO absorptions (this would turn out
as negative IO-SCDs here).

5

The measurements were performed by R. Fitzenberger and R. Huppert from the roof of the
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
6
The data for the disk coverage was provided by Christoph von Friedeburg
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Figure 7.8: Correlation-coefficients for the OIO evaluation. P0 - P5 denote the polynomial (for
degree 0 to 5), sun the Fraunhofer spectrum etc. A correlation-coefficient in the range of ± 1
indicates a large correlation, while a value near zero is an indication of a negligible correlation.
Only one NO2 reference spectrum was considered here.

7.2

OIO Evaluation

The OIO evaluation was performed in the wavelength range between 530 - 570 nm, where a
set vibrational transitions of the Ã −→ X̃ transition occur [Himmelmann et al. 1996]. For the
evaluation, three numerical orthogonal ozone reference spectra for T = 193 K, T = 213 K , and
T = 233 K and two numerical orthogonal NO2 spectra for T = 203 K and T = 228 K (for the
Arctic winter flights only T = 203 K was used) were used, all recorded with the same instrument
in the laboratory. In addition an O4 spectrum [Greenblatt et al. 1990] and if necessary a H2 O
spectrum generated by convoluting from the HITRAN96 spectroscopic database for T = 213 K
[Rothman et al. 1996] was included in the fitting procedure. For OIO, the relative wavelength
alignment and cross section of Rowley et al. [2001] was used. If instead, the OIO cross section of
Ingham et al. [2000] would have been used, then accordingly the results would be smaller i.e., by
as much as a factor of 6.9 assuming for reaction 13 a (see Table in Appendix A) branching ratio
of 0.3. The relative wavelength alignment of the reference spectra was fixed in a similar manner
as for the IO evaluation. The correlations between the polynomial and the OIO reference spectra
were found to be small (see Figure 7.8), hence, a polynomial of degree 5 was used to approximate
the broadband components. Strong correlations, however, occur between the polynomial and the
ozone reference spectra or O4 . As these correlations were already found for polynomials of degree
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Figure 7.9: Example of the spectral retrieval of OIO evaluation for for the Kiruna flight on
Feb. 14, 1997 for SZA=92.4◦ . The upper panel shows the Fraunhofer spectrum (red line) and
the measured spectrum (black line). In the panels below, the retrieved trace gas absorptions
of NO2 (T=-70◦ C), ozone (T=-60◦ C) (the ozone absorption for T=-40◦ C and T=-80◦ C are
not shown), O4 , and OIO are shown. In the lowest panel the remaining residual of the fitting
procedure is displayed. The red lines indicates the spectral absorption and the black line the
sum of the spectral absorption and the residual.
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Figure 7.10: Result of an OIO evaluation for the flight in Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997. The upper
panel shows the χ2 of the residual. The panels below shows the fit coefficient of ozone, NO2 ,
O4 , and OIO. The error bars given indicate the 1σ fit error.
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three and smaller, a reasonable reduction of degree of the polynomial gives no improvements. In
addition an intensity offset was used (polynomial of degree 2) to correct the spectrometer stray
light. In the retrieval procedure only the measured spectra were allowed to shift and squeeze
with respect to the set of reference spectra and the Fraunhofer reference spectrum.
An example for the spectral retrieval is shown in Figure 7.9 for a spectrum recorded in
Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997 for a SZA of 92.4◦ . The inferred trace gas absorptions of ozone, NO2 ,
O4 , OIO and the remaining residual structure is displayed. This example shows clearly, that OIO
could not be detected. In contrast to the IO evaluation (without CLD correction), no significant
systematical structures are found in the remaining residual and the rms is close to the theoretical
limit (the rms for the evaluation shown in Figure 7.9 is 9 · 10−5 , while the theoretical limit is
given by 5.5 · 10−5 ).
Figure 7.10 shows the results of the OIO evaluation for the Kiruna 1997 flight. The dependence on SZA of the fit-coefficients for O3 , NO2 and O4 are already discussed in more detail in
section 7.1. Only for the first part of the balloon ascent, small but non-zero OIO absorptions
were found, however, they were still below the detection limit, given by two times the fit-error.
Similar results were obtained for all flights, i.e. OIO absorptions exceeding the detection limit
with the above given set of parameters could not be detected.
Further sensitivity tests included changes in the values of the polynomial, relaxing subsequently from fixed relative wavelength alignment of the reference spectra, adding a Ring spectrum or the CLD correction7 (both are not found by the spectral retrieval procedure), exchanging
individual reference spectra with those from other sources, and finally changing the considered
wavelength interval within a reasonable range (i.e., up to ±10 nm at the short and long wavelength side of the interval), showed like before no OIO absorption larger than the detection limit
in either of the tests.

7.3

IO and OIO Upper Limits

From the previous sections it becomes clear, that neither the detection of IO nor OIO was possible
for either of the flights, but the upper limits were derived for the absorption of both molecules.
Applying the inversion technique (see chapter 4.3) it is possible to obtain the vertical distribution
of these upper limits for the combined balloon ascent and solar occultation measurements,
respectively. Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 show the vertical distribution of the upper limits (given
as mixing ratio) of IO and OIO inferred all eight balloon flights measured during balloon ascent
(thin line) and during solar occultation (thick line). The upper limits derived for solar occultation
are by a factor of 5-10 smaller as for balloon ascent. This is due to the long atmospheric light
pathes (and hence large air masses) obtained for the solar occultation measurements. For the
same reasons, the lowest upper limits occur for the lower stratosphere. Here, the upper limits
scatter around values of 0.05 ppt for IO as well as for OIO. With increasing altitude, the upper
limits increase to values up to 0.5 ppt or even more.
For each of the flights, a mean upper limit for the lower stratosphere (as iodine chemistry
potentially contributes to ozone loss there) was calculated by averaging all values below 20 km.
These mean lower stratospheric upper limits together with the standard deviations are shown
7

The spectral range used for the OIO evaluation does not include solar hydrogen lines, and, hence,
the CLD correction shows no narrow structures here.
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Figure 7.11: Vertical distribution of the upper limits of IO. The thick lines refer to solar
occultation and the thin lines to balloon ascent measurements.
in Figure 7.13. Unfortunately, for the flights conducted in León in 1996 and in Gap in 1999, the
lowest tangent heights of the occultation measurements are only slightly below 20 km and thus
a reasonable averaging is not possible. For all other flights, lower stratospheric upper limits of
IO and OIO in the range of 0.03 - 0.1 ppt are found. The combination of all flights yield for
the lower stratosphere, an error weighted mean upper limit of (0.055 ± 0.004) ppt for IO and of
(0.056 ± 0.003) ppt for OIO.
This study largely confirms the results of previous studies [Wennberg et al. 1997; Pundt
et al. 1998], but the up to a factor 5 lower upper limit for IO and the for the first time measured
upper limit for OIO puts an even tighter constraint on total iodine Iy in the lower stratosphere.
Like the other two studies, however, it is in disagreement with the findings of Wittrock et al.
[2000] claiming up to (0.65 − 0.8 ± 0.2) ppt of stratospheric iodine above Spitsbergen. Here, it
can only be speculated about the possible reasons for that discrepancy. First, Wittrock et al.
[2000] reported IO differential slant column amounts larger than the detection limit for SZAs
>89o , only. Evidently, one may assume that a CLD correction not included in the spectral
retrieval of their study was probably important for skylight IO measurements at large SZAs, as
demonstrated above for the direct sun measurements. When inspecting the observation geometry
for zenith scattered sunlight measurements in detail [e.g., Solomon et al. 1987; Frießet al. 1999],
however, it is hard to imagine that CLD effects could have played a significant role in the Wittrock
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Figure 7.12: Vertical distribution of the upper limits of OIO. The thick lines refer to solar
occultation and the thin lines to balloon ascent measurements.
et al. [2000] observations. In order to exclude that possibility totally, it warrants further detailed
investigation. Second, the IO detected by Wittrock et al. [2000] constituted a total atmospheric
rather than a stratospheric column. In order to be able to attribute the increase in measured IO
differential slant column amounts with SZA as a sign for stratospheric IO, the authors included
some photochemical modelling (on top of radiative transfer modelling to account for observation
geometrical effects) into their study. Their photochemical modelling did not include, however,
new information on the atmospheric iodine chemistry that became available only recently (e.g.,
the potential role of OIO in photochemistry, or updates of the reaction rate coefficient for
reaction 8 (table in Appendix A) et cetera. If this new information had been included then
stratospheric IO would have reacted more rapidly into the nighttime reservoir gases i.e., IONO 2 ,
OIO, and HOI at low sun. Therefore by including these IO-depleting reactions, a match of
observed and modelled IO slant column amounts would require an even larger stratospheric
Iy than reported. Third, one may argue, that iodine was inhomogeneously distributed in the
lower stratosphere leading to more Iy in high than at lower latitudes. This hypothesis could then
possibly explain the discrepancy between the high latitude Wittrock et al. [2000] observations
and the mid-latitude measurements of Wennberg et al. [1997], Pundt et al. [1998], and of the
present study. Still, the mixing hypothesis would not allow to bring the Wittrock et al. [2000]
and our high latitude measurements into agreement. Also, significant inhomogeneities are not
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being observed for all other major trace elements in the stratosphere. Therefore, that possibility
is also rather unlikely, and we conclude that probably unknown reasons exist for the, in the
present context, outstanding observations of Wittrock et al. [2000].

7.4

Total Iodine

Since both measured iodine species, IO and OIO are potentially subject to a photochemical
concentration change as the sun sets or rises, the partitioning of the stratospheric I y species
during solar occultation has been modelled. For that purpose, the photochemistry of stratospheric iodine as detailed in section 3.3.3 and in the table in Appendix A was adopted in the 1D
photochemical box model LABMOS [Erle 1999; Fitzenberger 2000]. The LABMOS model uses
a photochemical scheme based on the JPL-97 kinetic data [DeMore et al. 1997] with the recent
update as given by Sander et al. [2000]. Beside the additional added iodine chemistry, the model
includes full Ox , NOx , HOx , ClOx and BrOx chemistry with a total of 68 gas phase reactions,
29 photolytical reactions and 7 heterogeneous reactions on the liquid background aerosols. The
photolysis rates were adopted from the pre-computed look-up table of the SLIMCAT model. The
iodine chemistry scheme itself includes only 6 species (I, IO, OIO, HI, HOI and IONO 2 ) with
17 gas phase reactions and 6 photolytical reactions. The photolysis rates of these iodine species
were calculated with the cross-sections and quantum yields as given in the table in Appendix A
(see Figure 7.14) and the actinic fluxes, which were calculated with the scheme of Lary and Pyle
[1991] for the Kiruna 1997 and the León 1996 flights (see chapter 5.3.1 or Bösch et al. [2001]). For
the model calculations of the Arctic winter flights, the photolysis frequencies as calculated for
Kiruna 1997 are used. For all other flights the calculations for the León 1996 are adopted. Other
iodine compounds like INO, INO2 , ICl, IBr or I2 were not considered since no large built-up in
IO
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(< 20 km). Please note, that for the flights in León 1996 and in Gap 1999 the tangent heights
of the occultation measurements only slightly fall below 20 km and thus averaging over several
measurements was not possible.
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the stratosphere is expected mainly due to their rapid photolysis in combination with their slow
formation. For the dimer I2 O2 and the higher oxides Ix Oy no kinetic and thermochemically data
were available so far which could serve as input in the model and hence they were not taken into
account even if they possibly have some relevance. Further, heterogeneous iodine chemistry is
neglected in the scheme, because there is no new information available that would provide new
arguments for statements going beyond what was already discussed by Solomon et al. [1994]. As
outlined there, heterogeneous processes are not likely to represent a net sink for stratospheric
iodine, and the net photochemical impact of heterogeneous chemistry on stratospheric iodine
is likely to be negligible, conclusions primarily drawn from analogies to reactive chlorine, and
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Figure 7.14: Photolysis frequencies of the most important iodine species as a function on SZA
for an altitude of 20 km calculated for the flight in Kiruna on Feb. 14, 1997 for a ground albedo
of 0.7 and cloud free conditions. The absorptions cross-section (σ) and quantum yields (QY)
used for the calculation were given in the legend of the graph. Please note, that the species
INO, INO2 , IBr, ICl, and I2 O2 are not included in the photochemical model. The photolysis
frequency of IO used for the model was calculated with the cross section of [Harwood et al.
1997], using instead the more recently measured cross section of Bloss et al. [2001] results in
smaller j-values.
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bromine. The box model calculations were initialized with the 12:00 UT (of the day of the corresponding balloon flight) model output of the 3D SLIMCAT model and was run on the levels as
given by the SLIMCAT model8 . In the model runs Iy was constrained to 0.11 pptv at all levels.
The integration of the system of differential equations of the chemical scheme is performed with
the FACSIMILE package for the solar zenith angles and the meteorological parameters (temperature, pressure) for days and the locations of respective balloon flights. To bring the chemical
scheme to equilibrium the cycles were performed (for the same day). An schematic overview of
the model can be found in Figure 7.15.
For each flight, two model runs were performed for which the OIO photolysis frequency was
either set to zero (quantum yield χOIO = 0) or calculated with the quantum yields χIO
OIO = 0.007
and χIOIO = 0.15 The model calculations then provide the mixing ratios of the various (iodine)
species for different altitudes as a function of SZA including and excluding OIO photolysis. The
obtained diurnal variation of the iodine amount for both cases for the León flight in 1996 (high
NOx and low ClOx , representative for mid-latitudes in all seasons and high latitude summer)
and the Kiruna flight in 1997 (low NOx and high ClOx , representative for high latitude winter)
is shown in Figure 7.16. Clearly as anticipated from the adopted iodine chemistry, OIO is getting
most abundant in the lowermost stratosphere, when its formation reactions 12a and 13a (see
table in Appendix A) are most efficient, and its losses are low i.e., when NOx is low and OIO
photolysis is omitted (χOIO =0). Conversely, OIO is less abundant when its formation reactions
12a and 13a are less efficient, and its losses are large i.e., at high NO x and allowing OIO
photolysis. In the sunlit lower stratosphere, OIO thus occurs in ant-phase with IO. As the sun
sets IO disappears into its major nighttime reservoir species (mostly IONO 2 , OIO, and HOI).
In the middle and upper stratosphere, IO increases at the expense of I atoms owing to their fast
8

SLIMCAT uses 12 (old version) or 18 (new version) levels

T, p for each box

SZA for time and location

Photolysis-frequencies J(T, p , SZA)

Initialisation with
SLIMCAT model output
(all non-iodine species )

Chemistry-module: Full NOy, HOx, BrOx und ClOx Chemistry
Kinetical und photochemical data of JPL-97 und JPL2000.
Supplemented with iodine chemistry (only I, IO, OIO,
HI, HOI, and IONO2)
Initialisation with Iy = 0.11 ppt
Integration of system of differential equations with FACSIMILE in timesteps
of 10-4 s (with output every 5 min) for the days of the balloon flights (10 times
each).
Run 1: With OIO Photolysis
Run 2: Without OIO photolysis

Figure 7.15: Schematic overview of the photochemical model.
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Figure 7.16: Modelled diurnal variation of the iodine species including (left column) or excluding OIO photolysis (right column) for the León flight in 1996 (high NOx and low ClOx
conditions) and the Kiruna flight in 2000 (low NOx and high ClOx conditions). The SZA is
indicated by the gray shaded area.
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reaction with O3 , and the successively decreasing IO photolysis as the sun sets.
Like in chapter 5.3.4, rather than comparing instantaneous profiles, the geometry was simulated by which the SZA dependent stratospheric fields of IO and OIO is observed. These
simulated photochemical fields (x-axis SZA, y-axis pressure/height) for the species IO and OIO
are shown in Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 for León flight in 1996 and the Kiruna flight in 1997,
respectively. Overlaid is the balloon trajectory and the line of sight of the measurements. These
two figure clearly show the above discussed dependence of the IO and OIO mixing ratios on
the OIO photolysis and the NOx amounts. Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 also indicates that the
line of sight mostly crosses through the layers where either IO or OIO (or both) is predicted to
occur maximal - except for OIO during the León flight on Nov. 23, 1996 when the flight had to
be terminated due to logistic problems before complete sun set. Thus, it is demonstrated that
even though IO and OIO are occurring in anti-phase, the simultaneous observation of IO and
OIO largely constrains the total amount of lower stratospheric I y , irrespective what is assumed
for OIO photolysis.
The photochemical fields of IO and OIO were interpolated between the outputs for each SZA
interval (the output timestep of 5 minutes provided a SZA binning of 0.8◦ ) and the modelled
pressure levels. Therefore the modelled IO and OIO concentrations were then linearly interpolated on the grid of the logarithmic pressures and SZAs. An integration of the IO and OIO
concentrations along the line sight of then yields the model-related integrated IO-SCD and
OIO-SCD values for each observation, which can be directly compared to the measurements.
Figure 7.19 compares the inferred upper limits of IO and OIO with the line of sight integrated
slant column amounts of IO and OIO (denoted IO-SCD, and OIO-SCD), respectively of model
based predictions (upper two panel allowing for OIO photolysis, and lower two panels omitting
OIO photolysis). Since the limits for IO and OIO detection (the y-axis in Figures 7.19) decrease
with decreasing tangent heights (see the color code), the individual groups of upper limit data
representing different flights group along different descending lines. The x-axis of both figures
show for each line of sight (each IO or OIO upper limit measurement) the expected SCD
when integrating the predicted IO or OIO concentrations along the line of sight. Clearly the
prediction change by turning on (upper panels) or off (lower panels) the photolysis of OIO,
resulting in different branches of the data for altitudes (mostly of the lowermost stratosphere)
where OIO significantly contributes to total Iy . Moreover, the predicted IO-SCD and OIOSCD also change with the amount of Iy put into the model, but for the assumed small total
Iy amounts the predicted SCD linearly reacts with Iy (indicated by the black diagonal lines in
Figures 7.19). Therefore, the crossing points of the data with the diagonals indicate the upper
limit of Iy compatible with the measured upper limits of IO and OIO, and the adopted iodine
photochemistry. In particular, this statement still holds true if either all IO or OIO upper limit
data from all individual flights are combined, or if all the IO and OIO data is combined. The
resulting Iy upper limit line of the combined data is indicated by the black curved lines in
Figure 7.19. It connects the lowest upper limits inferred from the combined data. In order to
further illustrate the result, the solar occultation measurements of OIO upper limits constrain
Iy only when it is predicted to be present or better maximized, i.e., in the low NOx lowermost
stratosphere when OIO photolysis is omitted (Figure 7.18, lower panel). In all other cases the
measured OIO upper limits are not constraining Iy , but instead the IO measurements because IO
is then predicted to be the most abundant iodine species. Accordingly, the black lines connecting
the lowest values of upper limits have then to be regarded as the height dependent upper limits
for stratospheric Iy that we can infer from our measurements.
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Figure 7.17: Simulated stratospheric photochemistry of OIO (left column of panels) and IO
(right column of panels) for the León flight on Nov. 23, 1996. For all simulations total iodine
was set to Iy =0.11 ppt. In the upper row of panels, OIO photolysis was included while in
the lower row of panel, it was set to zero. Overlaid over all panels are the line of sight of
the measurements through which the chemical fields were probed by the solar occultation
measurements (black lines).

As the presented method to infer an upper limit for stratospheric Iy involves photochemical
modelling, uncertainties associated with modelling the IO/Iy and OIO/Iy ratios have to be addressed. First, one may question whether the adopted photochemical scheme for iodine is correct
at all. As it is discussed in chapter 3.3.3, there are good arguments for it, i.e., analogies with
the stratospheric photochemistry of the other halogens (F, Cl, and Br), and the already existing
photochemical and kinetic data even though not being complete. Second, major uncertainties
in estimating the IO/Iy ratio are probably due to uncertainties in the photochemical data. Inspecting the photochemistry more closely, here most important are uncertainties in (a) the IO
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Figure 7.18: Same as Figure 7.17 but for the Kiruna flight on Feb. 18, 2000.

photolysis rates due to uncertainties in the IO cross section, (b) the reaction rate coefficient
for reaction 10 (IO+NO2 ) and IONO2 photolysis, (c) the reaction rate coefficient for reaction 6
(I+O3 ), (d) the reaction rate coefficients for the interhalogen reactions 11, 12, and 13, and (e)
the photolysis of OIO.
(a) According to the information provided in the comments 11 and 12 in the table in Appendix A, the strength of the IO continuum absorption between ∼340 nm and ∼440 nm is
somewhat controversially discussed in the literature (e.g., Laszlo et al. [1995] versus Harwood
et al. [1997] versus Bloss et al. [2001]). Using the cross section of Bloss et al. [2001] instead
of Harwood et al. [1997] for the calculation of the IO photolysis frequencies results in up to
40% smaller values. In effect, a slower IO photolysis would lead to larger predicted IO mixing
ratios, and hence to lower upper limits of the inferred Iy . (b) At stratospheric temperatures,
the rate coefficient for reaction 10 is uncertain by a factor of 2, i.e., for p = 100 bar, and T =
220 K, the error limits given in DeMore et al. [1997] suggest a rate coefficient in the range of
2.3 to 8.5·10−12 cm3 /s with a recommended value 4.6·10−12 cm3 /s). Here the recently measured
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Figure 7.19: Inferred upper limits of Iy in the coordinates of measured IO-SCDs, and OIO-SCDs
upper limits (y-axis in the figures, respectively) and as a function of along the line of sights
integrated modelled IO-SCDs and OIO SCDs. Upper two panels including OIO photolysis, and
lower two panels omitting OIO photolysis, respectively. In the model calculations I y =0.11 ppt
is assumed. The diagonal lines indicate the model predictions for IO-SCD and OIO-SCD if Iy
ratios as given by the mixing ratios indicated at the bottom of the Figures were assumed in
the model. The grey line in all panels indicates the combined total iodine upper limits inferred
for the case including OIO photolysis (upper two panels) and omitting OIO photolysis (lower
two panels), respectively.
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IONO2 spectrum from Mössinger et al. [distributed through Atkinson et al. 2000 is taken,. The
uncertainty of the cross section is taken into account by shifting the cross section by ± 50 nm.
Evidently, the combined uncertainties of the formation reaction 10 and photolysis will determine the IONO2 /IO ratio with the lower photolysis rate and the upper limit of reaction 10 will
contribute to uncertainty of the inferred Iy upper limits. (c) According to the literature, the
uncertainty of reaction 6 is about a factor of 3 at T = 220 K, i.e., 4.4(+7.5/-2.8)·10 −11 cm3 /sec
with the smaller limit constraining the inferred Iy upper limit. (d) Here, most important are
reaction 11 (IO+ClO) and 12 (IO+BrO) with the channels leading directly or via unstable intermediate species to I atoms. Since for reaction 11 the channels leading to I atoms are already
maximized (sum of ²=1), most important is the uncertainty associated with the reaction rate
coefficient (k11 = 1.8(+1.8/-0.9)·10−11 cm3 /sec at T = 220 K), however, only for the high ClOx
cases, because for all other conditions reaction 12 (IO+BrO) is more rapid. The recent studies
of Bloss et al. [2001] and Rowley et al. [2001] have largely reduced the uncertainties associated
with the channels of reaction 12, in particular those leading directly or indirectly to I atoms
(the other reaction product OIO is not important here as we probed the stratosphere for it). In
effect, since the remaining uncertainties in the (IO+OIO)/Iy ratio due to reaction 12 are much
smaller than that of the reaction I + O3 being the bottleneck in recycling iodine back into its
observable forms (IO and OIO), they are not likely to contribute much to the uncertainty of the
inferred upper limit. (e) As already discussed above, the OIO photolysis is a major uncertainty
in the adopted photochemistry and as the existing discrepancies in the contradictory information presently available cannot be solved here (Cox et al. [1999] versus Ingham et al. [2000] and
Allan et al. [2001]), model runs were performed reflecting both cases.
To estimate the uncertainties of the inferred Iy upper limits associated with the adopted
photochemistry additional model were performed where the IO/Iy and OIO/Iy ratio were minimized/maximized (by tuning the reaction rate coefficients and photolysis rates (a to e) according
to the limits given by their error bars). The inferred uncertainties of Iy were indicated by the
error bars given in Figure 7.19.
Including all the information gained from the inferred upper limits of IO and OIO including
the photochemical modelling with its uncertainty, total lower stratospheric I y (<20 km) is assessed to 0.1±0.05 ppt, and 0.065±0.01 ppt for the OIO photolysis or no OIO photolysis cases,
respectively. Accordingly, for the middle stratosphere (< 35 km), the inferred total I y is larger
due to smaller detection sensitivity there. Note, however, that the upper limits are only valid if
the adopted iodine photochemistry is correct. If this is not the case, then this constrains only
upper limits of stratospheric IO and OIO as given in section 7.3. Moreover, it should be pointed
out that the inferred Iy must not stringently agree with total stratospheric iodine, as possibly
some stratospheric iodine can be is tied to or taken up by other yet unknown species.

7.5

Implications for Ozone

In this section, the implication of iodine on the stratospheric ozone will be explored even for
the low upper limits for total gaseous stratospheric iodine give in the previous section. For this
purpose, photochemical box-model calculations9 were performed, where the iodine chemistry was
switched on and off. Two case studies were shown, representative for two different photochemical
9

A model description can be found in section 7.4
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Figure 7.20: Inferred vertical distribution of stratospheric ozone loss rates due to iodine chemistry for Léon in 1996 (left panel) and for Kiruna 2000 (right panel). The ozone loss rates
were inferred with the model described in section 7.4 assuming Iy =0.11 ppt. The result for
two model runs were performed, allowing (Run 1) or omitting (Run 2) OIO photolysis. The
given error bars indicate the accuracy of the model output.
regimes: León on November 23, 1996 was used as a representative for mid-latitudinal conditions
(with high NOx and low ClOx ) and Kiruna on February 18, 2000 for Arctic winter conditions
(with low NOx and high ClOx ).
As already discussed in chapter 3.3.3, the key reaction for ozone depletion involving iodine
chemistry are the interhalogen reactions, the IO+HO2 reaction and the IO+NO2 reaction. Evidently, the relevance of the different cycles depends strongly on the photochemical conditions.
During summer, the IO+HO2 will dominate the iodine induce ozone loss in the lower stratosphere, while for higher altitudes ozone loss is due to the ClO+IO cycle with lesser contributions
from the IO+BrO cycle. For winter condition, in particular at high-latitudes, the ClO concentrations can be significantly increased (depending on the degree of chlorine activation) in the
lower stratosphere, and hence the ozone loss through the IO+ClO cycle intensifies in the lower
stratosphere. However, the IO+HO2 and IO+NO2 cycles will be less efficient. The rate-limiting
step of these cycles is the photolysis of HOI and IONO2 , which is significantly reduced in winter.
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The possible role of iodine for stratospheric ozone depends greatly on the OIO photolysis. Assuming a rapid photodissociation of OIO into the products I and O2 then yields an additional,
efficient ozone loss mechanism. OIO is mainly formed through the reaction of IO with BrO with
a yield of 0.65-1, which themselves are formed via the reaction with ozone. The subsequent OIO
dissociation recycles the I atom and two ozone molecules were destroyed within one cycle.
Figure 7.20 shows the inferred ozone loss rates for a iodine content of 0.11 ppt for Léon in
November 1996 (left panel) and for Kiruna in February 2000 (right panel) assuming or omitting
OIO photolysis (denoted as run 1 and run 2). In both panels, the large impact of the OIO photolysis is clearly visible. Assuming a moderately fast OIO photolysis (see Figure 7.14) increases
the O3 depletion potential of iodine by a factor of 5-10 for León 1996 and of ∼50 for Kiruna.
For high-latitude winter, almost vanishing ozone loss rates were obtained with the model run 2.
However, allowing for OIO photolysis (run 1), the BrO+IO reaction causes a large increase of
the loss rates below 25 km with a maximum loss rate of −8 · 10−7 ppb/sec at 17 km.
For León, the ozone loss rates inferred with run 2 show very low values at the lower stratosphere with a slight increase towards higher altitudes. Above 20 km, a strong increase of the
loss rate is found, but the uncertainty due to the limited accuracy of the model output increases
strongly too. This may be the result of the IO+ClO cycle. Between 15 and 20 km, larger ozone
loss rates are observed as for high-latitude winter most likely caused by the IO+NO 2 reaction,
which is completely suppressed in polar winter. Below 12 km a small increase is visible indicating the contribution of the IO+HO2 cycle. However, this cycle seem to be less important
for November, where the photolysis is already less efficient and the HO2 concentrations are
likely to be small. The O3 loss rates are clearly increased using the model run 1, but still with
smaller values compared to high-latitude winter. The combination of the considerable smaller
BrO concentrations and the fast OIO+NO reaction (reduces the ozone depletion through the
recycling of IO) for the large NO concentrations to be found in Leon results in a significantly
smaller ozone depletion potential of iodine. The maximum value of the ozone loss rate in the
lower stratosphere obtained from run 1 for León is in the range −2 · 10 −7 ppb/sec.
It is self-evident, that this two case studies does not allow to draw conclusions about the
potential role of iodine chemistry for the global stratospheric ozone content, but the inferred
ozone loss rates can be put into context to typical ozone loss rates ozone induced by HO x ,
NOx , BrOx or ClOx chemistry. During high-latitude winter, usually a massive ozone depletion
is observed caused by catalytic cycles involving chlorine and bromine. The loss can easily exceed
40 ppb per day (' 4 · 10−4 ppb/sec), which is several orders of magnitude larger than the loss
rates inferred for iodine. However, a large variability during the winter itself as well as between
different winters is observed. Therefore, a typical mean value will be clearly smaller than 40
ppb/day, but still the iodine induced loss seem to be negligible. The mid-latitudinal ozone loss
rates calculated by Garcia and Solomon [1994] for 39◦ N in March shows values in the range
of 10−6 ppb/sec for altitudes below 15 km. Above 15 km the ozone loss is more intensive with
values about 10−5 ppb/sec at 20 km and about 10−2 ppb/sec at 30 km. Comparing this to
the inferred potential ozone loss rates (for run 1), it is obvious that iodine chemistry could
contribute substantially (by approximately 10 %) to the ozone loss in the lower stratosphere at
mid-latitudes and at high-latitudes during summer. In conclusion, even with the stated upper
limits for total gaseous iodine, it still has a potential impact on the lower stratospheric ozone
abundances and thus may also contribute to the not yet understood mid-latitudinal trend in
ozone [WMO 1998].
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Discussion

The reported upper limits of stratospheric IO (0.055±0.004) ppt and OIO (0.056±0.003) ppt
(the former detected with an unprecedented high sensitivity, and the latter for the first time)
monitored at mid- and high latitudes during all seasons allowed in combination with photochemical model calculations to reveal a lower stratospheric Iy (< 20 km) of 0.1±0.05 ppt, and
0.065±0.01 ppt allowing for, or omitting OIO photolysis, respectively. For the middle stratosphere (< 35 km), the inferred total iodine is larger due to smaller detection sensitivity there.
Combining this study with findings of previous studies (except of Wittrock et al. [2000] which
cannot be reconciled with the findings reported in the studies of Wennberg et al. [1997] and
Pundt et al. [1998] and this studies) then provokes the following questions on the stratospheric
iodine budget and chemistry:
Does less iodine enter the stratosphere than be expected from the iodine bearing source
gas concentrations measured at entry level ?
Is Iy very inhomogeneously mixed in the stratosphere and the presented measurements
fortuitously missed to probe Iy rich air masses
Is Iy predominantly present in other chemical forms than IO and OIO at daytime ?
At this point nothing can be said about the first question that goes beyond what was already said
in the chapter 3.3.3. There are some reasons to expect total stratospheric iodine in the range
of 0.1 to 1 ppt. The second possibility is also very unlikely primarily due to fact, that large
inhomogeneities are usually not observed for other species (at least outside the polar vortex).
Since the balloon flights covered a wide range of stratospheric conditions including flights at mid, and high northern latitudes in all seasons, some IO and/or OIO should have been present, at
least occasionally, if Iy is generally more abundant than stated here. In consequence, possibility
(3) is favored, i.e., that the stratospheric chemistry of iodine is still not completely understood.
Inspecting again Figure 3.8 reveals that in analogy to the other halogens (F, Cl, and Br) - even
though some discrepancies exist - major reaction pathways connecting the gaseous iodine species
to the other known stratospheric trace gas families (odd oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen and
the halogens) are already well represented by the available kinetic and thermochemical data.
Therefore, major uncertainties in the stratospheric partitioning of I y are not very likely.
Major uncertainty, however, still exists in the uptake efficiency of inorganic iodine bearing
molecules on the stratospheric sulfuric acid aerosol. Likewise, the kinetics and thermochemistry
of higher iodine oxides (Ix Oy ) - frequently observed in laboratory studies conducted at atmospheric pressures and larger iodine concentrations than those expected for the stratosphere [e.g.
Hönninger 1999] - at low pressures, temperatures and iodine concentrations are not known. Due
to the lack in these kinetic and thermochemical data, it can only be speculated here where or in
what species the missing iodine resides in the lower stratosphere. Conversely, if iodine is taken
up on aerosols or present as higher oxides in the lower stratosphere then one can expect that
these constituents eventually release the iodine back into the gas phase either where the aerosol
evaporates due to increasing temperatures, or where the actinic fluxes (mainly in the UV) for
the Ix Oy photolysis getting much larger than those experienced the lower stratosphere i.e., in
the middle and upper stratosphere. The latter possibility, however, affects the inferred lower
stratospheric Iy and accordingly its impact on ozone at daytime, since the typical timescales
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involved in the formation of Ix Oy (Reaction 13c in table in Appendix A) are reasonably rapid
to allow for a diurnal cycle of Iy , which we then would miss to detect.
Finally, it should be emphasized that even within the inferred low upper limits of total
gaseous stratospheric iodine, its potential impact on the ozone loss is not negligible. In the lower
stratosphere at mid-latitudes iodine still has a the potential to reduces the ozone level by 10%.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Outlook
The subject of this thesis is to study the stratospheric chemistry of nitrogen and iodine compounds. For this purpose, a DOAS instrument, designed for airborne applications, was deployed
on the LPMA/DOAS balloon gondola. Applying the DOAS technique to the measured direct
sunlight spectra allows a sensitive analysis of the absorption signatures of NO 2 , O3 , IO and OIO.
These measurements are combined with the results obtained from an IR Fourier Transform Interferometer (LPMA-FTIR) mounted on the same gondola.
Within the scope of this Ph. D. thesis, a new and important effect which impact the spectral retrieval of direct sun measurements is identified. It is well known, that the optical
densities of the solar Fraunhofer lines change across the solar disk. Since the propagation of a solar light beam is a function of the solar disk’s location, the combination of
both effects generates an apparent change of the Fraunhofer lines during the course of
the solar occultation measurements. A constant solar spectrum, however, is an important
prerequisite for the DOAS technique and, hence, spectral artifacts occur which might be
mis-interpretated as atmospheric absorptions. A proper correction can be achieved with
a new method presented in this thesis, referred to as solar center to limb darkening correction. It has to be emphasized, that this effect does not only impact the measurements
presented in this thesis, but also the observations of several other instruments, in particular satellite borne sensors, operated in the solar occultation mode. Still unclear is the
importance of this effect for measurements of scattered sun light at large solar zenith
angles. Although it is believed to be small, it requires further investigation.
The NO2 and O3 measurements performed during a series of eight balloon flights showed
a seasonal and latitudinal behavior being in agreement with the present understanding
of the stratospheric photochemistry. The obtained profiles are extensively compared to
the measurements by O3 sondes, various satellite instruments and the LPMA-FTIR. The
comparison with the results of the LPMA-FTIR revealed large discrepancies, in particular
in the case of NO2 . This can be attributed probably to the complicated spectral retrieval
for the IR measurements, but a cross-validation of the UV, visible and IR cross sections
is required, too. The diurnal variation of NO2 usually prevents a tight comparison of
balloon-borne and satellite measurements. As good temporal and spatial coincidence is
necessary, the observed discrepancies are not surprising. However, different measurements
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can be linked through photochemical model calculations if similar air masses have been
probed. Therefore, future satellite validation activities, like the upcoming SCIAMACHY
validation activity, will include meteorological forecasts of the trajectories 1 to ensure that
the same air parcels are probed by the satellite and the DOAS instrument.
In February 2000, a clear enhancement of the stratospheric NO 2 concentrations inside the
polar vortex was found. In combination with tracer measurements, it was shown that this
observation can be explained by descent of NOx -rich mesospheric air. This is a commonly
observed feature during the Antarctic winter, but not yet observed in the Arctic. The NO x
cycle is the main loss mechanism of ozone in the middle stratosphere, thus such enhancements are directly linked to an increasing ozone depletion. The global effect, however, of
these enhancement is unclear, but near the maximum of the solar cycle or during strong
particle events (such as solar proton events) the stratospheric ozone levels can be significantly distorted. To account for the potential consequences on stratospheric ozone, this
polar mesospheric source of nitrogen has to be included in chemical models. Therefore,
the magnitude of this mesospheric source of nitrogen oxide has to be quantification by
satellite measurements.
The current understanding of the stratospheric photochemistry can be tested by comparing measurements with simulations by 3-D Chemical Transport Models (CTMs).The
comparison of the NO2 and O3 profiles revealed a large underestimation of the NO2 concentrations by the models while the measured and modelled O3 concentrations agree fairly
well. This is a commonly observed feature of CTMs, although the recently measured rate
constants of the reactions linking NO2 and HNO3 [Brown et al. 1999a; Brown et al. 1999b]
lead to a significant increase of the modelled NO2 amounts, in particular during summer.
A tight investigation, however, of observed discrepancies based on NO2 and O3 measurements alone is not possible. Therefore, the DOAS measurements were combined with the
the LPMA-FTIR measurements allowing to distinguish between chemical, dynamical and
model-related reasons. Thereby, the partitioning of the nitrogen species, the tracer transport and the budget of the individual nitrogen species as well as total NOy were studied
in more detail. The main results can be summarized as follows:
– The NO2 /HNO3 ratio in the high-latitudinal lower stratosphere is strongly underestimated during cold winters, while a good agreement is found during warm winters.
– In the middle stratosphere, the NO2 /HNO3 ratio is underestimated during winter.
– During high-latitude summer, the models reproduce the NO2 /HNO3 ratio fairly well
in the middle stratosphere, while they underestimate the ratio in the lower stratosphere.
– Large model deficits are observed for the calculation of the descent rates during
high-latitude winter as well as during high-latitude summer.
– HNO3 , NO and NO2 are largely underestimated by the models, while ClONO2 is
reproduced well .
– The total amount of NOy is largely underestimated by the models, very likely as a
result of an overestimation of the numerical diffusion on small scales.

1

provided by the FU Berlin
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It is evident, that the main contributions to the discrepancies between the measurements
and the model calculations of the NO2 (and NOy ) are rather due to model-specific and
dynamical reasons than to the adopted chemistry. Nevertheless the investigation of the
partitioning reveals a still uncomplete understanding of the stratospheric nitrogen chemistry. The identification of a single source of error, that can account for all observed
discrepancies is not possible, however some points should be emphasized:
– Zhang et al. [1995] proposed, that the N2 O5 hydrolysis for very low temperatures and
stratospheric HNO3 concentrations may be slower as usually assumed. A hypothesis
strongly supported by the presented lower stratospheric observations during polar
winter.
– The model’s underestimation of the NO2 /HNO3 ratio within the aerosol layer during
summer points to a possible lacking heterogenous reaction pathway on background
aerosol or to a possible overestimation of the available aerosol surface [Kondo et al.
2000].
– The observations in the middle stratosphere in winter and summer cannot come
into agreement with models by changing a single parameter only, e.g. the HNO 3
photolysis rate as proposed by Jucks et al. [1999].
– The model/measurement agreement for ClONO2 is remarkable and indicates uncertainties in the modelling of the chlorine/nitrogen interaction.
Stratospheric IO and OIO could not be detected, even undertaken with an unprecedented
high sensitivity. The inferred upper limits are of (0.055 ± 0.004) ppt for IO and of (0.056 ±
0.003) ppt for OIO for lower stratosphere. The combination with photochemical model
calculations revealed an upper limit of total iodine of (0.1 ± 0.05) ppt and (0.065 ± 0.01)
ppt, allowing for or omitting OIO photolysis, respectively. This gives rise to the question,
whether less iodine enters the stratosphere than expected from the (sparse) measurements
in the upper tropical tropopause, or whether the adopted chemistry is still incomplete,
e.g. is iodine permanently uptaken by aerosols or does it reside in higher oxides. It is
noteworthy that even within the stated small upper limits of total iodine, its potential
impact on the ozone levels in the lower stratosphere may be as large as 10%, assuming that
OIO rapidly photodissociates. Hence, iodine chemistry has the potential to substantially
contribute to the observed mid-latitudinal ozone loss. Further studies such as laboratory
studies of iodine reactions at stratospheric conditions and more sensitive measurements
of total iodine at the stratospheric entry level are required.
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Appendix A
Adopted Iodine Chemistry

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11a
11b
11c
11d
11e
11f
11g

O + I2
O + IO
OH + I2
OH + HI
HO2 + I
I + O3
I + BrO
IO + HO2
IO + NO
IO + NO2 + M
IO + ClO

Reaction

Rate Parameter

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

1.4·10−10 ·exp((-0±250)/T)

M

−→

IO + I
O2 + I
HOI + I
H2 O + I
HI + O2
IO + O2
IO + Br
HOI + O2
I +NO2
IONO2 + M
I + OClO
I + ClO2
ICl + O2
I + Cl + O2
OIO + Cl
IO2 + Cl

1.2·10−10

at 298 K
at 298 K
3.0·10−11 at 298 K
1.5·10−11 ·exp((-1090±500)/T)
2.3·10−11 ·exp((-870±200)/T)
1.2·10−11
(2.2±0.6)·10−11 ·exp(400±80/T)
(8.3±2.3)·10−12 ·exp((269±85)/T)
see Table 2 in DeMore et al. [1997]
²=0.55±0.03
²=0.0
²=0.2±0.02
²=0.25±0.02
²=0.0
²=0.0
1.8·10−10

IO2 Cl

Remark
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(16)
(15)
(1)

²=0.0
k11
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=5.1·10−12 ·exp((280±150)/T)

(3)
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No
12a
12b
12c
12d
12e
13a
13b

Reaction
IO + BrO

IO + IO

14
15
16
17a
17b
18a
18b
19a
19b
20
21

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

OIO + Br
I + Br + O2
IBr + O2
OBrO + I
IBrO2

−→
−→

I + OIO
I 2 + O2

M

13c
13d
IO + HO
OIO + NO
OIO + OH
OIO + h·ν
IONO2 + h·ν
HOI + h·ν
IO + h·ν
HI + h·ν

Rate Parameter

−→
−→

I 2 O2
2I + O2

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

I + HO2
IO + NO2
HOI + O2
IO + O
O2 + I
IO + NO2
I + NO3
OH + I
H + IO
I+O
I+H

²=0.65...1.0
² <0.3
² <0.05
²=0 (assumed)
²=0 (assumed)
k12 =6.7(± 0.8) · 10−12 ·exp((760±30)/T)
²=0.3...0.46
² <0.05
²=0.42...0.55 at 295 K
²=0.07...0.15
k13 =4.1(± 3.4) · 10−11 ·exp((220±230)/T)
1.0·10−10
(6.34±1.08)·10−12 at 300 K
4.5·10−13 ·exp(-(120±50)/T)
χIO
OIO < 0.007
χIOIO < 0.15
²=0.5 (assumed)
²=0.5 (assumed)

Remark

(4)

(14)
(14)
(18)
(5)
(13)
(6)
(7, 8)
(9)
(10)
(11, 12)
(17)

Comments:
Units: unimolecular reactions, (1/s); bimolecular reactions, (cm3 /(molecule·s)); termolecular reactions (cm6 /(molecule2 ·s)); ² is the reaction efficiency;
(1) see DeMore et al. [1997];
(2) see McFiggins et al. [2000];
(3) For the rate reaction coefficient see Turnipseed et al. [1995a]. Based on results of Turnipseed
et al. [1995b], the product yield for the channels yielding I atoms is 0.8±0.2. Conversely, the
branching ratio for all channels not producing I atoms is determined to (0.14±0.04) at 298 K
[Turnipseed et al. 1997]. This in reasonable agreement with the branching ratios (0.55±0.03)
(11a), (0.20±0.02) (11c), and (0.25±0.02) (11d) reported by Bedjanian et al. [1997]; Combining
both information then leads to branching ratios for 11b and for the sum of 11e to 11g being
close to 0;
(4) According to Gilles et al. [1997] the reaction rate coefficient for non I atom producing channels (12a, 12c, and 12e) is 2.5(± 1.0) · 10−11 ·exp((260 ± 100)/T )·cm3 /sec, and the branching
ratio for the I atom producing channels are < 35% (at 298 K). They reported the following
branching ratios: for 12a (0.65 to 1.0), for 12b (< 0.3), and for 12c (< 0.05), the latter being in
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agreement with recent reports of Rowley et al. [2001] (k12c /k12 < 0.2). The product channel
I + OBrO (12d) is endothermic by (5.5±8.6) kcal/mol and indeed Rowley et al. [2001] found
k12d /k12 < 0.15; Rowley et al. [2001] found no evidence for reaction 12e. They also reported an
overall reaction rate coefficient k12 =6.7(± 0.8) · 10−12 ·exp((760 ± 30)/T )·cm3 /sec in agreement
with k12a+12b+12c =8.5(±1.5)·10−11 ·cm3 /sec) reported by Bedjanian et al. [1998] at 298 K;
(5) The reaction is exothermic by ∆H = (- 17.28±20) kcal/mole [Ingham et al. 2000]. The reaction rate coefficient is from Allan et al. [2001].
(6) The recently reported constrained value of the OIO cross section (1.29±0.22≥ σ OIO ·1017 ≥
0.87±0.15) for the (5,1,0) transition at 549 nm (T=295 K, p=760 Torr) has been taken for the
present study [Rowley et al. 2001]. Ingham et al. [2000] reported a minimum σ OIO cross section
of 2.7·10−17 cm2 at 549 nm assuming that 13a has a branching ratio of 1. If the branching ratio
for 13a is taken from Bloss et al. [2001] (0.30≤ k13a /k13 ≤0.46), then σOIO could be as large
as 9·10−17 cm2 using Ingham et al. [2000] OIO cross section. For the quantum yield of 17a, an
upper limit of 0.007 was assumed according to recent measurements at 532 nm [Ingham et al.
2000]. For the quantum yield of reaction 17b, an upper limit of 0.15 at 532 nm was assumed;
(7) for the yield see Davis et al. [1996];
(8) the recently measured IONO2 cross section from the University of Cambridge/UK is used
[Juliane Mössinger and Anthony Cox, private communication 2000]. For the data see Atkinson
et al. [2000];
(9) absorption cross cross section after Rowley et al. [1999];
(10) private communication with A. R. Ravishankara;
(11) the strength of the IO continuum absorption between 340 nm and 440 nm and the Tdependence of the IO cross section is somewhat controversial [e.g., Sander 1986; Laszlo et al.
1995; Harwood et al. 1997; Hoelscher and Zellner 2000; Bloss et al. 2001]. Here, for the photochemical modelling we used the IO cross section of Harwood et al. [1997], when not stated
otherwise;
(12) according to Ingham et al. [2000], the lower limit for the quantum yield is (0.91+0.19/-0.26);
(13) the reaction is exothermic by ∆H = -(43±3.79) kcal/mole [Ingham et al. 2000]. The same
reaction rate coefficient as for OClO + OH [e.g., DeMore et al. 1997] is assumed;
(14) The overall rate coefficient and the branching ratios for reaction 13 are from Bloss et al.
[2001]
(15) Following a private communication with John Crowley [2000], the recent measured rate
reaction coefficient by Knight and Crowley [2000] has been taken, which is in agreement with
the value of [Cronhite et al. 1999] (9.3·10−12 cm3 /s) measured at 298 K, and of Canosa-Mas et al.
[1999] (7.1±1.6)·10−12 cm3 /s) measured at 296 K. Within the stated error, all these rate reaction
coefficients are in agreement with a recent result ((6.1±1.6)·10 −12 exp((325±72)/T) cm3 /s) of
Hoelscher and Zellner [2000];
(16) see Knight and Crowley [2000];
(17) for the absorption cross section of HI see Huebert and Martin [1968];
(18) the reaction enthalpies for the (HI + O2 )/(H + I + O2 ) channels are 33.5 kcal/mole/37.4 kcal/mole, respectively. By analogy with the ClO + OH (1.7·10 −11 cm3 /s)
and BrO + OH (7.5·10−11 cm3 /s) reactions, a reaction rate coefficient of 1.0·10−10 cm3 /s is
assumed;
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